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Goal 

MANAGING FARM PERSONNEL 

An In-Service Workshop for 
Extension Agents and Specialists 

Kansas City Hilton Airport Plaza Inn 
April 23-25, 1990 

Sponsored by 
North Central Farm Management Extension Committee 

The general goal of this workshop is to improve the competency of extension 
personnel in conducting education programs in personnel management for managers 
of farm businesses. 

Specific Objectives 

1. Increase sensitivity to the importance of farm human resource planning, 
organizational structure, personnel management and family /business 
interactions 

2. Improve knowledge of personnel management functions, skills and tools 

3. Provide participants opportunity to exchange farm personnel program ideas 
and experiences 

4. Introduce participants to available personnel management teaching a~ds and 
model lesson plans 
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PROGRAM 

April 23 - Day 1 

1:00 Welcome and introduction of the workshop 

1:15 Farm Personnel Management: 

In the context of farm human resources, management functions, 
organizational development and structure, and manager stress 

As a critical factor in farm business profitability and continuity 

As an extension education opportunity and responsibility 

In planning farm management extension programs 

Speaker: Robert Milligan 
Cornell University 

2:15.:. Assessing the Farm Labor Environment 

External conditions including the farm economy, trends in the 
labor force, labor market conditions jlttd ·; go-vemment 
intervention 

Internal conditions including multi-generational management 
teams, farm organizational structure, the nature or work, dual 
career farm families, job analysis and technology 

Speaker: Bernie Erven 
Ohio State University 

3:15 Break 
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3:30 Farmers as Labor Managers and "Tone Setters" 

Leadership 

Theory X - Theory Y 

Organizational culture 

Speaker: AI Shapley 
Michigan State University 

4:15 Personnel Planning 

Setting human resource objectives 

The personnel planning process 

The role of job analysis and descriptions 

Scheduling work 

Speaker: Ken Thomas 
University of Minnesota 

5:00 Interaction with afternoon speakers 

5:30 Dinner on your own 

8:00 Farm labor case - demonstration of a teaching tool 

The case method 

Farm case presentation 

Discussion of the case 

Discussion Leader: Bernie Erven 
Ohio State University 
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April 24 • Day 2 

8:00 Interpersonal Skills in Personnel Management 

Communication 

Listening 

Conducting meetings 

Family /business integration 

Speaker: Jerry Robinson 
University of Illinois 

10:00 Break 

10:30 Organizing the Farm Business 

Organizational structure 

Organizational charts 

Family /business interface 

Speaker: Robert Milligan 
Cornell University 

11:15 Recruitment and Hiring 

Building a pool of applicants 

Interviewing 

Employee selection 

Speaker: AI Shapley 
Michigan State University 
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12:15 Lunch 

1 :30 Training 

Content of training 

Conditions that facilitate learning 

Training process 

Speaker: Bernie Erven 
Ohio State University 

2:30 Motivating People 

Motivation theory 

Actions that motivate 

Speaker: AI Shapley 
Michigan State University 

3:00 Break 

3:30 Managing Conflict 

Good and bad sides of conflict 

Conflict management styles 

Deciding on a strategy 

Speaker: Robert Milligan 
Cornell University 
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4:15 Dealing One-on .. one When Things Go Wrong 

The inevitability of things going WI'()ng 

Need for a supervisory response 

Understanding implications of various responses 

Speaker: Howard Rosenberg 
University of California, Berkeley 

S:lS Dinner on your own 

April 25 • Day 3 

8:00 Labor Laws and Regulation• 

Extension's roles 

Attitudes about laws and regulations 

Key employer and employee provisions ~f Federal laws and 
regulations 

Resource materials 

Speaker; AI Shapley 
Michigan State University 

9:00 Plans for North Central Region Farm Labor Extension Programs 
Discussion Leader: Ken Thomas 

University of Minnesota 

11:30 Adjourn 
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A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR 
THE MANAGEMENT OF FARM BUSINESSES 

Robert A. Milligan and Guy K. Hutt 

Numerous articles have appeared in the agriculture economics literature 
formulating a conceptual framework for the marketing of agricultural products, 
resource economics and agricultural policy (Cannan and de Janvry, French, Just, 
Kofi,Saliba, Van~se, \rttaliano, VVohlgenantl984,VVohlgenantl989;and 
VVong). Similar articles have not, however, appeared to formulate a conceptual 
framework for the management of agricultural businesses. One possible reason for 
this contrast is that the development of a conceptual framework for farm 
management requires a broader disciplinary base than economics. In this paper we 
develop a conceptual framework for the management of farm and other 
agricultural businesses that utilize the management literature while recognizing-the 
nature of farm businesses. 

REVIEW OF MANAGEMENT LITERATURE 

Records show that the desire to understand how to best organize and 
control trade and activities has been with us as early as ancient Rome when 
Dioccletian implemented changes in the Roman hierarchy in an attempt to manage 
more effectively. Also, the Roman Catholic Church began compulsory staff 
service and staff independence to improve the decision making process of the 
Church (Mooney and Reiley) . Despite these early trials with management, the 
field of management did not get off the ground until the intense, production
oriented times of the industrial revolution. 

The first recognized management school of thought is known as the 
Quantitative or Scientific Management School which arose to fmd the most 
scientific, rational principles for handling people, machines, material and money. 
The objective of this school was to increase output and productivity per person by 
making work easy to perfonn. Attention to the needs of workers was minimal. 
Workers were considered only the additions to machines that were necessary to 
make them run. An engineer, Frederick VV. Taylor, is often considered the father 
of scientific management. His major contribution was to def"me the concept of a 
task as a specific set of activities that instruct a laborer what to do, how to do it 
and the time frame in which to accomplish it. Taylor's philosophies about 
consistently maximizing output led to the develop~ent of time and motion studies. 
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Taylor also began scientific decision-making processes and cost accounting 
(Taylor). 
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The second major school of management thought is called the process 
school or classical school and is based on the work of Henri Fayol, who is 
thought of as the father of modem management theory. Fayol first introduced the 
administrative operations of plarining, organization, comman~ coordination and 
control Fayol was the first to suggest that management could be taught in a 
scholastic setting, using a conceptual framework with principals derived from 
research and experience. Fayol's original fourteen principals of management 
included such familiar ones as division of work, authority and responsibility, unity 
of command, subordination of individual interests to the common good, 
centralization, hierarchy, and esprit de corps (Fayol). 

The fmal, major school of management is the behavioral school, which is 
commonly divided into two branches: 1) individual behavior or the interpersonal 
perspective and 2) group behavior or the social system perspective. Contributions 
to this school have come from the social sciences including psychology, sociology, 
anthropology, social psychology, and industrial psychology. The behavioral 
school deals with such topics as motivation, leadership, personality, style, 
behavior, teams, power and authority. The beginnings of this school can be traced 
to Elton Mayo, whose work is associated with early inquiries into the behavior of 
people in the work place. Mayo's Hawthorne studies were landmark studies 
within the field of management (Greenwood, Bolton, and Greenwood). This 
research showed that supervisory style effected worker output; workers changed 
their behavior when they were aware that they were being watched. 

As the study of management progressed, not only schools of management, 
but philosophies of management developed. These philosophies establish 
relationships between technologies, material things and people. The illustrated 
philosophical time line (Figure I) shows that each management philosophy is built 
upon the ones that have come before it. (Hodgens). 

The classical philosophy draws primarily fonn the quantitative school, 
considering people merely an input into the productive function. Therefore, it has 
no managerial conceptual framework. The human relations philosophy recognizes 
that people are a unique input and emphasizes how people are treated by an 
organization. 



Figure 1 

Management Philosophy TIME LINE 

Use People Efficiently 

Treat People Well 

Classical 
Human Relations Era 

Involve People 

Human ResourceEra 

The human resource management philosophy asserts that management 
means full participation in delivering the organization's objectives and in the 
development of personnel including oneself. This philosophy began with Mayo's 
observations. The first significant research about human organizations was 
conducted by Chester I. Barnard, whose work explored the concept that the 
manager created and maintained an organization's complex communications 
system. Barnard's theory is called the acceptance theory of authority and features 
"zones of indifference" or that range of activities over which an employee readily 
grants authority (Barnard). This philosophy developed as the failure of the human 
relations philosophy to develop people to their capacity became apparent. 
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The contributions of each of these schools and philosophies can not be 
understated; they form the basis of modem management on which the operation of 
many businesses-including farms-are based. Each of these schools of thought 
adds to the overall understanding of management and suggests further areas for 
research and study. Each of the schools also has its short coming. 

The quantitative school, with its emphasis on mathematical models and 
processes such as linear programming and games theory, leans heavily on 
economic effectiveness criteria and stresses the importance of goals and 
perfonnance. This approach is criticized for only contributing a group of 
management tools, rather than a conceptual framework and also for failing to 
recognize the importance of people in management (Terry). This school does not 
provide enough emphasis on the general management of businesses, instead 
concentrating on narrow, operational problems. 

The process school provides a model for separating and clearly defining 
functions and activities, a first step to evaluating newly implemented managerial 
techniques and to developing new principles. In this way, principles such as the 
primacy of planning and the exception principle can be tested and observed for 
validation. The process school offered structure to the study of management when 
management study was new and undefmed. Today, the tenets of the process 
school are criticized for being too rigid to adapt to the unique scenarios of 
individuals businesses (Fayol). 

The behavioral school stresses the observation of behavior on which to 
base understanding. This school is often criticized for not being scientific or 
quantitative enough in its approach (Koon[?; and O'Donnell). 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR FARM MANAGEMENT 

The concepts and application of farm management to this time have drawn 
almost exclusively on the quantitative school. The results have been a narrow 
view of management with almost exclusive emphasis on record keeping and 
decision making. This narrow view with its emphasis on the technical has 
inhibited the development of human relations and human resource management 
philosophies in the fann community. The basis of our conceptual framework of 
management is the following management defmition (Milligan and Hutt, p.8): 



"Determining what must be done and achieving results through the 
efforts of oneself and other people. Management is planning, 
organizing, staffing, directing, and controlling the business 
resources toward the accomplishment of established goals." 
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Three aspects of this defmition are critical to an understanding of the 
conceptual framework. The fU'St is that management of people is principally and 
dynamically linked with production, technology, and economics and, ~erefore, 
must be the focus of management. The second is that the integrated functions of 
management provide a structure for dealing with all aspects of management. This 
comprehensive view is lacking in the quantitative school alone. The dominant 
importance of specifying and attaining objectives and goals in the third critical 
aspect. A discussion of each aspect follows. 

People are the focus of management in our conceptual framework. 
Management must first deal with people, including oneself. These people then 
work with animals, crops, etc. This is in contrast to focusing primary concern with 
the management of things (animals, crops, etc.). This can be illustrated by an 
example of analyzing why a herd of cows is thin. The usual answers - cows are 
not receiving enough feed, the ration is not balanced, forages are of poor quality 
-are technical. If one continues to ask ·"why," answers relating to management 
are detected: 

- No one has devised a feeding plan. 
- No one is monitoring the cows intake. 
- There is no one responsible for feeding. 
- The individual balancing the ration is not capable. 
- No one has told the feeder how often to feed the cows. 

These management answers are people oriented and are more amenable to a 
long term solution at the root of management cause rather than the technical 
swface issue. 

Secondly, the defmition provides a structure to management by focusing 
on the functions involved in management. In our structure, a management 
diagnosis and definition of a problem always involves one of the five functions. 
The management solutions delineated above involve planning, controlling, 
organizing, staffing, and directing respectively. These functions serve as a job 



description for the fann manager. As here defined, they strive to create a useful 
unified framework for management combining the different schools and 
philosophies of management into a comprehensive logical structure. 

The five functions of as outlined in the management wheel (Figure 2; 
Milligan and Hutt, Hutt, et al) are: 
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Planning is the ongoing process of developing the fann business' mission, 
objectives, goals and detailed tactics which will clearly focus activities 
toward the most productive and rewarding ends. Planning also involves the 
process of problem solving which includes decision making. 

Organizing is establishing an internal framework for the fann business. 
This structure clearly defmes the roles and activities required of people in 
order to meet the objectives of the farm business. The manager must decide 
the positions to be filled and the duties, responsibilities, and authority 
attached to each one. Organizing also includes the coordination of efforts 
among people and enterprises. 

Stafting is recruiting, hiring, training, evaluation, and compensating oneself 
and other people. This includes finding the right person for each job and 
keeping manned the positions required by the organizational framework. 

Directing is leading, coaching, delegating and motivating oneself and other 
people. Directing involves communicating with people enthusiastically 
carry out their roles in the organization. 

Controlling is measuring and reporting actual performance at prescribed 
intervals, comparing that perfonnance to set standards, and taking 
appropriate corrective actions when events are not conforming to plans. 

The third important aspect of the definition is the critical importance of 
objectives and goals. Objectives and goals are necessary to provide 
direction and motivation and to provide satisfaction through accomplishment. 
Successful execution of the management function will result in specification of 
objectives and goals with each member of the business motivated to achieve the 
objectives and goals. 



FUNCTIONS OF THE FARM MANAGER 

Developed by Cornell Univen:iry 
byGuyK.Huu 
PRO-DAIRY 
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Figure 2 



The conceptual framework as delineated by the management definition, the 
five functions, and the farm management wheel is derived primarily but not 
completely from the process school of management. Aspects of the quantitative 
school are incorporated in the planning function, and behavioral school topics 
predominate in the directing function. 
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This defmition of management also facilitates an understanding of 
management activities. Traditionally management activities have been "not labor"; 
a description not conducive to conveying an understanding of management. 
Utilizing the above defmition, a management activity is any activity involving one 
of the management functions; labor activities become the residual. 

To complete an integrated and clear description of a farm manager's 
functions and attending philosophy, it may be further instructive to illustrate how 
the functions relate to different aspects of the business. The two principal aspects 
of the business addressed are the human aspect and the technical production 
aspects. Nothing can be produced unless people act upon things. Both aspects of 
the fann must be managed together in harmony for efficiency and focused 
productivity to occur. Prior to this time our quantitative approach to farm 
management has left people out of the equation. 

You cannot manage technology and production alone without managing the 
all important human resource. This warrants special consideration and attention as 
it is the most critical resource for any enterprise. 

The lower portion of (Figure 3) depicts a simple process model of 
production. Our past research and extension efforts have focused almost totally on 
this model with our conception and understanding of management limited to a 
rather vague activity only defmed as not labor and·often confused with record 
keeping and accounting. 

The upper portion of the figure is a process model of human resource 
management. The human resource inputs are subjected to human resource 
processes that are influenced by strengths, weaknesses, needs, etc, of the 
individual and requirements and rewards of the job. The results a human 
resource outputs are attraction, performance, retention, satisfaction, team work, 
etc. of farm personnel. 



Human Resource Management Process 

Human Resource 
Inputs 

Human Resource 
Processes 

Human Resource 
Outputs 

~-----------Feedback----------~ 

Inputs 
Transformation 
Process 
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Figure 3 

Outputs 

-------4------- Feedback ----------~ 

Operations Management Process 
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The complete production process model (Figure 3) then places the 
emphasis on the human resource as primary in meeting the objectives of 
production. In this conception human resource management is viewed as the 
application of management to the human resource process in order that the 
outcomes of that process would become a resource to be utilized in the marketing, 
production, and fmance processes that produce goods and services. In practice 
these processes occur dynamically and are difficult to separate. 

AN EXTENSION PROGRAM UTILIZING THE CONCEPTUAL 
FRAMEWORK 

In March 1988 New York State funded an Extension program to improve 
the competitive position of the New York State dairy industry. The conceptual 
framework of management developed in this paper has been utilized to develop an 
eight course curriculum (Hutt and Milligan, Hutt and Telega) to teach management 
to dairy farm managers and agribusiness professionals. 

In the two years the curriculum has been offered approximately 1800 
participants have enrolled in one or more courses. The response has been very 
positive especially from agribusiness professionals. Most of the courses have been 
sponsored by one or more agribusiness professionals meaning that they recruited 
the participants, paid the fees, and/or provided facilities, meals, etc. Many 
graduates report that these courses have radically altered the way they approach 
the management of their farm business. 

CONCLUSION 

Farm management research, extension, and teaching programs have 
traditionally relied almost exclusively on economics as a disciplinary base. The 
result has been an orientation almost exclusively to record-keeping and decision
making. In management science terms, farm management has utilized the 
quantitative school of management. In the management literature, the quantitative 
school is considered to be very limiting (Hodgetts). It is the author observation that 
may farm managers have also recognized the limitations of the quantitative school 
of management 

In this paper we present a conceptual framework for farm management that 
recognized the breadth and power of management, and that provides definition to 
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management. From this framework management hypotheses can be developed and 
researched and extension programs developed that will dramatically increase the 
management capability of the fann sector. The use of this framework in an 
extension program for dairy fann managers in New York is illustrating this 
potential. 
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EXTERNAL FACTORS AFFECTING FARM LABOR EMPLOYMENT 

Bernard L. Erven 

As the overview of human resource management and discussion of the 
organizing function of management have made clear, there are many things that 
can be directly affected by farm labor managers. These factors internal to the farm 
are to a large extent controllable by management. In contrast, other factors external 
to the farm are only indirectly or in some cases not at all controllable by 
management. These external factors do affect human resource decisions and the 
employer-employee relationship and so must be considered in the development of 
a human resource plan. 

Economic Conditions 

The profitability of a farm directly affects human resource practices of that 
farm but in turn, human resource practices directly affect profitability. An 
unprofitable farm is unlikely to implement costly benefit packages. Economic 
losses may even lead to lower wages and benefits. 

Internal factors have great impact on but do not totally control profitability. 
General economic and business conditions as well as economic conditions for a 
particular farm sector affect profitability. Examples of external economic 
conditions affecting profitability include interest rates, prices paid and received, 
land values, and taxes. 

Relatively strong economic conditions and sustained economic growth in 
recent years have played an important role in keeping unemployment rates 
relatively low. With these low unemployment rates, wage rates have steadily 
increased causing employers to pay more attention to labor productivity and to 
look for opportunities to substitute capital for labor. 

Labor Markets 

The term labor market covers the many factors affecting labor demand and 
supply. From the individual farm standpoint, the numbers and types of employees 
needed year-around and seasonally make up its demand for labor. This demand is 
further broken down through job design to necessary knowledge, skills and 



abilities, part-time and full-time, time periods during the year, and levels 
of compensation. 
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What individuals offer to employers makes up labor supply. Supply is 
further described by the knowledge, skills and abilities people offer, periods during 
which people are willing and able to work, and compensation necessary to hire 
their services. 

The relationship between demand and supply at the individual employer 
level determines relative difficulty in filling positions. The urgency associated 
with recruitment and hiring increases as labor markets become tighter, i.e., the 
match between demand and supply becomes less favorable from the employer's 
standpoint and potential employees have increasing choice. 

Some recent trends in labor supply have important implications for farm 
employers. By the year 2000, the growth in demand for labor is expected to 

substantially exceed the increase in supply. The supply of labor will grow slowly, 
becoming older, more female, and more disadvantaged. Only about 15 percent of 
the new entrants to the labor force in the 1990s will be native white males, 
compared to 47 percent of the labor force in that category in 1987. (Johnston) The 
decline in birth rates during the 1960s and 1970s is contributing to an increasing 
average age of workers. The labor force participation of women has changed. They 
are increasingly likely to enter the labor force and more likely to remain in the 
labor force during childbearing years. Older workers are retiring from their full
time jobs at earlier ages. Older workers in declining occupations or industries are 
more likely to face unemployment and the duration of their unemployment is 
likely to be longer than for younger workers in growing industries or with more 
flexible skills. These and other trends suggest that farm employers may 
increasingly resort to part-time employment of housewives, teenagers, moon 
lighters and semi-retired persons. 

The cost of labor has been increasing at about 3-4 percent per year, i.e., at 
about the inflation rate or less. During the next ten years, the tight labor markets 
are likely to cause wage rates and the cost of benefits to increase at rates above 
inflation. 

Some other trends apparent in the 1980s and in some cases before continue 
into the 1990s. The number of commercial farms and number of children raised on 
commercial farms are decreasing. Young farm people and their parents are often 



pessimistic about opportunities in agriculture. Enrollments in post-high school 
agricultural education programs are declining. Farm people have off-farm 
employment opportunities during tight labor market times. The result is farm 
employers being less and less likely to find new 
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employees with strong farm backgrounds matching specific farm job descriptions, 
e.g., an applicant for a field foreman position on a vegetable farm who grew up on 
a vegetable farm or an applicant for a milker position who grew up on a dairy 
farm. More careful recruitment and selection, and more emphasis on training after 
hiring are obvious implications for farm employers. 

Immigration is an important and uncertain labor supply factor. Immigration 
is currently accounting for as much as one-fourth or more of the annual growth of 
the U.S. labor force. Public policy is at the heart of the immigration unknown. 
Millions of people around the world seek ways to immigrate to the United States. 
Our public policy controls the flow. By the end of the century, labor force growth 
could be made up almost entirely of migrants. (Briggs) Immigration policy could 
prevent people entering who are qualified only for service and low skilled jobs. On 
the other hand, such people could immigrate and be available for farm, service and 
manufacturing jobs. An open borders approach to immigration would quickly 
remove the concern about availability of people for such jobs. It is not at all clear 
that such an immigration policy would be in the long-run interest of agriculture 
given its image of farm jobs as being undesirable and unattractive to skilled 
workers or potentially skilled workers. More generally, our current adult illiteracy 
problem suggests itnmigration which increases the pool of unskilled and poorly 
educated workers would work to the disadvantage of the existing pool of workers 
competing for a decreasing number of jobs available to them. 

For farm employers, labor market factors are often highly localized. The 
U.S. unemployment rate or New York unemployment rate may be of almost no 
significance to a farm employer with one full-time or five part-time positions to 
fill. The dominant factor may be a local employer expanding a plant and 
advertising for 100 positions at a rate $2.00 more per hour than what the farm 
employer was intending to pay. 

Labor Laws and Regulations 

Both federal and state governments have enacted a wide variety of laws and 
regulations affecting farm employers and employees. Coverage of farm employers 
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and employees by these laws is highly irregular. The criteria by which coverage is 
determined varies law to law and between federal and state laws and regulations. 
No single government agency is available to provide information to employers and 
employees. Responsibility for administration and enforcement is spread by law 
among many federal and state agencies. 

Most of the laws and regulations are consistent with good human resource 
management practices and/or are consistent with important national or state human 
resource goals. 

Historically, farmers and farm organizations have often opposed uniform 
coverage of farm and non-farm workers. Pleas of "we are different" and "we can 
not afford the higher costs coverage would bring" have been effective in gaining 
different laws and regulations for farm employment. Increasingly, there is 
recognition that the differences in coverage may be working to the long-run 
disadvantage rather than advantage of farm employers. Less inclusive coverage of 
farm employment possibly sends a message to potential employees that human 
resources are less valued in farm than non-farm employment. 

A recent publication of Cornell Cooperative Extension entitled Farm Labor 
Regulations demonstrates the extent and diversity of the laws and regulations 
affecting farm employment. The sections of this 28 page publication listed in the 
table of contents are: 

TAXES 

WAGES 

INSURANCE 

SAFETY AND 
HEALTH 

Social Security 
Federal Income Tax 
State Income Tax 

Federal Wage-Hour Law 
New York State Minimum Wage Standards 
New York State's wage Reporting System 

Workers' Compensation Insurance 
Disability Benefits 
Unemployment Insurance 

Occupational Safety and Health Act 
Hazardous Substances 



MIGRANT 
WORKERS 

OSHA Hazard Communication Standard 
Certification of Pesticide Applicators 
Respirators and Gas Masks Approved for Pesticides 

Registration of Farm Labor Contractors 
Migrant Camps and Commissaries 
Minimum Wage and Wage Statements 
Employer Liability 

YOUTH Minimum Age for Employment 
EMPLOYMENT Prohibited Occupations 

Workers' Compensation Insurance 
Lawn and Garden Work 
Working Papers 
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There have been few significant changes in farm labor laws and regulations 
in recent years. One change made late in 1989 increased the federal minimum 
wage from $3.35 per hour to $3.80 per hour beginning April1, 1990. A 
subsequent increase effective April 1, 1991 will increase the minimum wage to 
$4.25. This increase in the minimum wage illustrates the importance external 
factors can have on personnel practices. Even though many farm employers are 
already paying more than the required minimum wage, the increase in the required 
minimum can have a ripple effect resulting in increases for higher paid hourly 
workers and their supervisors. 

Image of Agricultural Employment 

Non-farm people usually tend to hold a positive impression of farmers and 
farm families but a negative impression of farms as a place to work. Farm jobs 
often require 60 or more hours of work per week, require work on weekends, offer 
few days vacation, have lower wages and benefits than non-farm jobs with similar 
skill and education requirements, have accident rates considerably higher than 
practically every non-farm job, and offer little opportunity for advancement 
without changing employers. Positive factors often remain unknown. The list of 
positive factors can be quite attractive including working with living things, 
working outdoors, working with complex machinery, using sophisticated 
technology, varied work from season to season, having responsibility and little 
risk of unemployment. 



Individual farm employers can do little about the generally negative images 
of farm employment. They can show potential employees why and how a specific 
job on a particular farm does not fit the stereotype of farm employment. 

Personnel Practices of Other Employers 

The personnel practices of neighboring farms and other employers are an 
external factor beyond the control of an individual employer. In a tight labor 
market, potential employees can be expected to explore their employment 
alternatives. Farm employers reputed to provide excellent working conditions, a 
positive environment in which to work, opportunity to learn useful skills, and 
attractive wage and benefit packages provide stiff compensation in hiring. 

Labor management practices on farms are likely to improve dramatically in 
the next ten years. Employers not improving will be at an increasing disadvantage 
in competing for new people and in keeping their best employees. 
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TWO THEORIES RELATIVE TO MANAGING PEOPLE 

Theory ~ is based on the following assumptions: 

I. The average human being has an inherent dislike of work and will avoid it if he 
can. 

2. Because of this human characteristic of dislike of work, most people must be 
coerced, controlled, directed, threatened with punishment to get them to put forth 
adequate effort toward the achievement of organizational objectives. 

~). The average human being prefers to be directed, wishes to avoid responsibility, has 
relatively little ambition and wants security above all. 

Theory Y is based on the following assumptions: 

1. The expenditure of physical and mental effort in work is as natural as play or rest. 

2. External control and the threat of punishment are not the only means for bringing 
about effort toward organizational objectives. Man will exercise self-direction and 
self-control in the service of objectives to which he is committed. 

J. Commitment to objectives is a function of the rewards associated with their 
achievement. 

4. The average human being learns, under proper conditions, not only to accept but to 
seek responsibility. 

5. The capacity to exercise a relatively high degree of imagination, ingenuity, and 
creativity in the solution of organizational problems is widely, not narrowly, 
distributed in the population. 

h. Under today's conditions, the intellectual potentialities of the average human being 
arc only partially utilized. 

McGregor, Douglas. The Human Side of Management, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
New York 1960. 



DELEGATING AUTHORITY 

We know that people respond 
positively to being given responsibility if 
they are confident they can handle the 
job. We also know that most of us enjoy 
the feeling of power that comes from 
being in charge of some aspect of a 
business. When an employee enjoys the 
work, and/or responds positively to 
responsibility, the quantity and quality of 
work are enhanced. 

Paul Hersey and Kenneth Blanchard 
of the Center For Leadership Studies have 
developed a "Situational Leadership" 
model that illustrates how to effectively 
lead an employee or follower to a position 
of authority. The model is simple and 
straightforward. However, if any of the 
four steps are skipped or passed through 
too quickly, problems will arise. 1/ 

Step t-Telling- When you first begin to 
work an employee into a new area of 
responsibility, you must tell them what to 
do. You are very much involved in the job 
yourself and your relationship with the 
employee is one of primarily teacher
student and involves considerable one-way 
communication. 

Step 2-Selling- As the employee or 
follower advances in competence and 
confidence, you begin to involve hirn or 
her in decisions; to "buy into" the 
responsibility. Now your relationship with 
the employee is becoming one of sharing 
in decisions. 

Step 3-Participating- As you progress 
through this stage, the employee shoulders 
the majority of the responsibility and you 
are shifting frorn selling the person on 
taking responsibility to participating as 
needed. 

Step 4-Delegating- The employee 
(follower) now has the know ledge and the 
confidence to take on the responsibility 
completely. You are there to give support 
when needed and to evaluate 
performance. You have turned over the 
authority to the follower and, therefore, 
are freed to carry out other management 
tasks. 

r STYLE OF LEADER 
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1/Source: Hersey and Blanchard. "Managernent.o~ Organizational Behavio~;: 
Utilizing Human Resources," 3rd Ed1t1on. 



DELEGATING AUTHORITY (Con't) 

EXAMPLES OF DELEGATING AUTHORITY 
Using the Situational Leadership Model 

From Picker To Orchard Supervisor 

Marie has been picking apples on 
your farm for 5 years. You feel she is a 
natural leader and it is obvious she has the 
respect of the other workers. You feel 
you must relieve yourself of supervising in 
the orchard if you are to effectively 
manage this farm. 

Step 1 TELLING- You inform Marie 
of your decision to promote her to orchard 
supervisor. She is pleased and scared at 
the same time. You tell her you will work 
with her until she feels comfortable in her 
new role. You then give her some tasks 
such as visiting with pickers about what 
we might do to make their jobs easier, and 
you offer training tips where it appears to 
be needed. 

Step 2 SELLING- You visit with 
Marie about decisions you are making, how 
and why you handled a particular problem 
in a particular way. Encourage her to 
make suggestions and ask questions. 

Step 3 PARTICIPATING- She 
super•1ises in the morning and you 
supervise in the afternoon or you in one 
orchard and she in another. Then compare 
notes, including feedback from the 
workers. 

Step 4- DELEGATING- You turn the 
job over to her, support her if she asks for 
it, and check with her at staff meetings. 
At the end of the season, review her 
performance with her. 

From Milker To Herdsman 

Your herdsman just left to start 
farming on his own. You decide to 
promote Joe, one of the milkers that has 
been with you for some time, to herdsman. 

Step 1 TELLING- You inform Joe of 
your decision. He is pleased but worried 
that he may not be able to handle the 
job. You assure him and let him know you 
will help him as long as he needs you. You 
then train him to do one of the tasks (such 
as keeping the breeding records) and 
monitor his progress. 

Step 2 SELLING- You discuss with 
Joe how and why you make certain 
decisions. He may be concerned about 
supervising older milkers, but you assure 
him of your support and how he might 
approach such a problem {he may see 
fewer problems when you point out how 
much of supervision is supporting and 
affirming those supervised). 

Step 3 PARTICIPATING- You and 
Joe share the various herdsman tasks and 
decisions with considerable two-way 
communication. 

Step 4 DELEGATING- Joe takes full 
responsibility. You are available if and 
when he needs your support. You review 
his performance with him and discuss 
relevant issues at staff meetings. You are 
relieved of herdsm,an responsibilities. 



DEVELOPING TRUST 

High trust is essential to work 
effectively with people. Marriages and 
families that are built on mutual trust 
flourish. A farm partnership is apt to be 
more successful than a single operator 
with employees because the partners trust 
one another while the single operator does 
not trust anyone he or she does not know 
well. 

Jack R. Gibb is a well-known 
psychologist who has consulted for many 

High-Productivity Focus 

Growth and development of the person 

Raising the trust level 

Increasing the openness and flow 

Free flow of natural communicative 
processes 

Fostering intrinsic motivations 

Fostering of discovering processes 

Fostering relevant interdependencies 

,\Aatntaining simplicity of structure 
and "job" itself 

Holi-,tic perspective on "big picture" 

Emergence of being, and the processes 
of joy in work 

large businesses such as G:\', AT&T, 
Dupont and others. His book, "Trust: A 
New View of Personal and Organizational 
Development," illustrate:> the importance 
of trust in our personal li1es and in the 
business organization. 

Consider Gibb's "key factors to 
organizational effectiveness" betow when 
working with your employees. Remember, 
"trust begets trust, fear escalates fear". 

Low-Productivity Focus 

Role differentiatiort 

Programmed use of fear as a 
mana5ement tool 

Use of covert strategies and 
management techniques 

Management and control of the 
communicative processes 

Manipulation of extrinsic rewards-
pay, approval, power, status 

Results, efficiency, and product 
orientation 

Use of controls, rules 

Manipulating struct'Jre of the 
organization (overl)rgani za tion) 

Segmented, linear, and "assembly 
line" orientation 

Use of management to control 
processes (manage,nent 
featherbedding) 

Gibb, Jack R. "Trust: A New View Ot Personal And Organizational Development," The 
Guild of Tutors Press International College, 1019 Gayley Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 
90024. 

Source: Shapley, A.E., et al. "Farm Employers' Handbook," Cooperative 
Extension Bulletin E-2152, MSU, East Lansing, MI 48824. 



The Personnel (Stall) Planning Process1 

I The Setting/Outline Of Session 

A. Attracting Competent Farm Employees Requires That You, the Employer: 

1. Have or build or has a good reputation as an employer; who 
provides a good place to work 
a. Your supervisory skills/role? ("Tone Setters") 

(Shapley Discussion) 
b. Work environment/conditions 

1) What advantages are you offering: 
- wages, benefits, work schedule, training, job future, 

good fellow workers, equipment? 
2) Organizational structure? 

- One boss/worker? 
- Authority = responsibility; accountability? 

c. If image is bad you will likely continue to have personnel 
problems 

2. Offer a carefully defined position that provides a challenge and 
opportunity for employee growth. 

B. Focus and Outline of Personnel (Staffing) Process Discussion 

1. Staff planning can occur: 
a. At overall business level 
b. At project or enterprise level 
c. At population or similar-worker level 

2. Focus here is at the overall business level: 
a. Having difficulty hiring/keeping employees 
b. Making a major change in the business 
c. Major change in business/personnel environment (Toyota moves 

in) 
3. Outline of planning process 

(See Two Models of Staff Planning Process on pages 5 and 6. The 
following outline uses portions of both models) 
a. Step #l - Estimating your personnel (staff) needs/requirements 
b. Step #2 - Matching present workers with projected needs 
c. Step #3 - Reconciling requirements and availability; possible 

adjustments to reduce gap 
d. Step #4 - Developing job descriptions as needed 

4. Some additional thoughts/topics 
a. Staffing: some reminders when hiring 
b. Work planning/scheduling. 

Prepared by Kenneth H. Thomas, University of Minnesota for the Managing 
Farm Personnel Workshop, Kansas City, MO April 23, 1990. 
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II Personnel (Staff) Planning: A Four Step Process 

A. Step #l - Estimate Your Staffing Needs 

Special Note: Emphasis here will be on staffing with regular full-or 
part-time workers; occasional workers can best be hired 
on an as-needed basis 

1. Estimate the amount of labor needed and when 
(Use Form A, page 7, as a Starting Place) 
a. Direct crop and livestock labor needed by periods of year 
b. Hours of indirect or other labor needed 

2. Indicate the kinds of labor needed/where 
a .. Regular hired or occasional labor 
b. Skilled or unskilled labor 
c. Technical or supervisory 

3. Consider impact of internal and external business/labor 
environment when making estimates. 

B. Step #2 - Match Present Work Force To Estimated Needs 

1. Present workers should: 
a. Be in on plans for major changes/adjustments 

- Workers will accept change better if part of process 
b. Be asked to indicate their future desires/plans 
c. Have first "dibs" on resultant jobs or packages of tasks 

2. Provide an opportunity for personnel/job adjustments that will 
likely be good for both employer and employee 
a. Alt #l Worker continue in present job (least stress) 

Alt #2 Job changed to fit worker's skills and interests 
(Alleviate boredom/provides further growth) 

Alt #3 Shift worker to new job (watch learning curve/training 
needs/stress) 

Alt #4 Adjust both worker and job 
Alt #S If justified, dismiss worker - based on past 

performance/job elimination, etc. 
3. Delay firming up positions/job descriptions for current staff 

until after completing both planning/hiring phases 
(Keep some flexibility as long as possible as there may need to be 
adjustments in the overall plan.) 

C. Step #3 - Reconciling Labor Requirements And Availability; Explore 
Adjustments To Reduce Gap 

1. Group remaining tasks into "jobs" that make sense: 
a. From a business standpoint 
b. From a potential employee's/job market standpoint 

2. Would these kinds of workers likely be available in the present 
job market? 
a. If so, go to Step #4 
b. If not: 

1) Would a training program fill the gap? 

2 



2) Can 
a) 
b) 
c) 

labor requirements (hours, skills, etc.) be reduced: 
Use larger equipment or custom hire 
Adopt labor - saving practices 
Shift enterprises, reduce size of business, etc.? 

D. Step #4 - Develop Proposed/Tentative Job Descriptions As Needed; Firm 
Up Later 
(See Form B Page 8) 

1. A job description should include: 
a. Job title/duties, etc. 
b. Specify qualifications for position 

1) Experience/skills/training needed 
2) Personal, physical characteristics, etc. 

c. Supervision 
d. Job advancement or promotion possibilities 
e. Wages and benefits (see Forms C and G, pages 9 and 10) 
f. Provision for hours, time-off, housing, etc. 

2. Once the hiring process is complete firm up job descriptions of 
both current and new workers. Make part of employment contract 
(Form F, page 11). 

III Staffing: Some Reminders When Hiring 

1. Devote considerable time and effort to the hiring process. If you 
do, you will likely spend much less of your management time with 
troublesome employees and/or less time trying to fire them 

2. Avoid the "Warm-Body" syndrome; where possible: hire a round peg 
for a round hole; someone you will feel comfortable with and who 
will fit well with other employees 

3. Personal characteristics are awfully important and hard to change: 
attitude, work ethic, judgement, honesty, easy to get along with, 
etc. It's usually a lot easier to change a person's skill level 
than their personality 
(See next section of workshop on Recruitment and Hiring.) 

IV Work PlanningLScheduling: A Brief Look 

A. Some General Thoughts 

1. Planning the work to be done a day or week in advance leads to 
more efficient use of your work force 

2. As the number of employees and tasks increase, the 
planning/scheduling function increases in importance: 
a. Here is where the working manager comes to the fore; the 

!!!.ill}1!gj.ng worker is too busy "doing his/her own thing" to have 
time to be an organizer and helper of their employees 

b. Toyota trains their line workers in decision-making. They 
believe that the closer you can get the decisions/timing/ 
prioritizing, etc. to the task at hand the more likely the job 
will get done, done right, and on time. 
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B. A Task List Identifies What Needs to be Done Within the Next Period of 
Time 

1. Managers/Supervisors should be encouraged to carry a note pad in 
their overall/jacket pocket to record tasks to be done 

2. Each task listed should include a deadline and priority (See 
worksheet, page 12) 

3. A message board in an appropriate location can be real useful i.n 
letting workers know what needs to be done. 

C. Effective Work Planning/Scheduling Involves: 

1. The best timing and sequencing of tasks 
2. Provision for needed machinery, equipment, supplies 
3. Instructions should be given so that employees know exactly what 

is expected of them as well as their authority and responsibility 
concerning the task(s) at hand 

4. Continuous up-dating of schedules and instructions will likely be 
necessary because of weather, machinery breakdown, health and 
other problems of workers, etc. 

4 



Step 1-Assess Your Situation 

I Supervisory I 
Skills 

Personnel 
Needs I Working I 

Conditions 

! 

Step 2-Develop Tentative 
Job Descriptions 

Step 3-Match Present Employees 
and Job Descriptions 

Tentative Job 
Descriptions 

(Regular Employees) 

Present 
Employees 

I Good I 
Match I Change Description I I Shift Employee j 

To Fit Employee to New Job 
'-----....-----' ....._____,_____. 

Step 4-Develop Job Descriptions 
for Remaining Tasks 

Step 5-Hire Employees Who Fit 
Job Descriptions 

Description of 
Remaining Jobs 

New 
Employees 

Figure I. Flow chart of the Personnel Planning Process 
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Occasional 
Workers 

Hire as 
Needed 

I 
Shift 

Employee 
AND Adjust 
Description 

I 



FIGURE 8-1 
The Staffing Planning Process 

Requirements Analysis 
(demand) 

~ 
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External and 
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(gaps) 

Objectives 
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/~ \ 
. Action t 

planning I 
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Availability Analysis 
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Current 
work 
force 
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Forecasted 
HA 
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Source: Heneman, Herbert G., Personnel/Human Resource Management 



LABOR ESTIMATE WORKSHEET 
(Example) 

I Total 

I 
hours Dec. 

for thru 
year March r----- (1) (2) (3) 

11 Suggested hours for tull-time worker 2400 600 
-

2 My estimate for full-time worker 

3 LABOR HOURS AVAILABLE 

4 Operator (or Partner No. 1) 

5 Partner No. 2 
-

I 6 
I 

Family labor 

! 7 Hired labor 

~ 8 Custom machine operators 
I 

9 TOTAL LABOR HOURS AVAILABLE 

10 
DIRECT LABOR HOURS NEEDED BY CROP 
AND ANIMAL ENTERPRISES 

11 Crop enterprises Acres Hr.!Ac. 

I 12 

13 

~ 14 I 

! 15 I 

~1St------
r 11 i · 
I ! 

R-------
J19 

I 20 
I 

TOTAL LABOR HOURS NEEDED FOR CROPS 

r-::-:--r-· i 21 Animal enterprises No. Units Hr./Un. 
r--
22 

-
23 

24 
f--· 

25 
-

261 TOTAL LABOR HOURS NEEDED FOR ANIMALS 

27 TOTAL HOURS NEEDED FOR CROPS AND 
ANIMALS 

28 Total Hours of Indirect Labor Needed 

129 TOTAL LABOR HOURS NEEDED (lines 27 & 28) 

30 TOTAL AVAILABLE (line 9) 

I 31 Additional Labor Hours Required (L. 29 minus L. 30) 
I 

~2 Excess Labor Hours Available (L. 30 minus L. 29) 

Distnbution of hours 

April Sept. 
May July 

Oct. 
June Aug. Nov. 

(4) (5) I (6) 

675 450 675 

I 

' 

Source: Missouri Farm Planning Handbook, Manual75; Feb. 1986. Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 
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JOB DESCRIPTION 
(Example) 

, villi o 

I. Job Title ____________________________________ _ 

1'. Work Duties, Authority, and Responsibilities: 

---------------------------------

Ill. Job Qualifications: 
A. Formal Training: _______________________ _ 

B. Special Training: __________________________ ------------

C. Experience: --------------------------------------

D. Job Knowledge: ______________________________ _ 

E. Personal Characteristics: ____________________ _ 

---------------

F. Physical Requirements:--------------------

G. Flexibility (Time, Tasks, etc.): __________________ _ 

H. Other: ________________________________ _ 

IV. Supervision: 

A. Amount: Nonc..e __ _ MinimaL__ Average"'--- Close, __ _ 

B. Supervisor: ________________________ _ 

V. Job Advancement or Promotion Possibilities: ________________________ _ 

----------

VI. Wage Rate: Beginning$__ __ Per ___ ; Range ______ _ 

VII. Bonuses, Incentives, Benefits: _____________________ -----

---------------------------------------------

VIII. Provisions for Time Off And Vacat1on: 



Examples of Bonus/Incentive/Share Arrangements 1 

The following examples of incentive programs should be used only as guides and be adapted to your situation. They should 
be tied to work responsibilities carried out by the employee and over which he~she has some control. 

TYPE OF EMPLOYEE STATUS 
Suggested r- ------- --------,--- ----,--------------
Incentives 1 Semi-Skilled Skilled Supervisory/Management 
-----------+----------------+----- ---------+-------------

Normal 1 

Incentive 1 2-S~~o of cash wages 
Should Equal 1 

To: i 
! 

------~------

1 End of year bonus = 
General 1 $100-$400 per year 
Farm i plus $50 for each year 

i of serv1ce 
I ------- ----1------·-· 

4-1 0% of cash wages 

End of year bonus = 
$200-$600 per year 
plus $75 for each year 
of service 

Small I' Pay 1 ' :o times cash wage rate for each hour worked 
Farm over 60 hours per week 

5-40% of cash wages 

Put emphasis on 
incentive plans 

2% of net cash income 

------·-·-------·---t-------------- ----------1--

Large ) Pay 1' · .' times cash wage rate for each hour worked 
Farm 1 over 48 hours per week 

I 
---------- ------1-----------------·- ---- ~---

Crop Farm 

' 
i 
! 
I 

$1-$2. hour tractor 
driven after 7:00p.m. 
(paid weekly) 

$2-$3 hour tractor 
driven after 11 :00 p.m. 
(paid weekly) 

$1-$3/hour tractor and/or 
combine driven after 
7:00p.m. (paid weekly) 

1 $2-$5/hour tractor and/or 
· combine driven after 

11 :00 p.m. (paid weekly) 

1-4% of net cash income 

2-6 cents per bushel of 
corn produced over county 
average 

5-15 cents per bushel of 
soybeans produced over 
county average 

-------------j-----------------'----------------+-------------
1 $1-$3 for each cow 
1 detected in heat 

Calving interval 
$100 = 13.5 months 
$200 = 13 months 

I 
I 

Dairy 

I 
i 

$400 = 12.5 months 
$3-$5 per calf weaned if death ioss kept below 1 0% 
$5-$1 0 per calf weaned if death loss kept below 5% 

----- ------~-------

Hogs 
1 

$0.50-$0.75 for each 
sow detected in heat 

i 
I 

---· ------------------r--------

1 $1-$2 tor each feeder 
1 detected sick, treated 

Beef ! and recovered 

Pigs saved per litter 
7.5 = $ 50 
8.0 = $150 
8.5 = $300 
9.0 = $500 
9.5 = $900 

Calf crop sold 
85% = 100 
90% = 200 
95% = 400 

I 100% = 700 

Herd milk production avg. 
14,000# = $100/year 
16,000# = $400/year 
18,000# = $800/year 
20,000# = $1600/year 

Feed conversion farrow to 
finish 
400# = $1 001year 
375# = $200/year 
350# = $400;year 
325# = $700/year 
300# = $1 . 1 00/year 

Same as other two 
categories 

'These examoles reflect M1nnesora cond1t1ons. Contact your state Extension Serv1ces tor arrangements tor your area. 
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Employee's Responsibilities: 

Cash IJY'!~~ 

BonusJincenllv~f~rn_gnts 

Crop __________ _ 

LivestociL_ __ _ _ 

Otheribonus _______________________ _ 

Fringe Benefits 

Housing, room and board 

Utittties 

Meat. milk and other produce 

Other (car. gasoline, etc ) 

Insurance (health, accident and life) 

Social security paid by employer 

Workman's compensation paid by employer 

Total Cash/Benefits Received 

Grand Total 

Wage, Incentive, Benefits Agreement 

Example 

Son, John age 21, contributing only 

labor to the farm business. Provide 

labor where needed. 

Cash 

Received 

Per Year 

$7,200 

200 

$7,400 

$11,240 

Value Other 

Benefits 

Per Year 

$2,400 

240 

700 

500 

$3,840 

FormG 

Date ______ ---------------

Employee ________ _ 

Your Plan 

--------------

Cash 

Received 

Per Year 

Value Other 

Benefits 

Per Year 



EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT 
(Example) 

Farm Employer-Employee Agreement of Employment 

Form F 

1, __ _ -----·agree to employ ________________ to work on 

my farm located: __ _ -------------beginning (date) and continuing until such 

time as either wishes to terminate this agreement by a __ day notice. ,the 

employer, and , the employee, agree to comply with the following conditions 
and actions: 

1. To pay __________________ $ ___ per ____ from which the employee's Income 

Tax (Yes/No) and Social Security taxes will be withheld. Wages will be paid on------ (day) of (Week/ 
Bi-weekly/Monthly). 

2. To provide a house with utilities including heat and electricity. The maintenance is to be done by--------

and paid for by___ . Any other agreements pertaining to the employee's house will be noted on the 
back of this page. 

3 The normal working hours are from A.M. to P.M. with one hour off for breakfast and one hour off for 
lunch. Overtime will be paid for any work done after7:00 P.M. at the rate of 1 1i2times the normal wage rate. Overtime will 

be paid after _________ hours are worked in any one week. Sunday through Saturday. 

4. Time off shall be every other Sunday and holidays. The holidays for purposes of this agreement are New Year's 
Day. Easter. Memorial Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day. On Sundays and holidays only the 

chore work will be done. The employer, ,shall notify the employee, 

---· at least 45 days before the holiday of what the time-off arrangements 
will be. 

5. The employee is entitled to weeks vacation with pay annually which shall be taken during the non-heavy work 
season and agreed upon with the employer 30 days prior to beginning of vacation. 

6. The employee is entitled to ___ days sick leave with pay annually for the time off due to actual illness. 

7. The employee is entitled to quarts of milk per day. 

8. The employee is entitled to ___ pounds of beef and ___ pounds of pork per year. 

9. The employee is entitled to a 15-minute break in mid-morning and mid-afternoon. 

10. The following insurance plans will be carried on the employee: 

----------------------------------------------

11. A bonus or incentive plan (is. is not) included. If included, the provisions are noted on Form G, attached. 

12. Other provisions not included above are listed on the reverse side of this form. 

Date ________________ _ 

Employer Signature 

Social Security No. __________ _ 
Employee Signature 
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Howard Jacksen and Sons1 

Sam, Howard .Jacksen's father, had a serious heart attack during Howard's senior 
year in high school. Howard immediately took over the management and work on the 
family dairy farm. By the fall, after Howard's graduation from high school, Sam was 
nearly back to full speed. Howard wanted to join the navy but his father said no. He 
emphasized his opposition by saying the dairy farm would be gone when Howard returned. 

Howard and Sam had been farming together for 18 months when Sam had another 
heart attack and died. Howard's mother, the sole heir, inherited the 30-cow dairy herd, 400 
acres of land, and all the machinery. Howard farmed with his mother for three years and 
then bought 200 acres, the dairy herd and machinery from her. She sold 200 acres to a 
neighbor and bought a house near her sister in Fort Wayne, Indiana. 

Four years after graduating from high school, Howard married Evelyn Erickson, the 
most popular and dedicated teacher in the local elementary school. Howard and Evelyn 
had three boys, Andy, Gary and Gregory, born two years apart. 

Howard was a hard worker and a perfectionist. He saw no need to take a vacation. 
He milked cows two times per day, seven days per week. The farm thrived and grew. 
Howard bought some land, added cows, and purchased machinery as needed. He borrowed 
only for land purchases. The farm improved from mediocre to well above average. 

Andy, the oldest son, decided in the eighth grade that he wanted to go to college. 
During his freshman year at the state's land-grant university, Andy decided to major in 
general agriculture. On one of the rare weekends during his junior year when Andy had 
driven the 200 miles home from college, he said he had decided to return to the home farm 
when he graduated. "Looks like you are going to have a partner" was Andy's announcement 
to Howard. Howard was deJighted. 

The summer after Andy's junior year, he worked for Howard earning $1,000 per 
month. He worked 100 hours per week all summer as had been Howard's custom for years. 
During that summer, Andy decided that his most important goal in life was to own the 
home farm and make it into an outstanding dairy farm by applying the new technology he 
was learning in college. He was convinced that the new technology would greatly benefit 
the farm even though Howard saw little need for change in what they were doing. 

During his senior year, Andy met Christine, a junior majoring in education. Within 
six months, they had decided to marry as soon as she graduated. Andy knew he would 
have no time to meet girls and date after returning home to work full-time on the farm. 

1This case was ~ritten by Bernard L. Erven, Professor of Agricultural Economics, Ohio State University. 
Tht' case is based on an actual farm situation. The objective is to provide students of human resource 
management a real-world example for discussion and analysis to improve their diagnostic and problem-solving 
skills. 
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Gary graduated from high school two years after Andy and enrolled in a small 
liberal arts college to major in history. He said he didn't want to study agriculture because 
farming seemed like a lot of work for little pay and no future. 

Gregory was the only son at home during Andy's senior year and Gary's sophomore 
year in college. He worked very hard on the farm that year, but also did three high school 
sports with much success. 

Immediately upon Andy's graduation from college, Howard and Andy entered into 
a partnership. Howard favored a partnership with Andy over hiring him because he 
thought employing people had far too much red tape and government regulation. Andy 
expected to have a long and positive working relationship with his father. Howard was 46 
years old, in excellent health and anxious to be in business with Andy. 

Howard specified all the conditions of the partnership. It called for a 2/3-1/3 
division of net cash receipts plus room and board until Andy and Christine were married. 
Cash to be divided was the milk check minus all farm cash expenditures. Andy averaged 
$1,000 per month cash income but some months there was no paycheck. Buying a tractor, 
for example, was a cash purchase decreasing his check. He owned 1/3 of all equipment 
purchased and got every third heifer calf born. Andy was satisfied with the arrangement 
because he saw that his equity in livestock and machinery would steadily increase. 

At the time Howard and Andy formed the partnership, Howard owned 500 acres (250 
tillable acres, 150 acres of pasture) and had built the herd to 90 cows with an 18,000-
pound herd average. Howard and Andy agreed that their major goal was to increase herd 
size by 10 percent per year without debt. They did things the hard way. There was little 
mechanization. They baled hay rather than use bunker silos. Labor efficiency per man 
was great but horrible per hour. The herd size did in fact start increasing by 8 to 12 cows 
per year. Andy and Howard continued to decide things by consensus without conflict. 

Andy and Christine were married in July after her graduation. She then started 
teaching second grade at the elementary school Andy had attended. They lived in a house 
owned by Howard and Evelyn. In lieu of rent, Andy and Christine paid the costs of 
remodeling and furnishing the house. 

Gary graduated from college and followed his girl friend to Milwaukee. She had 
accepted an outstanding accounting position. Gary got a job delivering furniture. They 
were engaged three months after arriving in Milwaukee. 

Gregory graduated from a two-year technical program in building construction. He 
was unable to get a job in construction work and moved home. Howard and Andy needed 
help so Gregory was employed. Howard wanted to make Gregory a partner but Andy said 
Gregory should come in as an employee. Gregory lived with his parents and was paid $800 
cash per month without fail. Howard and Andy both supervised him. They expected 
Gregory to work about 80 hours per week which resulted in Andy and Gregory having 
about the same cash wages per hour worked. Andy graduated to easier jobs and Gregory 
in addition to milking got the jobs Andy disliked most- handling 60 pound bales of hay, 
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feeding cows, checking cows for heat, cleaning equipment, and repairing fences and the 
gutter cleaner. Howard, Andy and Gregory shared the field work. Andy was very fussy 
about what Gregory did and how he did it. 

Gregory was energetic, hard working, and short tempered with people and cows. He 
didn't have a girl friend or any chance of getting one because he rarely got otT the farm. 
Gregory, Howard and Andy did not discuss anything of substance about the farm. From 
Gregory's gestm·es, scowls, and general attitude Andy knew he was often unhappy. Andy 
continued to be satisfied with his situation because the farm was making good progress and 
he could sec his investment steadily growing - about 10 percent per year. 

Howard and Andy were working 100 hours per week in a stanchion barn with a 
pipeline milker. Sometimes they worked 115 hours per week if they could stand it. They 
wanted to get higher milk production per cow, so were spending extra time with the cows. 
Several times per day they fed the cows in the stanchions more hay and fluffed up the old 
hay in front of them. They also removed manure from around the cows and put down fresh 
bedding several times a day to keep cows as clean as possible. Howard took the easiest 
jobs. Andy took the harder jobs Howard had done for years. Cold weather caused many 
problems. Sometimes it took 45 minutes in the morning to chip loose the frozen parts of 
the gutter cleaner to get it operating. 

Kevin and Calvin, two neighbor boys 13 and 14 years old, were hired to help with 
evening milking and feeding, and to work full-time during the summer. They started at 
$1.00 per hour with the promise of a $.50-per-hour increase for each year they stayed. 
Howard often told Andy the boys' wage rate was higher than they could afford. The boys 
were ornery and trouble makers but their mother was very strict with them. She was 
delighted that they were associating with two outstanding dairy farmers. Howard and Andy 
shared supervision of the boys. 

In the spring of Gregory's third year working for Howard and Andy, the three were 
trimming cows' hooves when a cow kicked Gregory. Gregory lost his temper, grabbed a 
fork and hit the cow over the back breaking the fork handle. Howard and Andy both 
shouted at Gregory that that was no way to treat a valuable cow. Gregory was furious. 
He said that he had to work too many hours, had no time to have fun with his friends, was 
being taken advantage of by Andy, and that he didn't earn enough for all the hours he 
worked. Gregory stormed out of the barn shouting, "Why can't I work 40 hours a week like 
everybody else'!" 

Three days later, Gregory told Howard that he was going to get a job otT the farm 
but that he would stay one more month to help get through spring planting. Andy could 
understand why Gregory quit. Although Andy and Gregory had had no more than normal 
sibling rivalry growing up, Andy expected Gregory to follow his orders now that Gregory 
was an employee. Gregory didn't want anyone telling him what to do. 

Calvin, one of the neighbor boys who had been working part-time, graduated from 
high school that same spring. Andy talked to Howard about hiring Calvin full-time to 
replace Gregory. They did not discuss salary or any details. Even though Howard had 
said for years that they could not afford a full-time employee at the rate they would have 
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to pay a non-family member, he was very enthusiastic about hiring Calvin. He agreed with 
Andy that Calvin had become a very good worker and knew the farm well. When Andy 
asked Calvin if he would like to work full-time as Gregory's replacement, without hesitation 
he responded no. He said there was no future in farm work. 

Calvin and Kevin continued working part-time during the summer after Gregory 
quit. Howard and Andy had decreased their hours to an annual average of about 90 per 
week but found themselves again having to work about 100 hours per week. They started 
the morning milking at 5:00 a.m. and finished at 9:00 a.m. They both milked evenings with 
Calvin and Kevin's help starting at 5:00 p.m. and finishing at 8:30 p.m. seven days per 
week. 

Howard and Andy did not keep good enough records to know their cost of producing 
milk. But according to their DHI test results, their production per cow was 18,500 pounds 
per cow and their return over feed cost was 50 percent better than state average. 

The September following Gregory's spring departure, Gary's fiance broke their 
engagement. Gary was broken-hearted and moved home with his parents within two weeks. 
He immediately started driving tractor, helping fill silos with corn. Howard and Andy 
knew that Gary was better with equipment and machinery than most experienced farmers 
and farm workers. Andy jokingly said to Calvin one day, "Looks like we are going to lose 
you and get Gary." 

Two weeks later, Howard told Andy that Gary wanted to work for them. Gary's 
conditions in offering to work were that he receive a pay check every two weeks even if 
Andy were not paid, have one day per week otT, have one week's vacation per year and not 
do any milking. Gary was allergic to cows and got a skin rash when he was around them 
on a regular basis. Howard said, "Gary knows our farm and how we do things." Howard 
wanted to offer Gary $1,200 per month plus room and board. Gregory was earning $1,000 
per month plus room and board when he left. 

Andy knew Howard wanted his recommendation and that they would make a 
decision in a day or two. He had reservations. Gary was not very energetic. Andy 
recognized that Gary was docile and almost apathetic in appearance most of the time. 
Only on rare occasions did he blow up, and in almost all cases when he did, a contrary cow 
was the cause. Andy doubted that Gary had any particular interest in machinery. Given 
the experience with Gregory, Andy wanted all employees hired on an hourly basis. He 
thought Gary would chose to work an average of 60 hours per week. His inclination was 
to insist that Gary be hired at the rate of $5.00 per hour plus room and board. At this 
rate, Andy and Gary would have about equal cash wages per week. Andy concluded that 
Gary was not great but he was probably better than nothing. Andy was certain they 
desperately needed more labor. 

April 12, 1990 
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Questions for the Howard J acksen and Sons Case 

I. What are the pertinent facts of this case? 

2. Who are the key participants? What are their characteristics? What are their 
organizational and functional relationships? 

3. What are Howard and Andy's most important human resource problems? 

4. Uy what standards, criteria or goals should they measure improvement? 

5. What are their viable alternative courses of action for resolution of these problems? 

6. Which course of action would you recommend to Howard and Andy? Why? 
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Appendices for 
Howard Jacksen and Sons Case 

1be first four tables are from Wages and Benefits of Full Time Non Family Employees on 
Larger Than Average New York State Dairy Fanns by Thomas R. Maloney and Sue A. 
Woodruff, A.E. Res. 89-20, Department of Agricultural Economics, Cornell University, 
Ithaca, New York, October, 1989. 

The remaining tables are from Dairy Fann Management Business Summary, l'v'ew York, 1988, 
by Stuart F. Smith, Wayne A. Knoblauch and Linda D. Putnam, A.E.Res. 89-12, 
Department of Agricultural Economics, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, August, 1989. 

Table 8. 

Hours \Vorked 

Less than 40 hours 
40-49 hours 
50·59 hours 
60-69 hours 
70 or more hours 

Total 

HOURS WORKED PER \VEEK 
88 Full-Time Nonfamily Employees 

59 New York Dairy Farms, 1988 

# of Employees 

1 
3 

23 
45 
16 
88 

19i) 
4% 

26% 
51% 
18%_ 

100o/r· 

---------------------------------
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Table tO. SUMMARY OF WAGES AND BENEFITS 
88 Full-Time Nonfamily Employees 

59 New York Dairy Farms, 1988 

Number of Average Average 
Employees Percent Value per for al188 
Receiving Receiving Recipient Employees 

Cash Wage 88 100% $12,812 

Social Security 87 100% 1,217 

Workers' 
Compensation 87 100% 999 

Farm Produce 68 77% 944 

Housing 52 59% 3,495 

Bonuses 48 55% 369 

Utilities 41 46% 1,764 

Health Insurance 30 34% 1,04:6 

Incentives 11 13% 305 

Retirement 6 7% 930 

Unemployment 
Insurance 5 6% 200 

AVERAGE V ALOE OF WAGES AND BENEFITS 

Table 14. ANNUAL CASH WAGES WITH AND WITHOUT HOUSING 
88 Full-Time Nonfamily Employees 

59 New York Dairy Farms, 1988 

Housing 
Arrangements 

Housing Provided 
Housing Not Provided 

All Employees 

Number of 
Employees 

52 
36 
88 

Average 
Cash \Vages 

$11,775 
$14,350 
$12,812 

$12,812 

1,217 

999 

729 

2,025 

201 

822 

366 

38 

63 

11 

$19,283 



Table 19. FARM CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPENSATION 
88 Nonfamily Employees 

59 New York Dairy Farms, 1988 

Em~loyees Com~ensation Package 
Farm Characteristic Number Percent Cash Wages Benefits Total 

Farm Size 
Under 100 cows 32 37% $11,701 $6,755 $18,456 
100-124 cows 17 19% $11,653 $6,185 $17,838 
125-174 cows 16 18% $12,800 $6,166 $18,966 
175-250 cows 16 18% $15,413 $7,898 $23,311 
over 250 7 8% $14,800 $5,517 $20,317 

Barn Ty12e 
Stanchion 39 44% $11,198 $7,084 $18,282 
Frees tall I Par lor 40 45% $14,553 $6,354 $20,907 
Combination 9 11% $12,078 $6,058 $18,136 

Pounds Milk SoldLCow 
<11,999 1 1% $10,400 $4,80D $15,200 
12,000-14,999 20 23% $12,000 $5,500 $17,500 
15,000-17,999 54 61% $12,538 $6,408 $18,946 
18,000 or more 13 15% $15,392 $9,516 $24,938 

Table 26. MILK SOLD PER COW AND FARM INCOME MEASURES 
406 New York Dairy Farms, 1988 

Average Net Farm Net: Farm Labor & 
Pounds of Milk Number Number Income Income Management 

Sold Per Cow of Farms of Cows w/o Apprec. Per Cow lncome/Oper. 

Under 12,000 23 80 $14,127 $177 $-1,669 
12,000 to 13 '999 33 76 19 '718 259 1, 779 

14,000 to 11+, 999 45 86 22,450 261 4,133 
15,000 to 15,999 55 85 30,708 361 9,0lll 
16,000 to 16,999 76 105 31,448 3CCl 6' 81+4 
17,000 to 17,999 72 97 40,559 418 . 13,880 
18,000 to 19,999 75 127 60,285 475 21,150 
20,000 & over 27 145 78,831 541+ 36,926 



Table 31. PURCHASED FEED AND CROP EXPENSE PER HUNDREDWEIGHT 
OF MILK AND FARM INCOME MEASURES 

406 New York Dairy Farms, 1988 

Forage Net Farm Labor & 
Feed & Crop Number Number Dry Matter Pounds Income Management 
Ex:p. Per Cwt. of 

of Milk Farms 

$6.00 or more 
5.50 to 5.99 
5.00 t.o 5.49 
4.50 to 4.99 
4.00 to 4.49 
3.50 to 3.99 
3.00 to 3.49 

Less than 3.00 

Table 35. 

I.abor ·Force 

Operator number 1 
Operator number 2 
Operator numbt'!r 3 
Operator number 4 
Family paid 
Family unpaid 
Hired 

Total 

31 
31 
71 
88 
72 
66 
33 
14 

of Harvested Milk Without Income Per 
Cows Per Cow Per Cow Apprec. Operator 

82 6.7 15,020 $ 6,688 $-7,653 
107 6.6 16,085 31,163 7,626 
114 7.5 16,646 32,180 6,405 
114 7.4 17,577 44,019 15,781 
104 7.9 17,075 45,604 17,478 

92 7.7 16,704 39,310 11,810 
83 7.0 17,470 51,088 20,441 
77 7.6 17,129 52,833 20,211 

lABOR FORCE INVENTORY AND COST ANALYSIS 
406 New York Dairy Farms, 1988 

Years Value of 
Months Age of Educ. Labor & Mgmt. 

11.66 46 13 $19,789 
3.80 40 14 6,050 
0.76 39 13 1,171 
0.09 35 13 123 
4.54 Total $27,133 
2.79 

14.41 
37.99 + 12- 3.17 Worker Equivalent 

1. 35 Operator/Manager Equiv. 
Average Top 10% Farms: 
Total 
Operators' 

Lahor Costs 

\'alue op.s' 
Family unpd. 
Hi red 
Total Labor 

lab. ($1,000/mo) 
($700/mo.) 

Machinery Cost 
Total Labor & Mach. 

77.18 + 12- 6.43 Worker Equivalent 
20.95 + 12 = 1.74 Operator/Manager Equiv. 

Average 406 Farms Average Top 10% Farms 
Per Per Per Pet· 

Total Cow Til. Acre Total Cow Til. Acrg 

$16,298 $160 $ 54.03 $ 20,950 $ 82 $ 33.29 
1,950 19 6.46 1,645 6 2.61 

25,183 247 83.49 94,323 369 149.86 
$43,431 $426 $143.98 $116,918 $457 $185.76 

40,620 399 134,67 90,837 355 144.32 
$84,051 $825 $278.65 $207,755 $812 $330.08 

Table 36. MILK SOLD PER WORKER AND NET FARM INCOME 
406 New York Dairy Farms, 1988 

No. No. Pounds Net Farm Labor & Mgmt. 
Pounds of Milk of of Milk Income Income 
Sold Per Worker Farms Cows Per Cow (wLo apprec.) Per Operator 

Under 300,000 30 48 14,275 $ 10,566 $-3,265 
300,000 to 399,999 75 60 14,876 19,280 2,217 
400,000 to 499,999 108 77 16,135 28,894 6,959 
500,000 to 599,999 91 108 16,841 36,667 10,208 
600,000 to 699,999 62 128 17,590 50,934 18,304 
700,000 & over 40 233 18,365 106,403 53,478 



Table 47. FARM BUSINESS CHART FOR LARGE CONVENTIONAL STALL DAIRY FARMS 
139 Conventional Stall Dairy Farms with More Than 60 Cows, New York, 1988 

Size of Business Rates of ~J;:oguction Labor gfficienc~ 
Worker No. Pounds Pounds Tons Tons Corn Cows Pounds 
Equiv- of. Milk Milk Sold Hay Crop Silage Per Milk Sold 
alent Cows Sold Per Cow DM/Acre Per Acre Worker Per Worker 

4.7 141 2,455,689 19,800 4.1 21 47 755,830 
3.7 112 1,887,601 18,638 3.5 17 38 651,861 
3.3 98 1,724,659 18,106 3.1 16 35 591,353 
3.1 93 1,531,719 17,463 2.8 15 33 541,449 
2.9 83 1,396,207 16,959 2.6 15 31 510,816 

-------------------------------·------------------------------------------------
2.6 78 1,286,389 16,331 2.4 14 29 476,869 
2.5 73 1,172,462 15,846 2.2 13 28 445,549 
2:4 67 1,086,160 15,340 2.0 12 26 410,818 
2:1 64 992,080 14,294 1.7 11 23 373,760 
1.8 61 822,664 11,490 1.2 8 19 293,815 

Cost Control 
Grain % Feed is Machinery Labor & Feed & Crop Feed & Crop 
Bqught of Milk Costs Machinery Expenses Expenses fer 
Per Cow Receipts Per Cow Costs Per Cow Per Cow Cwt. Milk 

$272 24% $221 $526 $429 $3.01 
371 28 285 647 541 3.57 
433 30 327 698 607 3.82 
502 32 358 750 658 4.02 
565 33 391 787 701 4.27 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
605 35 418 838 751 4.53 
648 37 441 879 801 4. 77 
700 39 475 939 847 5.03 
757 41 519 1,035 915 5.36 
883 48 660 1,173 1,068 6.14 

Value and Cost of Production Profitabilit~ 
Milk Oper. Cost Total Cost Net farm Income 

Receipts Milk Production With Without Labor ~ Mgmt, Income 
Per Cow Per Cwt. Per Cwt. Apprec. Apprec. Pe-r Farm Per Ope{. 

$2,590 $ 6.33 $11.06 $113,623 $69,808 $45,158 $40,726 
2,425 7.33 12.27 79,373 54,563 33 '225 23,975 
2,339 7.95 12.97 67,707 46,491 26,185 19,075 
2,256 8.42 13.28 59,750 41,639 20,956 15,497 
2,174 8.91 13.58 51,694 35,314 16,765 11,634 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2,120 9.27 14.05 46,333 31,497 11,988 8,446 
2,024 9.76 14.55 40,463 26,457 6,807 4,985 
1,940 10.27 15.13 34,299 21,668 -1,047 -585 
1,820 10.94 16.09 24,116 11' 595 -9,842 -7,205 
1,480 12.89 18.79 2,703 -10,487 -30,954 -21,750 



Table 50. SELECTED BUSINESS FACTORS BY MILKING SYST~!S 
403 New York Dairy Farms, 1988 

Item 

Nu.11ber of farms 
Percent of farms 
CrQ.m;ling Program At_1a.lysis 
Total Tillable acres 
Tillable acres rented* 
Hay crop acres* 
Corn silage acres* 
Hay crop, tons DM/acre 
Corn silage, tons/acre 
Oats, husheJsjacre 
Foraec DM per cow, tons 
Tillable acres/cow 
Fert. & lime exp./tillable acre 
Total machinery costs 
Hachinery cost/tillable acre 

Dairy Ana l_ys i §. 

Number of cows 
Number of heifers 
Milk sold, lbs. 
Milk sold/cow, lbs. 
Oper. cost of prod. milk/cwt. 
Total cost of prod. rnilkjcwt. 
P~icejcwt. milk sold 
Purchased dairy feed/cow 
Purchased dairy feed/cwt. milk 
Pure. grain & cone. as % milk receipts 
Pure. feed & crop expensejcwt. milk 

r~it~l EfU~Jency 
Farm capital/worker 
Farm capital/cow 
Farm capital/tillable acre owned 
Real estatt>/cow 
Machinery investment/cow 
Capital turnover, years 

Labor Effj dency 
Worl<:er equi.v.~lent 

OperatorjmanagBr equivalent 
Milk sold/worker, lbs. 
Cows/worker 
Work units/worker 
Labor cost/cow 
Labor cost/tillable acre 

Profitability & Balance Sheet Analysis 
Net farm income (wjo apprec.) 
Labor & mgmt. income/operator 
Farm debt/cow 
Percent equity 

Dumping 
Station 

22 
5% 

240 
72 

129 
31 

1.7 
11.1 
28.3 
6.7 
4.8 

$13.95 
$17,891 

$74 

51 
41 

702,513 
13,874 

$9.66 
$15.71 
$12.59 

$495 
$3.57 

26% 
$4.33 

$154,585 
$6,349 
$1,913 
$3,548 

$987 
2.92 

2.08 
1.20 

337,820 
24 

267 
$471 

$99 

Pipeline 

224 
56% 

225 
76 

135 
43 

2.5 
13.8 
52.3 
1.7 
3.2 

$25.31 
$28,892 

$128 

70 
57 

1,163,653 
16,603 

$9.33 
$14.38 
$12.91 

$604 
$3.64 

27% 
$4.51 

$182,241 
$6,542 
$3,057 
$3,210 
$1,217 

2.41 

2.52 
1. 34 

462,502 
28 

302 
$428 
$133 

$10,962 
$-1,515 

$2,454 
62% 

$25,925 
$6,346 
$2,109 

68% 

*Average of all farms, not only those reporting data. 

Herringbone 
Parlor 

142 
35% 

422 
148 
191 
127 
2.8 

14.3 
42.3 

7.3 
2.7 

$33.14 
$Gl,796 

$146 

Other 
Parlor:'! 

15 
4% 

430 
161 
202 
108 
2.3 

14.7 
34.0 
7.0 
3.0 

$30.25 
$54,195 

$126 

157 143 
126 107 

2,711,904 2,368,126 
17,257 16,615 

$9.54 $9.69 
$13.12 $13.55 
$13.13 $12.97 

$650 $615 
$3.77 $3.70 

28% 27% 
$4.70 $4.68 

$214,819 
$5,844 
$3,352 
$2,640 
$1,012 

2.05 

4.28 
1.40 

634,329 
37 

378 
$l~l6 

$155 

$62,092 
$22,009 

$2,044 
65% 

$190,389 
$5,989 
$3,161 
$3,010 

$861~ 

2.16 

4.48 
1.41 

528,207 
32 

332 
$499 
$165 

$47,923 
$12,306 

$1,964 
67% 
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8:00 - l 0:00 A.M. 

Session III. Interpersonal Skills in Personnel Management: 
Communication and Conflict Management 

Introduction: Teaching/Learning Procedures 

Lecturettes, demonstrations, group exercises, discussion 

Communication: It's generic to all interpersonal relationships. 

-I~rinciples of Communication in Relation to Change and Conflict 

l. Productive change and conflict grows from open communication. 

2. You can communicate with me now or fight with me later. 

3. Honest, frank and open communication builds credibility. 

4. The responsibility for effective communication is with the speaker or 
manager, not the receiver of the message. 

5. Keep initial communications as informal as possible. 

6. Frontloading communication develops relationships which help manage change and conflict because 
it helps people anticipate problems before they arise. Also, it creates opportunities for people 
to work together. 

7. Backloading communication prevents trusting relationships from forming because people must meet 
for the first time in an atmosphere of uncertainty and stress. It is reactive and it makes the 
manager appear insensitive to the concerns of others. 

8. A manager can gently guide an employee to deal intellectually with an idea or position they 
oppose by using effective attentive (questioning and listening) behaviors. 

9. The feelings of an employee regarding an issue are always real, even though they may be based on 
incorrect information. Feelings must be dealt with through effective interpersonal 
communications before solutions to disagreements can be developed. 

Communication and Indirect Persuasion:Video-gnided Instruction 

Sec pages 3-10 in Jerry Robinson, Jr. and Anne Heinze Silvis, lnJerpersonal Communications in the 
Family and Farm Business: Student Text and Workbook and V"uleo. Module I in Farming on Friendly Terms. 
Cooperative Extension Service, University of Illinois, 1989. Approved for a NCR Publication, 1990. 

Lccturette, video demonstration I, author's critique, demonstration 2, workshop group critique. 

Attentive Listening: Questions, Feelings and Feedback 
Sec pages 11-21, Robinson and Silvis, cited above. 

Communication and Conflict Management 

Activity 1. Attitudes Toward Conflict in the Farm Business, page 2, attached 
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Step 1. 

Step 2. 

Activity 1. Attitudes Toward ConOict In the Fann Business 

Petn of Conflict Management is to analyze your attitudes in conflict situations. Why? Because 
attitudes influence behavior. Working alone, please respond to each item below by circling the 
code which most nearly describes your attitude towaro conflict. 

1. Conflict is inevitable in a family and farm business. 

Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree 

2. Conflict in a farm business organization is a sign that things aren't functioning well. 
SA A U D SD 

3. When conflict occurs over a business policy, some change in that polk)' is necessary. 
SA A U D SD 

4. Once a conflict emerges and all the parties to it become evident, only professional 
mediators can help resolve the· conflict. 

SA A U D SD 
5. Most people know very little about how to manage a serious farm family conflict. 

SA A U D SD 
6. On should never instigate social conflict to bring about change in a farm family business. 

SA A U D SD 
7. In today's complex business world farmers must get involved in issues related to conflict. 

SA A U D SD 
8. An effective mediator will be the center of all communications in a conflict management 

situation. 
SA A U D SD 

9. Conflict gives farm managers and employees a legitimate way to talk about their 
dissatisfactions and frustrations. 

SA A U D SD 
10. Farm managers can learn conflict management skills. 

SA A U D SD 
11. An effective farm manager will encourage employees to diSl-'USS conflicts openly. 

SA A U D SD 
12. Farm managers should avoid conflicts between employees and let them work out their own 

solutions. 
SA A U D SD 

13. In the long run most conflicts are usually destructive. 
SA A U D SD 

14. Conflict can be a healthy way to solve interpersonal differences in a farm business. 
SA A U D SD 

15. You will help a person in conflict more if you try first to understand their feelings about a 
conflict, instead of trying to first find out all the facts. 

SA A U D SD 

After completing your individual response to each item, develop a group or family response. 
Each member of your group should share their response before you develop a group "solution." 
You may change wording of a statement to help you reach consensus. 



Sec Jerry Robinson, Jr. and Roy Clifford, Conjlict ManagemenJ in Community Groups. NCR 36:5, 
Cooperative Extension Service, University of Ilinois, 1975. 

Conflict defined 

Conflict cycle 

Adjustments to conflict 

Identifying your behavior styles when in conflicts. 

·Activity 2. Behavior Styles of Persons in Conflict, page 4, attached. 

Activity 3. Guidelines for Analysis of a Real Ufe Conftict, page 6. 

Communicating Your Way Through Disagreements 
See Robinson and Silvis, pp. 22-33. 

Communication Ground Rules When Discussing the Issues in a Dispute 

1. Everyone has a right and a specific time to talk, to express their true feelings, to be heard and not 
to be interrupted. When others are talking, keep your mouth shut and listen, no matter how ridiculous 
their comments appear. 

2. A discussion leader should record what is being said. If your group is large, use newsprint to be 
certain oral comments are recorded accurately. Ask the speaker if the recorded statements are accurate. 

3. Agree to discuss one problem at a time. 

4. Discuss present problems only. You have no control over the past. 

5. Require everyone to use common courtesy--no name calling, yelling or profanity allowed. Keep 
"weapons" out of reach! 

6. Make certain everyone agrees to follow the ground rules, then enforce. 

7. Be sure all of the issues are on the table before negotiating begins. 

8. Call a time out after issues are identified before you begin negotiating. 

9. When you negotiate, avoid judgmental behavior. Follow the guidelines for giving feedback on pages 
22-23, Robinson and Silvis. 

Video demonstration of Farm Family Dispute, Participants use the "Observers Form for Managing 
Disagreement," page 29. 

Follow up: After this workshop complete--
Activity 7. Communication Demonstration, Robinson and Silvis, pp. 30-31. 

Activity 4. The Dilemma: A Conflict Demonstration, page 8, attached. 

Activity 8. Develop and Implement a Family and Farm Business Communication Program 
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Activity l. Behavior Styles or Persons in Conflict 

Step 1. Check the actions you have taken in a real-life farm business conflict. 

1. Name of Your Conflict Situation: ------------------------

2. Analyze Your Behavior. Review the behavior examples or descriptions listed below for each conflict 
management behavior style. Check all the behaviors you have used in your real-life conflict listed 
above. 

Confronted actors 

_ Imposed solutions 

__ Used authority 

_ Appealed for help 

__ Used guilt, pity or duty 

__ Accepted blame 

__ Established ground rules 

__ Confronted communication process 

__ Developed trust 

__ Argued some, but not forcefully 

__ Avoided judging or ridicule 

__ Used ego needs 

__ Withdrew - missed work meetings 

__ Turned leadership over to 
someone else 

__ Used delaying tactics to avoid 
having to assume risk 

Dominator 

Manipulator 

Mediator 

Compromiser 

A voider 
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_Used power 

_ Told people what to do 

Made threats 

__ Emphasized values 

_ Offered bribes, rewards 

__ Overworked myself 

Used involvement 

_ Kept communications open 
and flowing 

__ Used questioning and 
listening behavior 

Diverted action to other 
problems 

Gave in to others 

_Used humor 

Pretended to be ill or took 

___.. Assumed no responsibility 
for leadership during crises 

__ Simply ignored the problem 



3. Tabulate your totals for each style. 
a. Which style did you use most frequently? ------------------

b. Which style is second, or your back-up style? -----------------

c. Which style did you use least? ----------------------

Step 3. Analysis of changing behavior with persons of different social rank in conflict situations. 

1. Do you use the same behavior styles in conflict situations with: 
a. Your boss (_yes_ no) that you use with others? 

b. Your parents (_yes_ no) that you use with others? 

c. Your spouse (_yes_ no) that you use with others? 

d. Your peers (_yes_ no) that you use with others? 

e. Your employees (_yes_ no) that you use with others? 

f. Your children (_yes _ no) that you use with others? 

g. Your customers/clients (_yes _ no) that you use with others? 

2. Why do you think your style may change as the social rank of the other persons changes? 

3. With whom arc you: 

a. Direct? -------------------------------

b. Indirect? 

c. Rigid?-------------------------------

d. Flexible? ------------------------------

4. Can you be more consistent with your behavior in conflict situations? How? 

5. Describe situations where: 
a. the dominator style won't work ----------------------

b. a manipulator's style won't work ---------------------

c. a compromiser's style won't work ---------------------

d. the avoidcr's tactics won't work ----------------------
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Activity 3. Guidelines for Analyzing A Real Ufe Conflict Situation: 
A Review of Your Learnings 

You are to analyze a real-life conflict situation. Select a conflict situation of sufficient significance to 
challenge your talent and resources. It can be a current situation or a situation you anticipate. 

The conflict situation selected should clearly relate to your farm business operation. It may have as 
its setting a single incident between you and one family member, or it could be a conflict between a large 
group of employees and the management of your business. Just be sure the conflict is real. 

One of the first steps in coping with conflict is to analyze the situation. Following is an outline for 
analyzing the conflict you have selected. Write your answers on this form. Be prepared to share your 
responses with your classmates if you are in a workshop. (This problem can be used as a case study in 
workshops.) 

Your name--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Title of your conflict case-------------------------------------------------------------

1. What are the major issues in the conflict? 

2. What threats have been made, and by whom? ------------------

3. List the parties (major stakeholders) involved in the conflict. 

4. Identifying stakes: What are the values which underlie the positions of each party? Be as specific as 
possible. 

5. Identifying stakes: What goals underlie the positions of each party? 
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6. Identifying stakes: What policies are being challenged? 

7. Identifying stakes: What power and resources does each party control in the situation? 

8. Describe the stage or stages of the conflict cycle which have occurred so far. 

9. Identify the behavior styles of the primary stakeholders: 

Dominator 

Manipulator 

Mediator 

Compromiser 

A voider 

Stakeholder 1 Stakeholder 2 

10. What adjustments have occurred? Explain group and individual responses. 

Stake holder 3 

11. Has the conflict caused the competing groups to become funher apart or closer together? 

12. Discuss the outcome in terms of win-win, win-lose, lose-lose results. 
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Activity 4. The Dilemma: A ConOlct Demonstration 

OBJECfiVES: After working through this activity, you should be able to: 

1. Study a conflict to identify its source. 

2. Describe threats and challenges to territory and how those behaviors contribute to the conflict. 

3. Evaluate the benefits and liabilities of various outcomes to a conflict. 

4. Identify four stages of the conflict cycle, including: 
• tension development 
• role dilemma 
• injustice collecting 
• confrontation 

5. Develop a strategy for resolving the conflict in this demonstration. 

INSTRUCfiONS: 

Step l. 

Step 2. 

Step 3. 

Step 4. 

Divide into groups of four people. 

Assign each role to one member of the group. The roles are: 
• Betty Rodgers 
• Richard Rodgers 
• Pat Rodgers (Betty and Richard's son or daughter) 
• Observer 

Allow several minutes for each person to read the scenario and his or her role description that 
follows. 

Complete Part I and Part II. 

Betty Rodgers: You are 58 years old, co-owner of Green County Implement Sales and Service. Your 
responsibilities at the business include supervising the sales and office staff, and managing the financial 
records. Although you are glad to have your son (or daughter) return to the business, you have been torn 
between his (her) ideas and your husband's ideas. Both complain to you about the situation--Pat complains 
that Richard won't adjust to take advantage of new markets, and Richard complains that Pat wants to take 
unnecessary risks. Somehow, you must resolve these differences and develop a plan tor the business. 

Richard Rodgers: You are 56 years old, and own and operate the implement business with your wife and 
partner, Betty. Since you purchased the business 24 years ago, you have upgraded the showroom, the service 
center, and expanded the line of tillage tools, tractors and other farm implements and supplies. As other 
dealers in the area have gone out of business, you have gained customers, and now have customers from 
across the county. Your responsibilities include managing the parts and service center, supervising the 
mechanics, and selling large farm machinery. 

Even with more customers, fewer are buying machinery, and profits from the business have declined 
since 1980. You were somewhat apprehensive when Pat decided to join the business, and are still unsure of 
why Pat wanted to return to this town. You admit that some changes in the business are necessary, since it 
must now support another person. But the best way to expand is to proceed cautiously--and slowly. If Pat 
needs to be convinced that caution is the best policy, you can wait him (her) out--this business took many 
hard, lean years to build. Now is not the time to risk it all. 
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Pat Rodgers: After one year working in your parents' implement business, you feel ready to make some 
changes. It has been a good year, both personally and professionally. The career change, from regional 
sales manager in a high-powered consumer products company to the family business has allowed you some 
time to recover from a divorce. Now, you feel ready to take on the world! 

During the past year, you've been able to streamline the inventory system for the business, and now 
you're developing a computerized bookkeeping system, too. At year-end, you had enough financial 
information from the business to prepare most of the books yourself. When you went to meet the 
accountant, the books required only a review. Even though the books were in good shape, you noticed your 
father, Richard, was nervous at the meeting, and reluctant to discuss plans for the future of the business. 
Maybe Richard is concerned about losing control, but if you can manage it better and save money, too, he 
shouldn't complain. In fact, you used the opportunity to tease him, saying, "Now that you've let me get this 
far, Dad, you couldn't get along without me!" 

You are convinced that consumer products are a growth area--an opportunity to make the kind of 
money that used to be available in the farm equipment business. If only your folks would agree to 
reallocate some of the money currently tied up in parts inventory, you could open up a new store or 
showroom near the shopping mall. The showroom would feature riding lawn mowers, garden equipment, 
and possibly a whole garden center. Of course, the showroom must be staffed seven days a week, but you 
arc willing to work long hours to get this project going. Your mother listens to your ideas, but won't 
promise that she's on your side, or that she'll try to influence Richard. One way or another, this business 
will have to make some money, even if the parts customers have to wait a week or so for an order. You 
don't think you can cater to those few customers, considering the expense of owning inventory. 

Part I. Discussion Questions 

Discuss each of the following questions. If you are working as a team, select a team reporter to 
record notes and report on your discussion to the entire group. If you are working alone, write a brief 
answer. 

1. What are the major sources of this conflict? -------------------

2. Identify all the threats made. ------------------------

3. What territories (stakes) are challenged? -------------------

4. Assume you are Betty. How will you manage this conflict? -------------
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Part II. Demonstration on Conflict Management 

Assume that Betty has called a meeting of Richard, Pat and herself. She will try to negotiate the 
conflict between Pat and Richard. For 5 minutes act out this meeting. Then discuss the following 
questions. 

1. What benefits could come from this conflict? ------------------

2. What liabilities (negative outcomes) could result form this conflict? 

3. Identify each of the following stages of the conflict cycle by listing behavior which describes it. 

a. Tension development --------------------------

b. Role dilemma----------------------------

c. Injustice collecting---------------------------

d. Confrontation----------------------------

4. What adjustments would you propose? ---------------------

5. What would you do if you were: 

a. Betty? _____________________________________________________ __ 

b. Richard? -------------------------------

c. Pat?--------------------------------

d. A County Agent who was asked to help? ------------------

e. A business associate, such as their accountant? ----------------

6. Have you had any experiences similar to this one? If so, what did you do and what was the 
outcome? 
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Appendix 
Additional Module Titles in the "Farming On Friendly Terms" Series* 

Module 2--Managemenl Styles in the Family and Farm Business 

Module 3--Team Building in the Family and Farm Business 

Moodie 4--Managing Coriflicts in the Family and Farm Business 

Module 5--Managing Stressors: Strenghlening Family and Farm Business Support Systems 

*Text -material and participant materials are in final draft format, ready for critiques by specialists in farm 
management and family relations. Application for funding to develop program into video-guided, group 
study format is under review. Modules will be reviewed and produced if additional funding is obtained. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE: 
DOES IT HINDER OR PROMOTE MANAGEMENT DECISIONS 

Robert A. Milligan* 
Guy K. Hutt 

In the article in this proceedings on management ("Dairy Management Ski lis 
Needed to Prosper in the Future") we provide a job description for the manager as 
executing the management functions of planning, organizing, staffing, directing, 
and controlling. Successful management of the organizing function occurs where 
the established structure clearly defines the roles and activities required of people in 
order to meet objectives of the farm business. The answer to the question "does 
organizational structure promote management decisions?" is, therefore, a clear yes. 
If the organizational structure is hindering management decisions, the organizing 
function is not "under management" and requires attention. 

In establishing the internal framework for the farm business (organizing), 
management must decide the positions to be filled and the duties, responsibilities, 
and authority attached to each one. The objectives of this paper are to present key 
concepts required to effectively execute the organizing function and to provide 
suggestions for the use of these concepts in the dairy farm business. In meeting 
these objectives we will discuss business development, organizational structure, and 
the organizational chart. 

Business Development 

Like managers, organizations grow and develop over time and problems 
often arise when the organization and the manager are "out of sync" with one 
another. Farm managers often find it easier to think of changing something 
physical than to think of changing the very manner in which things are approached 
or the attitude that is expected or needed in order to affect positive change. A good 
manager must, however, take the reins of the enterprise and guide it using the 
management tools of Planning, Organizing, Directing, Motivating, and Controlling. 

An excellent example is seen in the case of the Apple Computer Company. 
The company was founded in a garage by an entrepreneur who was full of good 
ideas and technology. As the business expanded and more people were hired, it 
became apparent that the founder was not evolving into a corporation manager and 
had no desire to do so. As a result, he hired a business manager who knew a little 

*Authors are Professor and Extension Associate, respectively, in the Department Of Agricultural 
Economics at Cornell University. 1 



about computing but a great deal about management and organizations. The 
founder of Apple Computer eventually left the company and has begun another 
new venture where his strengths are maximized (Gentile, 1987). In contrast, the 
founder of the world's largest abrasive firm, Bay State Abrasive, began with the 
entrepreneur hand mixing and kiln firing individual grinding stones in a small 
brick oven. As the company expanded, the owner continued to change 
management roles and develop new areas of management expertise while 
delegating the other spheres of activity to employees and eventually to partners. 

2 

Figure 1 divides the continuum of the evolution of a farm business into three 
stages for nine concepts of organizational and management evolution. This 
continuum is designed to enable the farm manager to better know him or herself 
and the characteristics of the business that is being managed. The user must 
understand that the differences found among these components are not meant to 
have a value judgement attached. One end of a continuum is not considered better 
or worse than the other, merely different. It is of greater importance that a business 
work effectively than if it be on a particular place on a continuum. One might better 
look at each continuum and ask if their business or management is struggling with 
problems or crises caused by moving too soon or too late from one phase to another. 
In addition, blocks to growth can be spotted if a particular component is lagging in 
its development in contrast to the rest of the farm. As farm businesses grow they 
will tend to evolve through these stages. The development of extension programs 
to assist farm managers in managing business development has great potential. 
Each of the eight concepts are discussed below: 

Top management style: This continuum begins with the doer or hands-on, 
individualistic/entrepreneurial type who is personally making everything happen 
(Greiner, 1972). Primarily, this individual uses help as an extension of his/her own 
hand (Figure 1 ). From this point the next traits in the continuum would describe 
the manager who is making decisions and carrying them out through the efforts of 
others. This manager is characterized as the director of an operation that is beyond 
his/her ability to carry out alone. Following this would be the executive type using 
delegation as a primary tool for the narrowing of one's span of control. In this case, 
more time is spent in the planning functions of management. This can be further 
developed to an administrator as the director of management teams working under 
his strategic design (Jackson, et al., 1986). The administrator participates with 
middle manager to lend support, perspective, and clarity to the efforts of other 
managers under his charge. 

Top management focus: Another series of traits can be observed in the orientation 
of managers. This begins with an orientation to physical things like cows, 
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equipment, and land. It then evolves into a more data oriented perspective, 
observing the business by the use of quantifiable results such as costs per unit of 
production, etc. The final phase in this continuum is the people orientation. This 
is punctuated with a concentration on the human resource in the organization, its 
recruitment, development, and leveraging toward the goals of the organization 
(Jackson, et al., 1986). 

Business Development Figure 1. 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
Top Management Entrepreneur Directive Situational/Participative 
Style Doer Manager Executive/ Administrator 

Management Things Inputs/Outputs Human Resources 
Focus Production Expansion Problem Solving 

Employee Extra Hand Operational General and Operational 
Function Unskilled Management Management 

Tightly Supervised Skilled 

Management None Specific Authority 
Delegation Responsibilities Participation 

Goals Simple Informal Formal (Written) 
Undeveloped Tactical Strategic & Tactical 

Communication Casual Informal Often Formal 
Top Down Top Down May Be Written 
Commands Requests Two Way 

Decision Making Intuitive Qualitative Quantitative 
Process Informal Written 

Participative 

Frame of View Narrow Limited Scope Broad 
Milk/Cows Farm Develop Human 

Resources 

Organizational Simple Centralized Decentralized 
Structure Informal 
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Employee functions: As the structure changes, the role of the business personnel 
must change and the concept of employees must change. TI1e process takes place as 
the one man operation develops to a network of teams comprised of specialists and 
middle manager working toward the objectives set by top management (Kotter, et 
al., 1986). Many farm businesses are struggling with this transition as middle 
managers are brought into the business. 

Management delegation: Delegation begins when you ask someone to hand you a 
wrench and it matures into the sharing responsibilities and finally results in giving 
the subordinate the authority to carry out those responsibilities fully. 

Goals: Another progression that can be observed is found in the area of planning 
and goal setting. Most farms indicate that they do not have any written goals. This 
however, is not the case in a few farms where written goals serve to inform 
employees at all levels of the important priorities of the farm organization. The 
more output and production are stressed, the more likely goals are to be found. 
Clear goals are also more abundant where planning and analysis are done with pen 
in hand. 

Communications: How and what is communicated between employees and 
management goes through a metamorphosis beginning with informal occasional 
talks about any topic which may arise to formal written reports on specific 
deviations from clearly laid plans (Killen, 1977). Clearly established controls 
permit clear communication and may also improve the motivation of an employee 
because the individual knows exactly how he or she will be evaluated. This permits 
employees to work with less direct supervision, which in tum creates a feeling of 
autonomy and self direction. 

Decision making process: The decision making process is the process of selecting 
the best course of action in a given situation. This process of decision making 
emerges in isolation at first and is usually very intuitive and qualitative. The fully 
matured process may involve many people and quantitative data processed with an 
eye toward employee acceptance and implementation criteria (Killen, 1977). Top 
managers indicated that they spend half of their management time in problem 
solving and decision making. 

Frame of view: The frame, or perspective, that is used to conceptualize the farm 
business tends to be another factor as the farm business matures. A manager may 
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look at his business as that of making milk or that of caring for cows. Another 
sees the business as converting energy and protein to a different form. Still another 
manager may look on the farm as an enterprise using a collection of resources to 
their greatest economic advantage. Employees may be seen as a necessary evil to be 
used sparingly or as a potentially limitless resource to make the greatest 
contribution to the success of a plan. These perspectives have many implications 
for how one views other parts of the business system. The frame of view we have 
on any aspect of our business can be limiting and can prohibit progress or can be 
expanding and promote positive growth. A conscious effort must be undertaken to 
widen our frame of reference wherever possible (Russo & Shoemaker. 1987). 

Organizational Structure and the Organizational Chart 

Organizational structure is how the business is organized to perfom1 the 
function of the business. Most farm businesses progress from the informal family 
patriarchy to a fully developed, functionally specialized, and decentralized hierarchy 
(Jackson, et al, 1986) (Figure 1). The type of structure employed on a farm is a 
function of management philosophy, the ability and availability of middle 
management and the size of the organization (Killen, 1977). Structure in its highest 
form becomes a tool in the hands of the manager to influence all other aspects of the 
business, employee performance, and productivity. 

In this section we consider several principals key to developing an effective 
organizational structure, we delineate the conditions necessary for effective business 
operation, and we consider alternative organizational structure. 

Principals of Organizational Structure 

While no farms organizations are exactly alike, there are certain fundamental 
characteristics common to all and, therefore, some basic procedures which, when 
:::dhered to, can help insure total organizational effectiveness. The following list of 
principles is not complete, but it does represent some of the more important factors 
which must be given consideration when structuring the farm organization. 

Principle of Objectives: Prerequisite to the starting of any organization or to 
carrying on any activity is a clear and complete statement of the objectives in view. 
Only after this can the operation be built and molded to foster the attainment of 
those objectives with the least amount of effort and cost. Objectives can also serve 
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to give the farm a sense of direction and purpose on a continuing basis. Conversely, 
without objectives there is a greater possibility that the farrn will drift and not 
respond adequately to its environment. 

Principle of Coordination: The organizational framework on the farm must 
provide for the integration and blending of both human and technical resources. 
Coordination results when the systems and procedures which are established 
facilitate the accomplishment of results and when each unit of the organization 
thoroughly understands the role and the function of every other unit. Another 
aspect of coordination concerns the establishment of effective channels of 
communication as well as the creation of a total team climate. 

Principle of Parity of Authority, Responsibility, and Accountability: When an 
individual is held responsible for a task, he must also be given the authority 
necessary to perform it. If the assigned responsibility is greater than the authority 
which is granted, then responsibility will tend to shrink within the limits of the 
authority. If the opposite is true, that is, more authority is granted than is needed to 
meet a given responsibility, then there will be a tendency for responsibility to 
expand. In any case, accountability can only be expected within the limits of the 
authority extended. 

Principle of Unity of Command: Each employee should be held accountable and 
answerable to only one supervisor (Figure 2). If an employee is receiving directions 
from more than one supervisor, there is a strong possibility that confusion will 
arise. This is particularly true when what he is being told is not the same. He will 
find himself stuck in the middle. The result is usually either halfway action or no 
action at all. 

Principle of Delegation: The need for organization arises when one man cannot do 
a job alone. Thus, other people are employed and some type of organizational 
structure appears. If, however, the people who are brought in are to make a 
meaningful contribution and be productive, the true managerial delegation must 
take place. Delegation is the process by which a manager assigns responsibility, 
grants authority, and creates accountability. Without delegation, the manager will 
defeat his own purpose of bringing others into the operation. He will end up doing 
everything himself. 

These principles are not presented as hard and fast rules which always reflect 
the reality of organizational life. They do, however, present the manager with some 



Figure 2 

Correct and Incorrect Chain of Command Structures 
for One and Two Levels of Managment 

Correct Unity of Command Incorrect 

r·---,·~--

1 
I 

Correct Unity of Command Incorrect 
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Diagrammatic Representation of Organizational Structures 

Figure 3a 

Figure 3b 

Broad 
Short 

Narrow 
Tall 

Centralized 

Decentralized 

Wide span of control 
Decisions pushed up 

Decreased span of control 
Decisions pushed down 
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Diagrammatic Representation of Organizational Structures 

Figure 3c 

Mixed 

Figure 3d Team Matrix 

Transitional 

Cooperative 
Organic 



fundamental guidelines which are of value when analyzing how effectively the 
organization is functioning on a day-to-day basis. 

Alternative Organizational Structure 

Farm operations run most efficiently and people integrate their efforts best 
when the following conditions are present: 

• When each person is aware of the overall objectives and specific goals. 

• When each person has played an active role in determining what the 
objectives are, or at a minimum, in planning how they can best be 
achieved. When each person is thoroughly briefed on the role and 
function of other members of the team and has a clear understanding of 
the purpose or rationale behind the various functions. 

• When the method is built into the organization structure for people to 
come together and interact in a climate conducive to open 
communication and problem solving as opposed to defensive behavior. 

• When lines of responsibility, accountability, and authority have been 
clearly established and are understood by all the people. 

• When an atmosphere of "team effort" prevails and each member of the 
team is committed to the task at hand, as well as to understanding and 
appreciating others. 

The attainment of these conditions is an important objective of the 
organizing function of management. The management must develop an 
organizational structure that will attain these conditions. 

Most farms can be categorized into five types of organizational structures: 
informal (family) (Molnar, 1979); centralized with a broad span of control at the 
top; mixed, usually in transition; decentralized and tall with a broad base; and an 
integrated management team (Kilmann, 1984 ). 

In farm businesses with an informal structure, the family structure usually 
provides definition to the farm organization rather than a formal business 

10 
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structure. In these cases, decision making either revolves around a patriarch or can 
be described as a participative process where each member gives input and 
decisions are made by consensus or deferred to the family member with the most 
lrnowledge in a particular area (Molnar, 1979). 

The second type of structure, centralized management, is much more 
prevalent. Power and authority are retained at the top of the organization, requiring 
that almost all decisions be made or approved by the general manager. Managers of 
this type of organization indicated that they are extremely vital to the daily running 
·~·f their operations and that their business would not stay intact long without them 
8n sight (Jackson, et al., 1986) (Figure 3a). 

A third type of structure is mixed, having elements of more than one classical 
structure. Often, an organization has evolved as bits and pieces rather than as a 
structure designed with plan and purpose (Molnar, 1979). This is often the 
situation present when a new, progressive management idea cannot be actualized in 
the confines of an old organizational structure. Similarly, the employees on farms 
seem to demand that the organization conform to their level rather than the 
0rganization determining the clear expectations of it's employees. This mixed 
configuration is often observed in farms under transition and during rapid 
~xpansion (Figure 3c ). 

The fourth type of structure observed can be characterized as decentralized, 
having delegated increased authority and responsibilities to middle management. 
Decisions in this type of organization are pushed down to the lowest level possible 
and everyone in the organization is well aware of the goals they are corporately 
trying to achieve (Kotter, et al,1986) (Figure 3b ). 

A fifth type of structure is the integrated team matrix. In this configuration 
participative management is pervasive and organizational commitment is very 
high. This type of structure is also observed in a mixed form (Figure 3d). 

It is evident that the type of structure employed on a farm is a function of 
management philosophy, the ability and availability of middle management, and 
the size of the organization (Killen, 1977). A list can be made of the advantages and 
disadvantages of each type of structure in an attempt to answer the question of 
which style is best. The answer is perhaps, that the truly astute farm manager use 
the advantages of all centralized, decentralized, and team structures where necessary 
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and appropriate and is able to clearly choose through reason rather than be dictated 
by the past or by personal preference (Killen, 1977). Structure in its highest form 
becon1es a tool in the hands of the strategic manager to influence all other aspects of 
the business which influence employee performance and productivity (Figure 2). 

The Organization Chart 

Organization charts come in various sizes, colors and even textures. Most are 
black and white and printed on paper. Some are affixed to barn walls and made of 
materials that are easily changed. Some charts are highly detailed; some are very 
sketchy. Some are in the desks and others are broadly distributed and easily 
available. 

The organization chart of most farm businesses shows: 

1. Separation of work into components. These components may be 
enterprises or individuals. Boxes on the conventional chart represent these 
work components . 

2. Who is (supposed to be) whose superior. The solid lines on the chart 
represent this employer-employee or family business relationship with its 
implied flow of delegated responsibility, authority and attendant 
accountability (Figure 2). 

Implicit in these two points are several other things. 

• The chart is designed to show the nature of the work performed by each 
person. Depending on the descriptive title placed in the box, what this 
shows may be specific and technical (forage crops), or management 
(planning), or special projects (barn building). 

• Levels of n1anagement in terms of successive layers of supervisors and 
workers. All persons or units that report to the same supervisor are on 
one level. The fact that they may be charted on different horizontal planes 
does not, of course, change the level. 

Beyond these, it becomes difficult to pinpoint anything specific about the 
organization. Therefore, what the chart does not show is very often more 
interesting than what it does show 
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All organization charts have at least one thing in common; they do not 
a!ways show how the organization works. Or, as some people say, they do not show 
real organization. Even the most current chart is somewhat inadequate as a 
diagram of an organization and as an explanation of how an organization works. 

The Chart Does Not Show: 

1. The chart does not show the degree of authority and responsibility of the 
various people. As noted previously, the chart does depict supervisor
employee and family business relationships and the attendant process of 
delegation of authority, but it does not give any indication of differences in 
authority and influence between two people who appear on the same plane of 
the chart. For example, a chart may show the Crops manager and the Dairy 
manager both reporting to the Owner and general manager; this might seem 
to imply that both (with respect to their functional areas) have equal 
authority and, influence within the organization. In actual practice, however, 
one of the managers may have only very minimal influence. 

2. The chart does not show all the lines of communication. It docs indicate a 
few of the major channels of contact, but if the organization sticks to only 
these, nothing will get done. It is a truism of organization that no one 
enterprise or individual operates in isolation from all the others. All are 
linked by an intricate network of communication. Proper organization 
performance relies on this network and on each enterprise unit and individual 
becoming a party to it. To chart the total communications network is 
practically impossible. To attempt to chart it and thus introduce certain 
rigidities into it might easily frustrate its workings. 

3. The chart does not show is the informal organization. This encompasses all 
the informal relationships, communication channels, and influences or 
power centers that develop over time as people interact with one another. 
The informal organization is an extension of the formal and mises to 
facilitate the accomplishment of tasks. According to some, the infom1al 
organization gets work done "in spite of' the formal structure. The manager 
who knows the informal structure and how to use it has a distinct advantage 
in that he can may times cut through the "red tape" and thereby get much 
faster results. 
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Including a Board of Directors in Your Business Organization 

Many times it is useful to formalize the decision making role in the 
organization that actually goes on at the top. This can be accomplished by adding 
an organizational structure we will call a "Board of Directors". 

The function of this board is to make major decisions affecting the farm. 
The board can be comprised of those people having a vital interest in the overall 
organization while still serving in an operative capacity lower in the hierarchy. 
For an example, see the illustrations that follow. It could be that people share the 
responsibility on the Board for major policy decisions equally. However, in daily 
operations they are accountable to the General Manager. This type of an 
organizational structure helps to develop future managers and is quite helpful in 
clarifying when and over what and who people have authority. 
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Conclusion 

As the title of this paper implies, we in agriculture view organizational 
structure as bureaucracy, unwanted and unnecessary. This view emanates from our 
emphasis on managing cows and crops while ignoring the human resource. 1nis 
view is also very narrow and limiting. 

A far more powerful view is to consider people as the most important 
resource of the business. With this view the development of structure that 
facilitates the maximization of business and personal objectives become paramount. 
We challenge you to use the material in this paper to become aware of and utilize 
the informal organization and to bring the formal organizational stmcture of your 
business "under management". 
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WRITING AN AD 

What 

Use the job description already 
written as the basis for writing an 
effective ad. 

When 

Start early. As soon as an opening in 
the business is anticipated, start 
advertising. It is far more effective to 
have qualified applicants waiting to hear 
from you than it is to have an opening and 
no applicants. Also, if you are not rushed, 
you will tend to be more effective in 
hiring the best applicant. 

How 

An ad for an employee(s) has three 
functions: to inform, to screen, and to 
promote. 

• Inform 

The ad should include a job title 
and/or brief description of major 
responsibilities. For many jobs the job 
summary can be taken directly from the 
job description on file. Of course, the 
ad must include information about how 
and when the applicant is to contact 
you. You may also wish to include 
wages, hours, etc. 

• Screen 

The job ti tie, summary, hours, 
etc., wi11 screen out many unqualified 
people. Further screening can be 
accomplished by listing some specific 
job requirements, such as education or 
experience requirements, physical 
requirements such as heavy lifting, 
20/20 vision, or working from ladders. 

When writing the ad, take care to 
avoid violating someone's civil rights. 
You may advertise on the basis of the 
requirements of the job only as it 

relates to screening (for details look 
under State Civil Rights Law in the 
bulletin, "Labor laws and Michigan 
Agriculture: 1988" found in the Legal 
Matters section of this handbook). 

• Promote 

Besides attempting to screen out 
the unqualified persons, the ad should 
attract those that are qualified. This is 
accomplished by including those items 
that would spark greater interest in the 
applicant. Such items as work 
environment, flexible work schedules, 
benefit programs, and housing 
opportunity will appeal to certain 
readers. The rule is if you offer it and 
are proud of it, put it in the ad. 

Where 

Where do the best potential 
applicants live. What do they read. If you 
are looking for a career person, consider a 
national farm magazine and employment 
agencies at colleges. If you are looking 
for local seasonal help, consider bulletin 
boards in high schools and laundromats. 

Being creative in writing and placing 
an ad with a fair wage will bring in better 
applicants than one with a higher wage 
where no creativity in writing and 
placement are evident. 

NOTES 

Source: Shapley, A.E., et al. "Farm Employers' Handbook," Cooperative 
Extension Bulletin E-2152, MSU, East Lansing, MI 48824. 



WRITING AN AD (Con't) 

THREE ADS FOR THE SAME JOB 

Wanted: Hired man 
Phone: 000-000-0000 

Wanted: Person for general farm work, 
full-time, on a beef and crop farm. 
Requires two years farm experience or 
equivalent and/or two years ag educa
tion beyond high school. Good wage 
and benefl t package. Call: 000-000-0000 

Maple Grove Farms has an opening for a person 
to assist the owner/operator in management 
and production of beef and crops. The 
position offers considerable variety and 
opportunity for growth. At least two years 
farm experience or equivalent and/or ag edu
cation beyond high school required. Pay and 
benefit package based on applicants experience 
and training. Write for application to Maple 
Grove Farms (address.) 

Which One Would You Apply For? 

NOTES 
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APPLICATION FORM 

(Please Print) 

LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME DATE 

PHONE ALTERNATE PHONE (OPTIONAL) SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 

( ) 
PRESENT ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP HOW LONG? 

PREVIOUS ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP HOW LONG? 

PREVIOUS ADDRESS CITY STATE ZIP HOW LONG? 

POSITION APPLIED FOR: (BE SPECIFIC) 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This form provides information which helps us determine if additional 
consideration of your application is appropriate. In most cases, a 
preliminary interview is not possible, therefore, the conscientious completion 
of this form is necessary to supply much of the information covered in a 
preliminary session. Please print in ink and use your own handwriting. Your 
application must list the position for which you are applying; stating that 
you will do "Anything" is too indefinite and will result in your application 
not being considered by our firm. 

Your application will be placed in the firm's inactive file 180 calendar 
days from the date of application. To keep your application current, it will 
be necessary for you to inform us in writing prior to the expiration of the 
180 day period that you wish to remain an active applicant. Should you 
contact us after the 180 day period has expired, you must fill out a new 
application. After you have read these instructions, and prior to l&aving, 
please ask any questions you may have. We will be happy to answer them for 
you. Thank you. 

(Your Company Name/Logo Or Letterhead) 

In accordance with Federal and State Fair Employment Laws, a qualified 
applicant is considered for each position he/she applies for without regard to 
race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, height, weight, marital 
status, veteran status, or the presence of a non-job related medical condition 
or handicap. 
Source: Shapley, A.E., et al. "Farm Employers' Handbook," Cooperat1ve 

Extension Bulletin E-2152, MSU, East lansing, MI 48824. 
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*** PERSONAL DATA *** 

Are you at least 18 years old? Yes - No -
Do you have the right to remain permanently in the U.S.? Yes - No -
If no, specify resident status 
What led you apply for employment? 
Advertisement - Employee_ Private Empl. Agency_ State Empl. Agency_ 
Other_spec ify 
State salary figure desired: 
Have you ever been convicted of a violation of the law, other than a traffic 
related violation? Yes - No_ If yes, explain: Date: 
Nature:* City & State 
Did you ever serve in the U.S. armed forces or in a state militia? Yes - No_ 
From: To: Branch/Rank: 
Dishonorable Discharge? Yes -- No -- Describe military experience and 
skills obtained that are applicable to the position applied for: 

* 
--

*** HEALTH BACKGROUND *** 

Do you have any physical or mental condition that would limit your ability to 
perform the job, or that might cause risk or injury to yourself or others?· 

Yes __ No__ If yes, describe:_*-------------------'1 
Have you ever collected worker's compensation? Yes_ No If so, explain: 

City & State: ______ --f Date: Nature:* -----------
Date: __ _ Nature:*---------- City & State: 

*** JOB OBLIGATIONS *** 

Have you ever been employed by this firm? Yes_ No_ From: To: __ , 
Separation: Voluntary_ Involuntary_ Position: __________ ---t 

~re you aware of any circumstances that would prevent you from: 
Traveling on company business? Yes_ No_ Relocating? Yes_ No_ 
Working Overtime? Yes_ No_ Working Weekends? Yes_ No_ 
If yes, explain:* 
*Use additional sheets, if necessary. 
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*** EDUCATION AND TRAINING *** 

Education (circle highest grade completed) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 GED 
Name and Address of Last High School Attended: 

LENGTH OF 
SCHOOL NAME/CITY & STATE ATTENDANCE DEGREE FIELD Of STUDY 

Vocational Yes -No -
College Yes -No -
Other Yes -No -

*** EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE *** 
(Please list all employment starting with the most recent. 

Use additional sheets, if necessary) 
COMPANY NAME JOB TITLE FROM: mo/yr TO: mo/yr 

STREET ADDRESS CITY/STATE/ZIP PHONE 
( ) 

SALARY HOURS WORKED/WEEK REASON FOR LEAVING MAY WE CONTACT? 
Yes No - -

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES 

COMPANY NAME JOB TITLE FROM: mo/yr TO: mo/yr 

--STREET ADDRESS CITY/STATE/ZIP PHONE 
( ) 

SALARY HOURS WORKED/WEEK REASON FOR LEAVING MAY WE CONTACT? 
Yes No - -

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES 

*** SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE *** 

List academic honors, school offices held, scholarships, awards, seminars, 
workshops, work-related hobbies, on-the-job training, special aptitudes, etc. 

(Use separate sheet. For farm-related skills use the 
"Farm Skills InventorY" attached} 
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*** FARM SKILLS INVENTORY *** 
Farm duties I have performed: 
_ Plowing 
_Tilling - Animal health care 
_ Planting _ Milking(type of set up) 
_ Cultivating _ Record keeping (type) 
__ Spraying _ Hand harvesting 
_Baling _ Packing 
- A. Insemination _ Irrigation 
_ Feeding _ Supervising 
___ Combining (what crops) 

Farm equipment I have used: 
Tractors: Two-wheel or front wheel assist drive -

- Four-wheel drive (articulated) 
Loader tractor - Bulldozer - Skid loader - Forklift - Other -

Field Equipment: 
{List) 

Harvest Equipment: 
(List) 

Milking Equipment: 
(List) 

What type of repairs can you perform (N-none; $-some; L-lots of experience) 
_ Field equipment conversion _Hydraulics 
___ Engine overhaul _ Welding (type) 
__ Carpentry _ Other special skills that could be 
___ Plumbing valuable to this job 

Electrical -
What licenses do you hold: - Drivers - Pesticide - Labor Contracts _Other 
List crops you have worked with: 
List animals you have worked with: 
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*** REFERENCES *** 
(list at least one personal reference and two business references) 

1 I NAME PHONE 
( ) 

!ADDRESS CITY/STATE YEARS KNOWN 

OCCUPATION FIRM 

2 NAME PHONE 
( ) 

ADDRESS CITY/STATE YEARS KNOWN 

OCCUPATION FIRM 

3 NAME PHONE 
{ ) 

ADDRESS CITY/STATE YEARS KNOWN 

OCCUPATION FIRM 

I: certify that all of the information furnished on this application is 
true, complete and correct. I understand and agree that any falsification, 
misrepresentation, misleading statement, or omission of fact on either this 
application or during the pre-hire process will be sufficient reason for (1) 
my not being offered employment; or (2) dismissal at any time from the service 
of the company if employed. I also understand and agree that employment is 
subje~t to my taking a physical examination directly related to the job 
requirements from a physician, and that in his/her opinion I must be 
physically and mentally able to perform the work for which I am being 
considered. 

I authorize my former employers to provide the employer any information 
regarding my employment and medical records, including and in addition to the 
above, and I release all parties from any liability for any damages which may 
result from furnishing such information. I also agree to permit the employer 
to conduct any other background investigative procedures it deems appropriate 
with respect to my application and, in the event of hire, while employed. I 
also understand and agree that my employment, compensation and hours of work 
are for no definite period and may, regardless of the time and manner of 
payment of my wages and salary, be terminated at any time by me or the 
employer, with or without cause, and without any previous notice. I also 
understand and agree that the employer has the right to unilaterally modify 
and/or terminate any policies, practices, procedures, and standards it has 
adopted or implemented, to the extent not limited by law. I acknowledge that 
no representative, other than the employer, has either the power or authority 
to enter into any agreement for employment for any specified period of time, 
or to make any representations or agreements contrary to any of the foregoing, 
unless that agreement is in writing and signed by the employer. 
APPLICANT SIGNATURE DATE 



TIPS ON THE APPLICATION PROCESS 

!:_l_!ring ~nd Public Relations 
Consideration of an applicant's 

feeling·; during the hiring process is more 
than good manners--it's good public 
relations. If, because of your hiring 
practices, your business develops an image 
of fairness and courtesy, you will continue 
to at tract well-qualified candidates. 

• Treat each applicant with respect and 
courtesy. 

• Keep current on recent interpretations 
of the Civil Rights Law and your state's 
employment legislation. Be sure that 
older applicants, women, rninori ties and 
handicappers are treated the same way 
you treat other applicants. 

• Take care to see that identical steps are 
followed when reviewing every 
candidate for employment. Know and 
follow standard hiring procedures. By 
doing this you will have all the 
infonnation you need to know, and have 
a legal right to know when hiring a new 
employee. Deviation from the 
procedure may result in, at best, an 
<1ngry phone call or, at worst, serious 
legal and labor disputes. 

• f~e sure to pr:wide the applicant with a 
pri'lil t'·~, unci uttered work space and a 
telephone directory to help the 
applicant prepare an accurate 
ernployment history. 

• Don't rnake va,;;ue commitments to an 
e1pplicant when there is no foreseeable 
job opening just because you hesitate to 
say "no". 

Accepting 

• If you are not able or willing to take 
calls at all times, state the times you 
are available for calls in the ad. 

• If you want applicants to come to the 
farm, but only at certain times, state 
the address in your ad and what days 
and times you will accept applications. 
A sign near the farm office or near the 
mail box also advertises and controls 
the flow of applicants. (Example: 
"Applications for bookkeeper are being 
accepted from 8:00a.m. till noon 
Monday through Friday.") 

• Only accept applications filled out by 
the applicant. Do not allow the 
applicant to take the form home and 
drop it off later. 

Processing 

• Review applications and set aside all 
those that fail to meet the performance 
requirements of the job. 

• If it appears that the applicant has skills 
necessary for some other job in the 
organization, but no opening is presently 
available, put the application on file for 
6 months. 

• Prior to or during the interview: 
Check all gaps in employment 
history 
Find out why applicant is changing 
jobs 
Verify references and former 
employers. 

• Conduct an interview (see following 
pages). 

Source: Shapley, A.E., et al. "Farm Employers' Handbook," Cooperative 
Extension Bulletin E-2152, MSU, East Lansing, MI 48824. 



INTER VIE WING 

After you evaluate the applicant's 
job qualifications, you are ready to 
conduct the interview. Prepare yourself 
by making a general plan for the session. 
Don't rely on your memory to give the 
interview focus or direction. 

Resolve any questions you may have 
formulated during your reading of the 
application. You will also have the 
opportunity to develop an impression of 
the applicant's personal qualities and to 
determine if those qualities suit the 
requirements of the position. Remember, 
you want to select an employee who not 
only~ do the job because of aptitude, 
experience, and training; but who will do 
the job well, and is one who wants""""i'''"
work. 

Record the highlights of the 
interview to help you make your final 
decision. This is especially helpful if 
there are several qualified candidates 
interviewing for the opening. 

Also, don't forget that you and your 
business are being interviewed, too. The 
prospective employee will be evaluating 
the business and the position just: as 
carefu1Jy as you are considering him/her. 
Present the facts about the job honestly. 
Don't glorify the work situation, but don't 
presume that you won't need to sell your 
business and the position to a we11-
qua1ified candidate. 

Finally, thank the applicant and 
present a tentative date by which a 
decision will be made. 

lni tial Screening Interview 

An initial screening interview is used 
to reduce the number of applicants vying 
for a particular position. A brief 
discussion with the applicant may 
sometimes reveal that he/she is obviously 
unsuited to the position or work 
environment. Use this time-saving 

screening device if your earlier reading of 
the application indicated that the 
candidate probably does not meet your 
standards for employment. Below are 
some possible disqualifying factors which 
the screening interview may reveal. 

• Unwillingness to work the shift or hours 
required. 

• Excessive salary demands. 

• Unsatisfactory or unexplained episodes 
in work history. 

• Unwillingness to work overtime, 
relocate or to travel, if necessary. 

• Little education and/or experience in 
area of position (if experience is 
required). · 

• UnwiHingness to subrni t to a physical 
examination except for bona fide 
religious reasons. 

What To Look For During The Interview 

Many personal characteristics affect 
an employee's behavior and productivity 
on the job. A candidate who really wants 
the job is probably on his/her best 
behavior during the interview, A 
belligerent, defensive or uncommunicative 
applicant will undoubtedly exhibit those 
tendencies on the job. Below are some 
questions which might reveal clues about 
the applicant's character and work 
performance. 

• Stability 
Has the applicant remained on the 
job for reasonable periods of time? 
Do the reasons for changing jobs 
seem valid? 
Does the applicant volunteet 
information about past employment 
readily? 
Have all past positions b~en in the 
same field, or demanded similar 
ski lis? 

Source: Shapley, A.E., et al. "Farm Employers' Handbook," Cooperative 
Extension Bulletin E-2152, MSU, East Lansing, MI 48824. 



INTERVIEh'ING (Con' t) 

The work record is an excellent 
guide to the candidate's stability. 
Examine the length of time spent on each 
job. Instability is often displayed by a 
chronic desire to explore other lines of 
work or other work situations. 

• Dependability 
Has the applicant worked steadily on 
either a paid or a volunteer basis? 
Have there been promotions and 
regular pay increases? 
Has the applicant chosen cha11enging 
positions whenever possible? 
Was educational achievement 
consistent with ability, financial 
situation and available time? 
Did the applicant "stick it out" on 
unpleasant or difficult jobs? 
Has the applicant continued to 
pursue educa tiona! possibilities? 

A conscientious employee takes 
responsibilities seriously, even if they 
require personal sacrifices, and can be 
counted on to work overtime in order to 
get the work done on schedule. Check to 
see if the applicant's work record 
indicates a mature attitude towards job 
responsibilities. 

• Ability to set along with others 
Does the candidate speak well of 
former employers and educational 
institutions? 
Has the candidate been successful at 
(and enjoyed) jobs which required 
teamwork? 
Have pctst positions required 
cooperative or solitary work? 
Does the applicant appear relaxed, 
spontaneous, and attentive during 
the interview? 
Is the applicant poised? Can he/she 
participate in a give-and-take 
conversation? 

Statements made by the applicdnt 
concerning likes, dislikes, and reasons for 
leaving past positions provide excellent 
indicators for determining ability to get 
along with others. A cooperative attitude 
includes more than just the capacity to be 
pleasant and friendly. It also includes the 
ability to take criticism easily, to 
recognize the vatidi ty of other points of 
view and to accepted informed authority. 
Watch for signs of defensi•1eness, extreme 
aggressiveness or timidity. 

Interviewing T echnigues 

• It is to your advantage to make the 
candidate feel as comfortable as 
possible. When people Me not relaxed, 
they typically find it difficult to speak 
candidly. 

• Be careful not to be overly influenced 
by first impressions. Don't assume that 
the candidate is "just right" or "all 
wrong" until you have covered all 
aspects of the employment history. 

• Let the candidate do most of the 
talking. The more he/she talks, the 
clearer your impressions will be. 

• Avoid leading questions which can only 
be responded to by "yes" or "no" 
answers. An open-ended question such 
as, "Why did you quit your job at that 
time?" will get a more revealing 
response than, "Did you quit to make 
more money?" 

• Try to keep your personal feelings about 
the topics of conversation hidden. If 
the applicant feels you are not critical, 
he/she will speak more honestly. 



KEEPING INTERVIEW QUESTIONS PROPER 

To protect against the possibility of 
a complaint of discrimination, take care 
when wording pre-employment interview 
questions. 

The purpose of the Jist l'> to present 
questions which help the i11ter ;iewer avoid 
potential legal liability. FollJ-ving are 
general rules to observe when :iecidi11g 
whether a specific questi,)n is proper: 

The following guide contains a list of 
sensitive subject areas, along with related 
improper and proper inquires. This guide 
does not contain all the appropriate 
que::.tions which may be asked, and it is 

• Relate the question to ·Jali<j job 
requirements. 

• Do not ask questions tiMt rr:tcetl f1<: the 
fact that the apf.Jlicant is a irlernbcr of <1 

particular minority, gender, <)r cL:h·;. not recommended that all questions listed 
be used in every interview for each type 

• Ask only those questions t!t::tt yo11 <.I·Ould 
ask all applicants and whicL you w,1uld 
evaluate in the sarne way w: th respect 
to all groups. 

of job. Only ask questions that are related 
to the specific job for \Vhich the interview 
is being conducted. 

NAME 
Improper: 

Proper: 

AGE 
Improper: 

Proper: 

CITIZENSHIP 
Improper: 

Proper: 

"If your narne has legally changed, what was your former na, 11e?" 

11Are you identified by another name in your high school or (\)liege 
records? (Name change inquiry can only be asked relati·1e n acad~~:nic 

credentials search). 

* * * 

Any question which tends to identify applicants over 13 years of a;/'· 

"Are you at least 18 years of age." 

* * * 

"Are you .:1 citizen of the United States?" 
"Are your parents or spouse citizens of the U.S.?" 
"On what dates did you, your parents, or your spouse acqutre U.S. 

citizenship?" 
"Are you, your parents, or spouse naturalized or nati·1e-born United 

States citizens?" 

"If you arc not a U.S. citizen, do you ha·te the legal right to n'side and 
work per;nancntly in the U.S.?'1 

"What is your visa status?" (if NO to above) 11 00 you intend to rernam 
permanently in the U.S.?" 

Statement that employment is subject to verification of appi1cant'-> 
eligibility for employment under laws related to ifT'rnigrar.,m and 
naturaliz::J.tion. 

Source: Shapley, A.E., et al. "Facm Employees' Handbook," Cooper-ative 
Extension Bulletin E-2152, l\'lSU, East Lansing, MI 48824. 



KEEPING INTSRVIav QUESTIONS PROPER (Con't 2) 

NATIONAL ORIGIN OR ANCESTRY 
Improper: "What is your nationality/lineage/ancestry national origin/descent or 

Proper: 

parentage?" 
"How did you acquire the familiarity with a foreign country?" 
"What language is spoken in your home?" 
"What is your mother tongue?" 

"What languages do you speak, read or write fluently?" 

* * * 
RACE OR COLOR 

Improper: 

Proper: 

RELIGION 
Improper: 

Proper: 

Any questions which directly or indirectly relate to race or color. 

None. 

* * * 

"Do you attend religious services or a house of worship?" 
"What is your religious denomination or affiliation, church, parish, or 

pastor?" 
"What religious holidays do you observe?" 

"Do you have religious practices which may require accommodation?" 

*** 
SEX, MARITAL STATUS 

Improper: Any inquiry as to sex or marital status. 

Proper: 

RELATIVES 
Improper: 

Proper: 

"Do you wish to be addressed as Mrs., Miss, or Ms.?" 

None. 

* * * 

(If 18 or over) "What is the name or address of relati·1es/spouse/children 
with whom do you reside?" 

"Do you live with your parents?" 
"What are the ages of your children?" 

None. 

*** 
PHYSICAL/MENTAL CONDITION 

Improper: 

Proper: 

"Do you have physical or mental disabilities?" 
"What is your handicap?" 
"What caused your handicap?" 
"Have you had any recent serious illness?" 

"Do you have any physical or mental condition which may limit your 
ability to perform the job applied for?" 

"Do you need any special accommodations to perform the job applied 
for?" 

Statement that employment offer be contingent upon passing a medical 
evaluation is only valid if that evaluation is directly related to the job 
to be performed. 



KEEPING INTERVIEW QUESTIONS PROPER (Con't 3) 

EDUCATION 
Improper: 

Proper: 

Any question asking specifically the nationality, racial character, or 
religious affiliation of a school. 

Questions related to academic, vocational or professional education of an 
applicant, including schools attended, degrees/diplomas received, dates 
of graduation and courses of study. 

* * * 
MILITARY EXPERIENCE 

Improper: 

Proper: 

Questions related to military experience in general. 

The applicant's work experience while in military service. 
"Did you receive a dishonorable discharge from the U.S. arrned forces or 

a U.S. state militia?" 

* * * 
ORGANIZATIONS 

Improper: 

Proper: 

"To what organizations, clubs, societies and lodges do you belong?" 

"To what professional organizations except those which indicate race, 
religion, color or national origin do you belong?" 

* * * 
ARREST /CONVICTION RECORD 

Improper: "Have you ever been arrested?" 

Proper: "Ha·.,re you ever been convicted of any crime?" 
"If so, when, where and disposition of case?" 

* * * 
WORK SCHEDULE, TRAVELING 

Improper: Any questions related to child care, ages of children, or other subject 

Proper: 

RELOCATION 
Improper: 

Proper: 

which is likely to be perceived by minorities, women or handicappers 
as discriminatory. 

"Are you able to work consistently, work overtime, and travel?'' 

*** 

"Would your spouse be willing to relocate?" 

"Would you be willing to relocate?" 
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Introduction 

No matter how carefully farm employers recruit and select employees, they will not 
come to their new jobs with all the necessary knowledge, skills and abilities. For an 
existing group of employees, training provides the employer an important avenue for 
improving labor productivity. Better technology, equipment and facilities improve labor 
productivity. Likewise, the organizational structure of the farm business, and employee 
motivation and morale are important. But without trained employees, the potential from 
improved technology, equipment, facilities, organizational structure and morale remains 
unrealized. 

Training includes all that an employer does to help employees Jearn to do their work 
the way the employer wants them to do it. Training is an investment in people benefiting 
both the employer and employee. In an ideal employer-employee situation, the investment 
stems from teaching, which leads to learning, which provides an employee the opportunity 
for doing tasks better, which in turn helps the farm business and creates opportunities for 
enhancement of the employee's career 

Training makes the complex seem simple. The need for training is obvious while 
one is learning to ride a bike but riding seems so simple after one has learned. All 
experienced computer users know there is not an "any key" on a computer keyboard. Yet 
many new owners of computers have searched in vain for such a key so that they could 
follow the direction in the computer manual which said, "Press any key and continue." 
Finding pneumonia in the dictionary happens only after one knows that it begins with a 
"p" rather than an "n". Trainers (teachers) are continuously challenged to be empathetic 
to what the trainee (employee) knows and does not know from previous training and 
experience. 

The importance of training programs on farms will increase dramatically in the 90's. 
Given the labor supply realities, people who already have all the necessary skills cannot 
be hired. Given the continuing changes in technology and increasing complexity of farm 
work, trained workers are essential for business success. Without training programs, labor 
can easily become the weakest link in the plan to maintain or build resource productivity 
to a competitive level. 

Training is part of the management function of staffing. In staffing, management 
puts the people in place to implement the plans from the planning function and the 
organization from the organizing function. Staffing then is a key function of management. 
Not to train is to play the management game with important cards missing. Where a 
farm's labor problems are due to deficiency of knowledge and skill, staffing must be 



addressed if the problems are to be resolved. In the absence of training, the only staffing 
solution is to get new, more highly qualified people. 

Content of Training 

Training farm employees encompasses more than learning to do a job. Four kinds 
of learning are included: knowing, doing, and combinations of knowing and doing. To 
illustrate: 

1. Knowing something intellectually or conceptually one never knew before. Two 
examples of this kind of learning are: (a) Apples bruised during harvest will 
be unmarketable coming out of storage. (b) Calves can be born on a dairy 
farm that does not have a bull. · 

2. Being able to do something one couldn't do before. Two examples are: (a) 
Train a new employee to mow hay on a dangerous hillside. (b) Change the 
oil in a tractor. 

3. Combining two knowns into a new understanding of a skill, piece of 
knowledge, concept, or behavior. Examples are: (a) Knowledge of the 
anatomy of a heifer and knowledge of the birthing process in heifers being 
combined to know what to do to assist in the birth of a calf. (b) Knowledge 
of which chemicals can damage eyes and knowledge of what can happen to 
liquid under pressure combined for the behavior of always wearing protective 
goggles. 

4. Being able to use or apply a new combination of skills, knowledge, concepts, 
or behaviors. Examples are: (a) Combining the skill of being able to back 
a forage harvester with a tractor and the knowledge of the gears in a new 
semi-tractor to be able to back a semi-trailer up to a hog loading chute. (b) 
Combining mechanical skill, attention to detail, and superior hearing to 
recognize when a belt needs tightening. 

The Farm Environment for Training 

The characteristics of farm work, trainers and workers afTect the training 
environment. Farm work tends to vary with season. Few workers do the same task such 
as milking, planting or harvesting the entire year. Workers tend to be generalists able to 
do many tasks satisfactorily but few tasks as expertly as if they were specialists in them. 
Many tasks have been learned by experience rather than formal training. The same task 
can be done in quite individualized ways by three or four different workers each having 
adapted the work to his or her own preferences, skills and experiences. To illustrate, one 
person may move pigs by slapping, bullying and using brute force, another may use quick 
whistles through his or her teeth, urgent pleadings to move along, patience and gentle 
nudging, while a third must have three people helping knowing that it is a job that can not 
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be done by one person. Each is convinced by trial and error that he or she has discovered 
the best method. 

Farms rarely have personnel departments. How best to do a job and how best to 
train a person to do the job may have received little attention. A confused or vague 
organizational structure may mean no one has the responsibility for planning and 
conducting training nor even the authority to address training problems. 

Characteristics and methods of those doing the training can limit their effectiveness. 
They may consider themselves too busy to be spending much time training new employees 
or people with new responsibilities. Busy people are more likely to be impatient in teaching 
and critical of the workers for not knowing how to do the job or not being able to learn 
quickly Jobs not well designed, details of the job not understood, and lack of a systematic 
training program further frustrate both trainers and workers. Most limiting in many cases 
is the labor manager's lack of training in how to train. 

Trainee factors also inhibit learning. The rate at which workers learn is certainly 
afTected by any deficiencies they may have in basic skills such as reading, writing, oral 
communication, listening, language, arithmetic, problem solving, interpersonal skills, and 
self-discipline. Lack of motivation to learn because of little apparent pay-ofT or reward to 
the employee often plagues farm worker training. Lack of motivation to learn may be 
reinforced by a circle of peers in which there is no tradition of progress through education 
and learning. Personal problems of learners including family strains and illness as well 
as substance abuse also affect both motivation to learn and attention to what is being 
taught. 

Conditions that Facilitate Learning 

A training program for an individual farm reflects the farm's organizational culture, 
and teacher and learner traits. But regardless of the specific situation, the training 
program should provide a positive environment for learning. Such an environment is in 
part a function of the following conditions. 
Acceptance that all human beings can learn. Individuals motivated to learn and teachers 
motiYatcd to teach. Learning made an active rather than a passive process. Learners 
provided guidance. Learning designed to be sequential. Learners provided time to practice 
the learning. Learning methods varied to avoid boredom. Learners gaining satisfaction 
from their learning. Correct learner behavior reinforced. Well understood standards of 
performance provided the learner. 

Roth the trainer and learner recognize different levels of learning and the need for 
different lengths of learning times and methods. Learning does not occur at a steady rate. 
As illustrated in Appendix 1, an atypical learning curve shows progress at a constant rate 
followed by a plateau. A typical learning curve, in contrast, shows varied rates of learning, 
false plateaus and periods when frustration for trainer and learner are likely. 
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Training Process 

A six-step process helps develop a training program. Each step is important and 
has the potential of being the bottleneck to effective training. The six steps are: 

Step 1. 

1. Determine training needs 

2. Set training objectives 

3. Select the training methods 

4. Train the trainers 

5. Train using the Prepare-Tell-Show-Do-Review 
approach 

6. Evaluate the training 

Determine Training Needs 

Farms with a well developed human resource plan will already have identified their 
training needs. For such ,farms, planning short-run and long-run training programs 
accompanies overall planning of human and capital resource allocations 

A more hit and miss approach to determination of training needs includes employee 
performance appraisals where deficiencies in performance can be tied to lack of training, 
and occurrence of critical incidents such as accidents, employee injuries, disease outbreak 
among animals, and damage to equipment. 

Failure to meet labor productivity, yield and other efficiency goals may also suggest 
need for training. Finally, employees may ask for training so that they are able to assume 
more responsibility or compete for higher level positions as they become available. 

Step 2. Determine Training Objectives 

All training should be guided by objectives. What the training is intended to 
accomplish should be stated in specific terms, e.g., the specific objective of being able to 
identify a cow in heat after one hour of instruction, rather than the general objective of 
learning to take care of cows; and the specific objective of being able to tuck cucumber 
vines as part of hand harvesting. rather than the general objective of learning to pick 
cucumbers. 

An employee training program should have three distinct phases: (a) orientation, 
(b) developing proficiency in immediate tasks, and (c) preparation for future tasks and 
responsibilities. Each phase needs specific objectives. 
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Orientation can be limited to answering immediate questions and providing essential 
information for a new employee to get otT to a good start on the job. Some of the 
orientation will have been done during the application and interviewing process. \Vritten 
job descriptions, an employee handbook and a written employer-employee agreement also 
aid orientation. Sensitivity to immediate information needs and postponing the non
essential information to the second phase of training are the keys to accomplishing 
orientation objectives. Where to park the car, what to wear to work, location of the 
bathroom, names of co-workers and that part of the organizational structure directly 
affecting the employee are essential to orientation. Postpone discussing the details of a 
retirement program and procedures for arranging which week to take vacation. 

Developing proficiency in immediate tasks logically follows the orientation. 
Preparation for future tasks and responsibilities is a continuous process based on the 
employee's skills and aspirations, and changes in the business. 

The relative amount of time devoted to each of the phases and the detailed 
objectives for each phase vary with the type of employee. Temporary workers in seasonal 
jobs need only orientation and training focused on immediate tasks, e.g., harvesting and 
loading apples. Training for long-term key employees continues for as long as the 
employment lasts. 

Step 3. Determine Training Methods 

The most common on-the-farm methods for training are job instruction, job rotation, 
coaching, mentoring and videos. Job instruction is the teaching of a specific task, set of 
tasks or job by a trainer. The trainer may be the employer, supervisor or a co-worker. Job 
rotation is on-the-job training with learning occurring through experience in a number of 
different jobs. Some job instruction may accompany job rotation but often learning comes 
by "doing it." Coaching is having the employer, supervisors or co-workers available over 
a long period of time to answer questions, make suggestions and generally be available to 
assist the learner. Mentoring comes through a formally established relationship between 
an employer, supervisor, or co-worker and the employee where the employee is taken "under 
the wing" of the trainer. The mentor assumes an individual responsibility for the learner 
even to the extent of identifying personally with the learner's progress. Videos provide the 
learner opportunity to see over and over how a job is done. Videos may be produced on 
the farm, borrowed from Cooperative Extension or other sources, or be purchased. As yet 
the supply of training videos is limited but the video method offers great promise for 
improving training of farm workers. 

Most training of farm workers is done on the farm. Few otT-farm courses are 
available for instruction in specific skills. Note Appendix 2 for a comparison of the 
number of training courses per employee by industry. The most common otT-the-farm 
training alternatives are conferences, workshops and meetings sponsored by Cooperative 
Extension and vendors of commercial products, and formal courses at vocational schools 
and land-grant universities. Unfortunately, most of the available otT-the-farm training 
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options focus on farm owners, farm managers and middle managers rather than on first· 
; ine managers and workers. 

Appendix 3 provides a general guide for selecting a training method appropriate for 
a particular t)'PC of employee. 

Step 4. Train the Trainers 

Teaching skills can be learned. Supervised practice in training with constructive 
suggestions for change leads to improvement in instruction. Some teaching techniques are 
known to be effective while others almost certainly lead to failure. Knowing which is which 
can be most useful to a trainer. Investment in people in a farm business should include 
training the people who will in turn have training as part of their responsibilities. An 
attitude that says, "I have been doing it for 20 years so I know how," can be naive and 
limiting. 

Accepting the need for training trainers may be easier than doing it. Getting the 
training is difficult because the need is generally unrecognized. Very few Extension 
meetings and even fewer commercial vendor meetings include training guidelines let alone 
detailed how-to-do-it materials. Farm human resource managers need to make their need 
for courses in training known and seek the training in wherever it can be found. 

Applying the principles of job instruction can markedly improve training. Job 
instruction can be divided into getting ready to instruct and the actual instruction. f'arm 
trainers often have so much experience in what they are teaching that empathy for the 
learner is difficult. Even more difficult is attention to detail while preparing to train. "I 
don't have time to prepare" may be a foolish attitude because poor instruction likely 
increases necessary instructor and learner time in getting performance up to an acceptable 
level. 

What is the objective of the training? Define specifically what the learner is to know 
or be able to do at the conclusion of each training session. An acceptable level of 
performance and timetable for the training should be established. 

What are the principal steps and what is their sequence in performing the job 
satisfactorily? Task analysis answers this question. Included are tips on how the job can 
be made easier, done more quickly, and with the least frustration to the trainee. 

Having answered these two questions, the trainer is ready to prepare equipment, 
materials, learning aids and the workplace for the actual training. A trainer stopping in 
the middle of a training session to fetch equipment or supplies easily causes the learner 
to lose concentration on what is being taught. 

A step-by-step teaching method guides the trainer and increases learning. The five 
steps are: 
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1. PREPARE the learner. Prepared learners appear at ease, understand why 
they need to learn the task, want to learn, and have the confidence that they 
can learn and the trainer can teach. Creating a need to know or desire to 
learn challenges even the best trainers. Among the techniques a trainer can 
use are showing enthusiasm for the task, relating the task to what the learner 
already knows, helping the learner envision himself or herself being an expert 
in the task, having the learner explain how the task will relate to success in 
his or her position, add fun and prestige to the task, and associate the task 
with respected co-workers. 

2. TELL the learner about each step or part of the task. 

3. SHOW the learner how to do each step or part of thetask. In demonstrating 
the task, explain each step emphasizing the key points and more difficult 
parts. Remember the little and seemingly simple parts of the task. Get the 
learner involved by asking for questions about what is being shown. 

4. Have the learner DO each step of the task while being observed by the 
trainer and then without the trainer observing. Ask the learner to explain 
each step as it is performed. If steps or parts of the task are omitted, re
explain the steps and have the learner repeat them. 

5.. REVIEW each step or part of the task, offering encouragement, constructive 
criticism and additional pointers on how to do the job. Be frank in the 
appraisal. Encourage the learner toward self-appraisal. 

See Appendix 4 for an example of training using the Prepare-Tell-Show-Do-Review 
steps. The task involves putting seven colored sheets of paper in correct order, arranging 
the sheets so that the cut corners are together at the bottom right of the stack and then 
properly clipping the seven sheets together with a paper clip. 

Step 5. Train Using the Prepare-Tell-Show-Do-Review Approach 

The five-step method of training works because it creates conditions proven to 
facilitate learning. Trainers need the self-discipline and patience which comes with use of 
Prepare-Tell-Show-Do-Review. Employees appreciate trainers who care enough about their 
learning to do the five steps. 

Step 6. Evaluation of Training 

Training like all other management activities and performance should be regularly 
evaluated. The objectives identified in Step 2 provide the basis for evaluating training 
programs. 
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General questions to include in evaluation of training are: Were training objectives 
accomplished? \Vere appropriate training methods used? Were the Prepare-Tell-Show
Do-Review steps followed? Was the training cost-effective? What changes in the training 
program need to be made? 

Appendix 5 shows a guide for evaluation of a training experience. The Hems scored 
neutral, disagree or strongly disagree suggest areas for trainer improvement. 

Take Home Ideas for Farm Trainers 

Getting started can be the most difficult step for farm trainers wanting to implement 
the training principles outlined in this paper. They should be encouraged to answer the 
question, "What am I going to do as a result of this discussion of training?" Their 
response to the following possibilities can be yes, no or maybe: 

1. Plan a training program for my farm business. 

2. Apply the Prepare-Tell-Show-Do-Review process in my own teaching. 

3. Instruct each of the trainers in my business on the use of the Prepare-Tell
Show-Do-Review process. 

4. Develop a training plan for at least the three tasks I most often teach. 

5. Ask an expert in training to evaluate my teaching plans for these three tasks. 

6. Strive each day to remember: 

The things we know 
are simple 

only after we know them! 
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Appendix 2 

Comparison of Training Methods by Type of Trainee 

Training 
:Method 

Laborer 

Short
Term 

Long
. Term 

Type of Trainee 

Independent 
Worker 

Working 
Manager 

Children 
of Owner/ 
Operator 

----------------·---------------------------------------------··--------······---------------······--·-···-··· 

On-the-farm 

Job 
Instruction 

Job 
Rotation 

Coaching 

Mentoring 

Videos 

Off-the-farm 

Conferences 
& \Vorkshops 

Courses 

X 

I 

I 

I = method is appropriate 

X 

I 

I 

I 

I 

X = method is especially appropriate 

X 

I 

X 

X 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

X 

I 

X 

I 

X 

X 

X 

I 

I 

X 



TABLE 4 

FORMAL EMPLOYER· 
BASED TRAINING BY 
INDUSTRY, 1984 

Industry 

I 

Share of Training Intensity 
total training (coul'ltsltmployee) 

(%) -------
0.7 0.2 Agriculture 

t.lining 
Construction 

. : ~-.. ~=::-~~:::~~=~~~-'~----~~~~:~~r..~~:,. 
· Manufacturing 

Lumber 
Furnnure 
Stone, clay, glass products 
Primary metals 

2.2 0.4 
18.7 0.9 
0.3 0.4 
0.2 0.3 
0.4 0.6 
0.5 0.6 

TOP.1& 
. :·, :.-~::INDUSTRIES .~ .. 
:: .. :.._;:'···~IN TRAINING.·.-~.~·:.· 

= · ·.-INTENSITY . . ~ . 

(COURSES/EMPlOYEE) · · 

' 2 

Fabricated metai products r Machinery, except electrical ~ 
! Electrical machinery 
' Motor vehicles 

0.9 0.7 
:···-·----~-·7" .. -.rc···-.':::-a·-~ ... ~---:.~~;·.?~~~ .. ·--j.l ..... _. ____ ..-~-~ 

'•; u '1.5 . . . ~.: 

1 Aircraft . .....,.. ·- . -~ 

.. ·.·u ~.:u· .. ·-
__________ ...... ·--- ....d..l;l.8 _....:___~.c::;;;; ·.i 

Other transportation 0.9 0.4 
Instruments, toys 1.0 0.9 
Food 0.9 0.6 
Tobacco 0.1 1.0 
Textiles 0.2 0.2 
Apparel 0.1 0.04 
Paper 0.3 0.6 

~: Calculated from U.S. Clnsus llurtau (1187). SIMy d ~ il AIM Ed~A:Ilion. Wllhinglon, DC: 
u.s. Govemmlnl Plinling Olfice. 

··,· .... 
4 

· ..... .... •. .... . ~ 
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Appendix 4 

Training Plan for Ordering Colored Paper 

~,REPARE I have a rather silly job I would like to teach you. You don't need to worry 
about my embarrassing you in front of these people or asking )'Ou to do 
something that you can't do. There is no apparent reason to learn this. job 
other than that I needed some way of demonstrating how to teach someone to 
do something. This is a job you can do. I don't want to look bad in front of 
a11 these people so I hope you will help me out. 

TELL Your job is to put these seven sheets of paper in correct order, arranged so 
that the cut corners are together at the bottom right of the stack, and then dip 
them together with a paper clip on the upper left side of the paper. The dip 
is one clip length down from the top of the paper with the long S·ide of the di.p 

. on top. The tough part of the job is getting the seven sheets in correct order. 
You can remember with: Grandma's BOY Wants Ripe.,fumpkins- Green, Blue, 
Orange, Yellow, White, Red and Pink. 

r~HO\V I will show you how to do this job. Why don't you mix up the seven sheets for 
me. [Show each step and carefully explain as work on each step is in 
progress.] 

DO Do you think you are ready to try? Is there anything you would Jike me to 
explain again before you begin? I will help you this first time through. Also, 
I have a card here to help you remember the order of the seven colors. I will 
mix them up before you start. [Watch and offer assistance as needed.] Good 
work! Are you ready to try it alone? Good! {Mix up the seven sheets} [Walk 
to the back of the room and wait for the Ieamer to finish.] 

"~EVIEW How did you do? Let us take a look. Good job! [Make necessary corrections 
and continue practicing as necessary.] Is there anything you would like me 
to go over again? You are now ready to do this job on your own. I wilt check 
with you from time to time in case you have some questions or want to review 
any of the steps. 



Appendix 5 

Evaluation of a Recent Training Experience 

Identify a recent training experience. The experience could be, for example, teaching an 
employee how to do a particular task on your farm, orienting a new employee, or training 
someone for a new responsibility. 

Respond to each of the following statements using a scale of: 

1 = strongly agree 
2 = agree 
3 = neutral 
4 = disagree 
5 = strongly disagree 

Substitute the name of your employee for N and the task you taught for X. 

1. I had no doubt that N could Jearn to X . 

2. N was motivated to learn. 

3. My teaching was primarily telling and/or showing N what to do. 

4. I provided guidance throughout the learning experience. 

5. I used a series of steps to teach. 

6. I provided ample time for practicing the learning. 

7. I used a variety of learning and teaching methods. 

8. N showed satisfaction from the learning. 

9. I complemented, encouraged and provided recognition as N made progress. 

10. I made clear to N the standards of performance I expected. 

March, 1990 



MOTIVATING PEOPLE 

Behavioral scientists say everything 
we do, we do in an attempt to fulfill 
needs. Some go on to ca tegorlze these 
needs into "maintenance" and 
"motivational". The maintenance needs 
can be fulfilled by such things as a 
paycheck or an action such as a social 
event. (See "Maintaining Employees/Wage 
and Benefit Package" earlier in this 
subsection.) 

The motivational needs include such 
things as the need to grow; the need to 
achieve; the need to have responsibility 
and power; and the need to be 
recognized. Some scientists group these 
all together and call them self
actualization needs. 

A manager cannot ~someone 
grow or achieve, but he or she can provide 
opportunities to do so. When such , 
opportunities are provided most employees 
will respond, and only then will prodllction 
per worker rise above the minimum 
required. Only then will workers take a 
real personal interest in the job and the 
business, and then they wiH be self
actualized. 

Actions That Motivate 

Below are some opportunities that 
farmers can provide to motivate 
workers. These opportunities work equaJly 
well for employees and family members. 

• In response to the need to GROW. 

Send the employee to a short 
course in a field related to the job. 
Encourage the employee to attend 
formal training programs, extension 
meetings and trade shows. 

• In response to the need to ACHIEVE. 

Sc~t short-term and long-term 
goals that are reachable but challenging 
such as finishiPg tf"lf' plowing today; 

finishing the harvest by October 15; or 
cutting calf mortality to tess than 5 
percent. 

• In response to tne need for 
RESPONSIBILITY and POWER. 

Delegate authority whenever and 
wherever possible (see 41Delegating 
Authority" in the Communication 
subsection). For responsibility to be an 
effective mot iva tor, the employee 
must: 

Have the ability to carry out the 
responsibility. 
Have the authority to make relevant 
decisions. 
Be held accountable for his or her 
actions. 

When al!owed to make our own 
decisions, we gain a sense of power and 
freedom. We become turned on to the 
situation. 

• In response to the need for 
RECOGNITION. 

Compliment the employee. There 
is always an opportunity to recognize 
the worker for something. We all 
respond to honest compliments. Worcb 
and/or actions of recognition motivate a. 
person to do even better next time. 

It is accepted that the most 
effective way to achieve high quality, high 
volume productivity is to INVOLVE THE 
WORKER. The responses to needs listed 
above involve the worker, a properly run 
staff meeting involves the worker, and a 
participatory management style involves 
the worker. Make your workers feel 
important to the business, and the business 
wilt become important to them. 

Source: Shapley, A.E., et al. "Farm Employers' H~ndbook," Cooperati~e 
Extension Bulletin E-2152, MSU, East Lans~ng, MI 48824. 



Dissatisfied 

(-) 

Discontented 

A THEORY OF MOTIVATION 

Neutral 

0 

- Physiological - Growth 
- Recognition 

- Social - Achievement 

- Work Environment - Responsibility 
- Work itse 1 f 

- Etc. 

Highly 

(+) 

Motivated 

Source: Herzberg, Fredrick. The Motivation To Work, John Wiley & Sons, New 
York. 1959. 
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Managing Conflict on the Farm 
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Conflict is a daily reality for everyone. Whether at home or at work, an 
individual's needs, goals, objectives and values constantly and invariable come 
into opposition with those of other people. Some conflicts are relatively minor, 
easy to handle, or capable of being overlooked. Others of greater magnitude, 
however, require a strategy for successful resolution if they are not to create 
constant tension or lasting enmity in home or on the farm. 

Conflicts left unresolved and festering at the expense of people's well being are 
an all to common occurrence on the farm or in any small business. The ability to 
resolve conflict successfully is probably one of the most important social skills 
that an individual can possess. In spite of this fact there are few formal 
opportunities in our society to learn it. This is partly because we do not understand 
conflict due to its complex nature. This is also partly because even if we 
understood conflict, and had a good inner working model of what is happening in 
a conflict situation, that is still only one portion of the problem that is necessary to 
master in order to manage conflict. The next step in the resolution of the problem 
is the development and use of interpersonal conflict skills in communication that 
will allow us to accelerate or decelerate conflicts to resolution. 

Like any other human skills conflict resolution can be taught; like other skills, 
it consists of a number of important subskills, each separate and yet 
interdependent. These skills need to be assimilated at both the cognitive and the 
behavioral levels (i.e., Do I understand how conflict can be resolved? Can I 
resolve specific conflicts?). To the end of learning how to manage conflict we will 
in this paper first build working definitions of the conflict terminology and 
working models for thinking about and ultimately managing conflict. With these 
models in place we will move to a discussion of some specific interpersonal 
conflict resolution skills. 



Small group conflict definition warm up exercise. 

On the flip chart 
what is conflict Brain-storm ideas. 
name some conflict situations 
sources of conflict on the farm 

other words for conflict 
contention clash 
controversy 
dissension 
friction 
strife 

verbs 
contend 
differ 

other 
incompatibility 
variance 

confrontation 
contest 
struggle 
tussle 

disagree 
oppose 

irreconcilability, opposition 
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:onflict-- to strike together, clash-competition or mutual interfe.rence;of opposing 
or incompatible forces or qualities (as ideas, interests,goals,objectives, wiUs etc.) 



The terminology we will use in the discussion of conflict follows 

Conflict - a type of problem involving the collision or 
opposition of objectives I goals 

Interpersonal - Any activity between people 
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Content - Related to matters of substance, content, formal 
task, or procedure 

Content Conflict - A difference of opinion or clashing objectives/goals 
on substantive, content, formal task or procedural 
matters. 

Interpersonal Conflict -Content disagreement plus negatively charged 
conflicting interpersonal relationship issues. May 
occur in dependent, formal interpersonal relations, or 
independent, informal interpersonal relationships. 

Conflict Resolution - a conclusion to conflict that is acceptable to all 
parties concerned both on personal and content 
issues. The issues involved and the development of 
the people will determine the process necessary for 
conflict resolution 

Conflict is not necessarily good or bad. Usually conflict holds the potential to 
go either way and thus must be carefully managed in order to assure the desired 
outcome. The following lists outline both potential outcomes of conflict. 

GOOD AND BAD SIDE OF CONFLICT 

-Properly managed, moderate doses of conflict can be beneficial 
-Conflict is the root of change 
-People learn and grow as a result of conflict 
-Conflict stimulates curiosity and imagination 
-Conflict helps to relieve monotony and boredom 
-Conflict can provide diagnostic information about problem areas in a department 
-After conflict, closer unity may be reestablished 

-Prolonged conflict can be injurious to your physical and mental health 
-Conflict diverts time, energy and money away from reaching important goals 
-Conflict often results in self interest at the expense of the organization 
-Intensive conflict may result in lies and distorted information 
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Conflict Process 

The process of having or being involved in a conflict usually involves some 
activities or events that clarify that there is indeed a conflict present. This event 
may be as simple as as a person observing the dress of another or the event may be 
very complex involving a series of smaller events. These events are usually 
followed by our default conflict behavior patterns and thought process which will 
yield some outcome or product from the conflict. This product then becomes an 
asset or liability to the organization. The model that follows shows the process of 
conflict. 

Managing Conflict 

Conflict 
Process 

OUTCOME 

In management we have defined problems as unmet, unset or conflicting 
objectives. Conflict is therefore just one type of problem that we recognize in our 
management framework. The process for problem solving is therefore applicable 
to managing conflicts. A review of this process is appropriate before exploring 
some of the particular technical aspects of conflict problems. 



MANAGED CONFLICT 
PROBLEM SOLVING AND DECISION MAKING 

STEPS TO IMPROVEMENT 
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These steps are the managerial steps in problem solving and decision making which 
are a part of the management function of planning as seen in the functions of the 

management model on page 5. 

Step I. Problem identification 
Identify Conflict Situations (conflicting objectives) 

Step II. Problem diagnosis 
Diagnose the conflicts component Factors (context) 

Diagnose Managements or other First person (person) 
factors make a style analysis 

Diagnose Second person Factors 
make a style analysis 

Step Ill. Generate alternatives 
Generate some strategic ideas 
to improve or change Conflict 
behaviors and style in the situation. 

Step IV. Decision making 

(person) 

(process) 

Make a decision by comparing the alternative styles with the criteria 
which in this case are the context and person factors 
Make a decision on the best alternative style 

Step V. Tactical planning 
Brainstorm some tactics or specific behaviors 

Step VI. Make a specific tactical action plan repeating steps Ill ( Brainstorm some 
tactics or specific behaviors including communication) and IV, as 
necessary, on a tactical level. Then carry out the plan with controls. 
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ACTION PLAN FOR MANAGING CONFLICT 

PART 1: List and briefly describe a conflict situations on your farm which you would 
like to learn to manage better. This may be a specific instance or type of 
situation: take your time because we will be dealing with this issuethroughout the 
day. 
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The Technical Components People, Process and Content 

Before we can implement these steps we must look in more depth at some 
tedmical issues involved in conflicts and establish some models for understanding 
conflict. All conflict situations differ, therefore we can never assume that all of 
them can be resolved in a reasonably constructive manner nor should we always 
see conflict as a life and death- win -lose struggle. Each situation should be seen 
on its own terms. As we look at conflict from the point of view of resolution, 
we will consider the following issues: 

PEOPLE 

1. Characteristics of the parties involved 
- values, motivations, aspirations, objectives 
- physical, intellectual, social, emotional development 
- their beliefs about conflict, conceptions of strategy and tactics 
-default conflict behavior patterns 

2. Prior relationships to one another 
- attitudes, beliefs, expectations about one another 
- beliefs about other's view of oneself 
- degree of polarization (How far apart are they?) 

3. Consequences of conflict to each participant 
- gains and losses (wins and losses) 
- precedents set for the future 
- changes as a result of conflict 



CONTEXT 

4. Nature of issue giving rise to conflict 
-scope, rigidity, significance frequency 
- formal - task - content 
- informal - interpersonal 

5. Social Environment (within which conflict occur) 
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- restraints, encouragements, deterrents and social norms concerning strategy 
and tactics 

6. Interested audiences to conflict 
-relationships to the individuals involved 

PROCESS 

7. Strategy and tactics employed by parties involved (extent of use) 
- promises and rewards 
- threats and punishments 
- freedom of choice/coercion 
- openness of communication and sharing of information 
-avoidance 
-approach 

Issues In More Depth 

The first issue we will explore in depth is that of context in particular the 
content issues that arise in the formal and informal spheres of the organization 



Formal, Visible, Task, Content 
Organization 

Plans 
Organizational Structure 
Resources 
Processes 
Outputs 

Informal, Invisible, Covert, 
Interpersonal Organization 

Interpersonal Relations 
Feelings 
Perspectives, Attitudes 
Values 
Motivations 
Culture 

The Formal and Informal Organization 

72 

Organizations like plants and icebergs cannot be totally seen or understood 
from the smface. We will briefly describe two dimensions of organizations one 
above and one below the surface in order to facilitate our understanding of 
leadership and conflict. A manager must be aware of and able to operate in both 
components of the organization if effective interpersonal conflict management Is 
to occur. Note carefully the distinction made in the model. 
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. · ;':·~tent Diagnosis 
Diagnosing the context of a conflict is the starting point in any attempt at 

resolution. The most important issue which must be decided is whether the 
conflict is an informal, interpersonal ideological (value) conflict or a formal, 
content , (tangible) conflict -or a combination of both. The distinction between 
issues of content and those of an interpersonal nature is a most useful and 
important one to make in order to then be able to rationally decide the best strategy 
and tactics to use in order to come to resolution. The following models are useful 
in determining the extent to which a conflict is content and or interpersonally 
comprised. 

High 

Content% 

Low 

· Less difficult 
to resolve 

More difficult 
to resolve 

.... -------Interpersonal % ----------~~ 
High Low 

High 

Degree of 
Formal 
Content 
Issues 

Low 

High Content 

Low Interpersonal 
1 

Low Interpersonal 

Low Content 
4 

-~ ... "'·-··"··-

High Content 

High Interpersonal 
2 

High Interpersonal 

Low Content 
3 

...... f--- Degree of Informal Interpersonal Issues ---!Jill~ 
Low High 
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Power Diagnosis 

The next issue to discuss in light of conflict is the issue of power or the lack of it. 
Careful diagnosis of balance of power in a conflict will aid us in determining a 
resolution strategy. This discussion of the sources of power and authority is 
imperative if we are to understand organizational and interpersonal dynamics and 
be able to resolve conflicts. Power is described as influence potential: it is this 
resource that enables one person to gain compliance from or influence over others. 
Given this integral power relationship that exists between people, managers must 
examine their possession and use of power in conflict situations. One can imagine 
that if a fight were to break out you would put your money on the largest person 
or the one you thought had the most power and would be 1nost likely to win the 
conflict. In the case of interpersonal conflicts win loose situations are not always 
appropriate and so the use of power or the equalization of power must become a 
management decision depending on the desired result. Sources of power may 
come from both the formal organization and from the informal sides of 
organizations just as do conflict issues. Let me review several basis of power and 
authority. 

Coercive power is based on fear. A leader high in coercive power often uses 
punishment, reprimands, or dismissal. 

Connection power is based on the leader's connections with influential or 
important persons inside or outside the organization. A leader high in 
connection power induces compliance from others because they aim at gaining 
the favor or avoiding the disfavor of the powerful connection. 

Expert power is based on the leader's possession of expertise, skill, and 
knowledge, which, through respect, influences others. A leader high in expert 
power is seen as possessing the expertise to facilitate the work behavior of 
others. This respect leads to compliance with the leader's wishes. 

Information power is based on the leader's position of, or access to, information 
that is perceived as valuable to others. This power base influences others 
because they need this information or want to let "in on things." 
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Formal power is based on the formal position held by the leader. Normally, 
the higher the position the higher the legitimate power tends to be. A leader 
high in legitimate power induces compliance from or influences others because 
they feel that this person has the right, by virtue of position in the organization, 
to expect that suggestions will be followed. 

Personal power is based on the leader's personal traits. A leader high in referent 
power is generally liked and admired by others because of personality. This 
liking for, admiration for, and identification with the leader influences others. 

Reward power is based on the person's ability to provide rewards for other 
people. They believe that their compliance will lead to gaining positive 
incentives such as promotions or recognition. 

These basis of power are important to understand in order to consciously decide 
to use or put aside power in a given situation. The possession of power or the lack 
Jf it tnay profoundly effect a persons behavioral response to a conflict situation. 
People must be empowered if your goal is to utilize collaboration or a negotiation 
as a means of resolution. 

Power is in 
balance or equal 
between parties 

Power is out of 
balance or unequal 
between parties 

Balance of power in a conflict 

0 0 

Diagnose the context of the conflict and determine who has the power in a 
conflict situation and from what source does that power come. Further, ask if the 
power is in balance or is the power out of balance. This is not to say that the 
power should always be equalized in order to reach resolution, that will depend 
:pon h(nv yon deride tr- handle the conflict. It may be that in a given situation you 

.. it~ci(k !o increase •_be imbalance of power. 
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TYPES OF INTERPERSONAL CONFLICT IN·ORGANIZATIONS 
First read each of the issues then evaluate and mark each as being primarily 
interpersonal mark I or primarily a content issue mark C. Then rank order those items 
which you feel cause the greatest amount of conflict in your organization. Use "1" and 
"2" for the items which you feel cause most conflict in your organization. Then rank the 
two categories which you feel are least responsible for conflict in your organization. 
Use "7" for the lowest category and "6" for the second lowest. 
1/C 1-7 

II---+--- Divergent Goals: Conflict occurs when there are differences 
between the needs of an individual and his organization. 

I--+--- Role Conflicts: Some conflict is built into the very nature of certain kinds 
of work. This is especially true where part of the job requires "policing" or 
monitoring of other people-- i.e., Herdsman over a part time milker. 

I--+--- Value Differences: Conflict based on differences in lifestyle, beliefs, 
values among individuals. 

I--+--- Personality Differences: Some individuals with similar backgrounds, 
values and complementary roles simply do not get along due to 
emotional, psychological needs, or personality differences. 

I--+--- Perceptual Differences: People may disagree because they perceive 
situations or phenomena differently. 

--··--+--- Status Differences: Conflict may occur if a lower status person attempts 
to originate activity for a higher status person -- for example, a 
subordinate tells his boss how a project should be handled. 

11 __ _.__ ___ Scarcity of Resources: Not every enterprise can get all the money, 
material and human resources it wants. Most enterprise workers believe 
their part of the operation is most essential. 
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~,ACTION PLAN FOR MANAGING CONFLICT 
I 

Jl 
" l\jPART 2: For each of the situations you described in part 1 above determine as 

close as possible the context diagnosis and write this below: Then use 
the diagnosis model to guide you in determining the quadrant that best fits 
the issue. 

!, 

~I 
~I 

: A Content issues 

t I 
~I 
~I 
II 

' B Interpersonal issues 

I 
II 
-1 C Mix of issues and quaderent number _______________ _ 
II 
I: 

I I 
I! 

j 

I' 
l 

0 Determin the sources and balance of power in the situation _______ _ 
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Process 

We have explored some of the elements of context issues involved in conflict 
now we will tum our attention the processes or different approaches that may be 
taken in a conflict situation. We will do this by first exploring our own favored or 
default n1ethods for dealing with conflict. 

This Conflict-Management Style Survey was designed to help people assess 
their default responses to everyday situations that involve conflict. I Your frame of 
reference must be clear and answers must be consistent with the type of conflict 
situations you wish to work on. 

The real value of taking this instrument is in the interpretation and discussion 
of results. The survey is meant to heighten awareness and to provide and incentive 
to change unproductive behavior .. You can compare scores and discuss 
differences, similarities, and possible trouble spots in relating to one another. The 
instrument can also be given to friend or co-workers or be completed as the person 
thinks the coworker would complete it. This yields insight for the you about how 
he or she is seen to handle conflict. 

1 Some other helpful instruments for measuring style of managing conflict include the 
Strength Deployment Inventory (Porter, 1973 and the Conflict Mode Instrument (Thomas & 
Kilmann. 1974). 



I Reproduced from 
. The 1982 Annual for Facilitators, 
Trainers, and Consultants 

I ·IJ. William Pfeiffer and Leonard D. Goodstein, Editors 

1

san Diego, California: University Associates, 1982 

I 
,I 

~I Name I Date 

University Associates 
CONFLICT-MANAGEMENT STYLE SURVEY 

Marc Robert 
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~~!Instructions. :Choose a single frame of reference for answering all fifteen items (e.g., 
' world related conflicts, family conflicts, or social conflicts) and keep that frame of 
:reference in mind when answering the items. 

!Allocate 10 points among the four alternative answers given for each of the fifteen 
,items below. 

I 
.I 

Example: When the people I supervise become involved in a personal conflicts, 
I usually 

I Intervene to 
1i settle the dispute. 

AI 

'il 
~i 
';t 

ji 
j 

3 

Call a meeting 
to talk over 

the problem. 

6 

:, Be certain that your answers add up to 1 0. 

·' ., 
I ., 

Offer to help 
if I can. 

1 

Ignore the 
problem. 

0 
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1. When someone I care about is actively hostile toward me, i.e., yelling, threatening, 
abusive, etc., I tend to: 

Respond in a hos
tile manner. 

Try to persuade 
the person to give 
up his/her actively 

hostile behavior. 

Stay and listen 
as long as 
possible. 

Walkaway 

2. When someone who is relatively unimportant to me is actively hostile toward me, i.e. 
yelling, threatening, abusive, etc., I tend to: 

Respond in a hos
tile manner. 

Try to persuade 
the person to give 
up his/her actively 

hostile behavior. 

Stay and listen 
as long as 
possible. 

Walk away 

3. When I observe people in conflicts in which anger, threats, hostility, and strong 
opinions are present, I tend to: 

Become involved 
and take a 
position. 

Attempt to 
mediate. 

Observe to see 
what happens. 

Leave as quickly 
as possible. 

4. When I perceive another person as meeting his/her needs at my expense, I am apt 
to: 

Work to do 
anything I 
can to 
change that 
person. 

Rely on persuasion 
and "facts" when 

attempting to have 
that person change. 

Work hard at 
changing how 

I relate to 
that person. 

Accept the situation 
as it is. 



i 
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5. When involved in an interpersonal dispute, my general pattern is to: 

Draw the other 
person into 
seeing the 
problem as I 
do. 

Examine the 
issues between 
us as logically 
as possible. 

Look hard for 
a workable 
compromise. 

Let time take its 
course and let 

the problem work 
itself out. 

6. The quality that I value the most in dealing with conflict would be: 

Emotional 
strength and 
security. 

Intelligence. Love and 
openness. 

Patience. 

7. Following a serious altercation with someone I care for deeply, 1: 

Strongly desire 
to go back and 
settle things my 
way. 

Want to go back 
and work it out 

whatever give
and-take is 
necessary. 

Worry about it 
a lot but not 

plan to initiate 
further contact. 

Let it iie and 
not plan to 

initiate 
further contact. 

Is. When I see a serious conflict developing between two people I care about, I tend to: 

I 

Express my 
disappointment 
that this had 
to happen. 

Attempt to 
persuade them 

to resolve 
their 

differences. 

Watch to see 
what develops. 

Leave the scene. 
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9. When I see a serious conflict developing between two people who are relatively 
unimportant to me, I tend to: 

Express my 
disappointment 
that this had 
to happen. 

Attempt to 
persuade them 
to resolve 
their 
differences. 

Watch to see 
what develops. 

Leave the scene. 

1 0. The feedback that I received from most people about how I behave when faced with 
conflict and opposition indicates that 1: 

Try hard to 
get my way. 

Try to work 
out differences 
cooperatively. 

Am easygoing and 
take a soft or 
conciliatory 
position. 

Usually avoid 
the conflict. 

11. When communicating with someone with whom I am having a serious conflict, 1: 

Try to overpower 
the other person 
with my speech. 

Talk a little 
bit more than 
I listen. 

Am an active 
listener 

(feeding back 
words and 
feelings). 

Am a passive 
listener 

(agreeing and 
apologizing). 

12. When involved in an unpleasant conflict, 1: 

Use humor with 
the other party. 

Make an occasional 
quip or joke about 

the situation or 
the relationship. 

Relate humor only 
to myself. 

Suppress all 
attempts at 

humor. 
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13.When someone does something that irritates me (e.g., smokes in a nonsmoking 
area or crowds in line in front of me), my tendency in communicating with the offending 
person is to: 

14. 

15. 

Insist that 
the person 
look me in 
the eye. 

Look the person 
directly in the 

eye and maintain 
eye contact. 

Stand close 
and make 
physical 
contact. 

Use strong, 
direct language 
and tell the 
person to stop. 

Use my hands 
and body to 
illustrate my 

points. 

Try to persuade 
the person 
to stop. 

Maintain 
intermittent eye 

contact. 

Stand close to 
the person without 

touching him 
or her. 

Talk gently and 
tell the person 
what my 

feelings are. 

Reproduced from 
The 1982 Annual for Facilitators, 

Trainers, and Consultants 

Avoid looking 
directly 

at the person. 

Stand back and 
keep my hands 

to myself. 

Say and do 
nothing. 

J. William Pfeiffer and Leonard D. Goodstein, Editors 
San Diego, California: University Associates, 1982 



CONFLICT-MANAGEMENT STYLE SURVEY 
SCORING AND INTERPRETATION SHEET 
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Instructions: When you have completed all fifteen items, add your scores vertically, 
resulting in four column totals. Put these on the blanks below. 

Totals: 
Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 

Using your total scores in each column, fill in the bar graph below. 

1 2 3 4 

150 

125 

100 

Total Points 

75 

50 

25 

0 
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Column 1. 
Competing/Aggressive/Confrontive. High scores indicate a tendency toward 
"taking the bull by the horns" and a strong need to control situations and/or 
people. Those who use this style are often directive and judgmental. 
(win- loose) 

Column 2. 
Collaborating/Assertive/Persuasive. High scores indicated a tendency to stand 
up for oneself without being pushy, a proactive approach to conflict, and a 
willingness to collaborate. People who use this style depend heavily on their 
verbal skills. (Win --Win) 

Column 3. 
Accomodating/Observant/lntrospective. High scores indicate a tendency to 
observe others and examine oneself analytically in response to conflict 
situations as well as a need to adopt counseling and listening modes of behavior. 
Those who use this type are likely to be cooperative, even conciliatory. 
(loose -win) 

Column 4. 
Avoiding/Reactive. High scores indicate a tendency toward passivity or 
withdrawal in conflicts situations and a need to avoid confrontation. Those who 
use this style are usually accepting and patient, often suppressing their strong 
feelings.(loose -loose) 

Now total your scores for Columns 1 and 2 and Columns 3 and 4. 

Score Score 
Column 1 + Column 2 = ____ .A Column 3 + Column 4 = _____ B 

. If Score A is significantly higher than Score B (25 points or more), it may indicate a 
!tendency toward aggressive/assertive conflict management. A significantly higher B 
'lscore signals a more conciliatory approach . 
. j 

<Adapted form The 1982 Annual for Facilitators, Trainers, and Consultants 
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ACTION PLAN FOR MANAGING CONFLICT 

PART Ill 
A: Think about your behavior in the conflict you described in Part 1. Describe 
below your behavior what do you do and feelings how do you feel in the situation. 

B: Identify what conflict management style is most common to you in these 
situations and what style is most common to other parties involved: 

your style other party's style 

A A 

B B 

c c 

C: Given the context of the conflicts you listed in part 1 and the people involved, is 
there a different conflict reaction style which might be better in the case? If so, 
note it here and suggest what you might do differently if you used these. 
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CONFLICT-MANAGEMENT STYLES 
Adapted by Guy K. Hutt from Martin B. Ross 1982 annual for facilitators,trainers,and Consultants 

The ability to cope successfully with conflict is among the most important 
social skills one can acquire. As people mature they usually develop behaviors for 
coping with conflict; there is even some evidence that they develop certain 
preferred styles (Thomas & Kilmann, 1974). Almost invariably conflict
management skills are acquired without formal education or guidance. Usually 
behaviors are modeled after the behavior of others. If one is fortunate enough to 
have good models, and if one is lucky enough to be in situations in which the 
modeled style is effective, one is usually successful. If not, one may learn an 
effective style too late. The best way to minimize failure is to learn what styles are 
available, in what situations they are most effectively employed, and how to use 
them. 

The model of conflict patterns developed for this paper based on the earlier 
work of Thomas (1976), provides an excellent framework for learning various 
conflict-management behaviors, their situation-specific assets and liabilities, and 
the consequences of using a particular style too much or too little. As shown in 
the model, two basic variables are plotted against one another (1) assertiveness, the 
extent to which the individual attempts to satisfy his or her own concerns, and (2) 
cooperativeness, the extent to which the individual attempts to satisfy the other 
persons' concerns. These two dimensions define five distinct styles for coping 
with conflict: competition, collaboration, avoidance, accommodation and 
compromise. 

Conflict Patterns 

Assertive 
Confrontlve 

SeH Oriented 

Competing 

Fighting 

1 

Behavior Patterns 1-----t 

Unassertive 
Avoidant 

4 
Withdrawing 

Avoiding 

Collaborating 

Negotiating 
5 

Mutual Problem 
Solving 

2 

3 
SeH Sacrificing 

Accomodating 

Other Oriented 
Uncooperative ..-----Behavior Patterns 
Unreasonable 

Cooperative 
Reasonable 
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A second view of the model provides a projection of the conflict styles onto 
some familiar barnyard animals we may associate with these behaviors. This 
makes the different styles hopefully easier to remember. 

Conflict Patterns: Barn Yard Translation 

Assenlve 
Confrontlve 

SeH Oriented 
Behavior Patterns 

Unassenlve 
Avoidant 

Uncooperative 
Unreasonable 

Bull 

Fighting 

1 

4 
Withdrawing 

Negotiating 
5 

Horse 

Fox 

Mutual Problem 
Solving 

2 

3 
Self Sacrificing 

Calf Dog 

Other Oriented 
Behavior Patterns Cooperative 

Reasonable 

One final look at the model will help to associate the different conflict patterns 
with the win-lose Power perspective on outcomes of conflict. 

Assenive 
Confrontlve 

Self Oriented 
Behavior Patterns 

Unassenlve 
Avoidant 

Uncooperative 
Unreasonable 

Conflict Pattern Outcomes 

Win-lose Win-Win 

Fighting 

1 

4 

Mutual Problem 
Solving 

Negotiating 5 
No winner 
-No loser 

2 

3 
Withdrawing Self Sacrificing 

Lose-Lose Lose-Win 

Other Oriented 
Behavior Patterns Cooperative 

Reasonable 
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Much of the following discussion is based on Thomas and Kilmann (1974). It 
serves to elaborate on the different patterns of conflict response or styles. 

CONFLICT-STRATEGIES or PROCESSES 

COMPETITION -1-

Competition reflects a desire to meet one's own needs and concerns at the 
expense of the other parties. As the model illustrates, the most assertive and least 
cooperative people use the competitive style. To achieve the desired outcome, the 
competitor uses whatever power is available and acceptable, e.g., position or rank, 
information, expertise, persuasive ability economic sanction, or coercion. If the 
stakes are high enough, a very competitive person's use of power may well be 
limited only by some greater external power such as the law or social taboos. 

Some advocate the use of the competitive style in all actual or potential conflict 
situations, which is not surprising given the endless models and reward systems 
that foster and support competition in our society. Others condemn the 
competitive style as a win/lose strategy. Competing (or any other style) is neither 
good nor bad, but one of many styles that may be appropriate and effective, 
depending on the situation. 

Life-threatening situations requiring quick, decisive action may require a 
power-oriented competitive style. Generals in battle or parents in certain 
circumstances might choose to control soldiers or children without considering 
their needs and concerns. A competitive style may also be necessary at times to 
protect oneself from others who tend to take advantage of noncompetitive 
behavior. 

Power tactics include the use of physical force (a punch in the nose, war); 
bribery (money, favors); and punishment (withholding love, money). Such tactics 
are often very effective from the point of view of the "successful" party in the 
conflict: He wins, the other person loses. Unfortunately, however, for the loser 
the real conflict may have only just begun. Hostility, anxiety, and actual physical 
damage are usual byproducts of these win-lose power tactics. 
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COLLABORATION -2-

Collaboration involves the maximum use of both cooperation and assertion. 
Those using a collaborative style aim to satisfy the needs and concerns of both 
parties. Collaborating means (1) acknowledging that there is a conflict; (2) 
identifying and acknowledging each other's needs, concerns, and goals; (3) 
identifying alternative resolutions and their consequences for each person; ( 4) 
selecting the alternative that meets the needs and concerns and accomplishes the 
goals of each party; and (5) implementing the alternative selected and evaluating 
the results. 

Collaborating requires more commitment than the other styles and takes more 
time and energy. It follows that such commitment must be warranted by situations 
in which the needs and concerns of the parties are extremely important and cannot 
be ignored. Collaboration is also the best style to use when it is essential that the 
parties to a conflict be committed to the resolution because an outcome that meets 
the needs of both parties is more likely to have the required support and 
commitment. Going through the collaboration process can also lead to personal 
growth as the parties involved explore and test their values, assumptions and 
potential solutions. 

ACCOMMODATION -3 -

Accommodation is characterized by cooperative and unassertive behavior. 
Accommodation means placing the other party's needs and concerns above one's 
own, even if one has very strong needs and concerns in the situation (which 
produces the conflict). 

Accommodating is appropriate and effective if one party is not as concerned as 
the others. Accommodating the needs of the first party builds good will and leads 
to cooperative relationships. Accommodation is also effective when preserving 
harmony and avoiding disruption are especially important, or when one person has 
a great deal more power than the other. 
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AVOIDANCE· 4 • 

Avoidance is characterized by both uncooperative and unassertive behavior by 
both parties. Those employing this style simply do not address the conflict and are 
indifferent to each others needs and concerns. They evade the issue, withdraw 
from the discussion, or may not even stay for the resolution. 

Avoidance can be employed effectively as either an interim or a pennant 
strategy. For example, if discussion is heated, it may be useful to allow the other 
person to cool down. At times, avoiding a situation until more information is 
available or an analysis of the problem has been made is the most productive 
approach. Temporarily avoiding a situation is also helpful if the issue is relatively 
unimportant, if there is not enough time available to come to a resolution, or if the 
issue is thought to be only a symptom of a more extensive problem that must be 
dealt with later. 

As a permanent strategy, avoidance of the situation is indicated if the 
probability of satisfying one's needs and concerns is exceedingly low and there is 
no concern for the other party's needs and concerns. Total avoidance is also called 
for if others can resolve the conflict more easily. 

Some people attempt to avoid conflict situations altogether or to avoid certain 
types of conflict. These people tend to repress emotional reactions, look the other 
way, or leave the situation entirely (for example, quit a job, leave school, get 
divorces). Either they cannot face up to such situations effectively, or they do not 
have the skills to negotiate them effectively. 

Although avoidance strategies do have survival value in those instance where 
escape is possible, they usually do not provide the individual with a high level of 
satisfaction. They tend to leave doubts and fears about meeting the same type of 
situation in the future, and about such valued traits as courage or persistence. 

COMPROMISE -5 • 

Compromise is midway between competition and collaboration and avoidance 
and accommodation. Moderate amounts of cooperativeness and assertiveness are 
required to effect a compromise. The person compromising expects that the 
outcome will be partial fulfillment of the needs, concerns, and goals of both 
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people. Both search for a mutually acceptable, partially satisfying solution. 
Compromise results in more aggregate needs being met than would be met through 
competition and fewer met than would be met by collaboration. Through 
compromise, more issues are confronted than would be confronted through 
avoidance, but issues are confronted less thoroughly than they would be through 
collaboration. Although the solution to a compromise is mutually acceptable, it 
only partially satisfies each person's needs and wants. Therefore, competition is 
second to collaboration in the degree of satisfaction produced. 

Compromise is also appropriate when the goals of the parties are moderately 
important but not worth the effort and time required for collaboration. 
Compromise is preferred when the parties are strongly committed to mutually 
exclusive goals and it is unlikely that either party has the power to dominate the 
other. Compromise also may be considered an effective strategy in case an effort 
to collaborate fails. 

WHICH PATTERN or STYLE TO USE 

Whether a particular conflict-management pattern or style is appropriate is 
specific to the people and context of the conflict situation. To be effective at 
managing conflict, one should be able to use any of the styles and know when each 
style is appropriate. However, people tend to develop one preferred style and use 
it in most situations. As a consequence, people may neglect styles that could be 
more effective. Brief descriptions of the potential adverse consequences of over-or 
under use of the styles of coping with conflict discussed earlier follow. 

Competition - 1 -

Someone who uses a competitive style to the exclusion of the other styles, may 
find that other people object to being forced into win/lose situations. Competitors 
do not yield their positions and often express anger and frustration openly and 
aggressively toward those who disagree. Other people learn that confronting a 
competitor brings negative consequences, so consistent competitors may not 
receive important information and feedback from others. Consistent competitors 
may be seen as belligerent and they may ultimately be cut off from interaction 
with others. 
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People who never use the competitive style may also suffer adverse 
consequences. They may feel powerless against competitors especially. In 
addition, the individual may be ineffective from lack of practice if he or she elects 
to use the style. 

Collaboration -2 -

Collaboration requires a substantially greater commitment than do the other 
conflict-management styles. Many issues simply do not warrant the time and 
energy required to seek optimal solutions, and not all conflicts are worth resolving 
or even lend themselves to resolution. Collaboration is being over employed if 
seeking resolution to conflict is tapping energy needed for other activities. 

One-sided commitment to collaboration can also result in advantage being 
taken of the person who attempts to reach a mutually satisfying resolution. 
Because collaboration requires openness and trust, if only one of the parties to the 
conflict is willing to be open and trusting, that party will be at a disadvantage. 

Creative ideas and solutions to complex problems are more likely to emerge 
through collaboration. A person who never uses the collaborative style risks loss 
of truly innovative ideas and resolutions to the conflict. 

Accommodation - 3 -

Those who use accommodation to excess may feel that their own ideas, needs, 
and concerns are not receiving the attention they deserve. Accommodators 
generally are "quiet" and are perceived that way to the extent that they are often 
not heard when they do make a contribution. Their influence, respect, and 
recognition may erode. 

On the other had, those who rarely use accommodation may be seen as 
unreasonable, and they may fail to maintain good relations with others because 
they do not acquire the good values that accommodation can bring. 
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Avoidance- 4-

Many people assume that there are no adverse consequences associated with 
avoiding conflict. They assume that if they withdraw they have no responsibility 
and, therefore, there can be no negative consequences. On the contrary, too much 
avoidance of conflict can create problems for both parties. Participation in 
decision making fosters commitment to and subsequent implementation of the 
decision. If one person withdraws, decisions will be made and goals will be set 
with or without that person's input, resulting in poor implementation of the 
decision and low levels of commitment to it. 

The person who rarely avoids conflict may also encounter adverse 
consequences. Selectively avoiding conflict can be a good tactic to employ. 
Those who confront every conflict head on can hurt other's feelings and stir up 
their hostilities. Selective avoidance is also the best way to keep from becoming 
overwhelmed by conflict, a distinct possibility in our society. The importance of 
every potential conflict needs to be weighed and a determination must be made 
about whether to avoid the situation. 

Compromise -5 -

Those who always compromise risk losing sight of what it would be like to 
have their needs met. People become caught up in the tactics and strategies of 
compromise and lose sight of important values and principles and the myriad 
possibilities. 

On the other hand, people who never compromise may never develop the skills 
needed to bargain or negotiate when necessary. They may be unable to make 
concessions and may not be able to extricate themselves from potentially no-win 
confrontations. 
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SUMMARY 

Nothing is inherently right or wrong about any of the conflict-management 
styles; each may be more or less appropriate and effective, depending on the 
situation and the parties involved. 

Each of us has access to a variety of conflict-management behaviors but we 
tend to perceive certain ones and to use them to the exclusion of other styles that 
could be more effective in a giving situation--with adverse consequences. We 
must develop the skills to execute any of the styles. Then we can diagnose conflict 
situations and choose the appropriate way to deal with whatever comes up, 
depending on our needs at the time and the importance of coming to a resolution 
within a prescribed time frame. 
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PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP 

Nine Ways of Dealing with Personnel Problems on the Spot 
Howard R. Rosenberg 

UC Cooperative Extension, Berkeley 

1. Penalty Imposition: Unilateral administration of punishment. Supervisor lays it on worker. 

Ex.: "You are suspended for 3 working days." 

"I'm taking you off of the forklift for good. n 

(and the ever popular ... ) "You're fired!" 

NOTES: 

2. Specific Warning: Advance notification of punishment to be administered, usually conditioned on 
recurrence or continuance of forbidden behavior. When delivered in written form it may itself be 
construed as a penalty imposed. 

Ex.: "Here is a written notice that I will not tolerate your persistent lateness anymore. The next 
time you don't show up without calling in advance, you will be suspended." 

"If I see you harassing Jose again, I'm going to have you fired." 

"If you can't keep up with the other pruners, I will put you on the rock moving crew." 

NOTES: 

3. Vague Thr~: Expression of intent to inflict punishment of unspecified nature, usually conditioned 
on recurrence of unwanted behavior or absence of desired behavior, which also may be imprecisely 
described. 

Ex: "If you can't do any better than that, you'll have lots of trouble around here." 

"If you keep butchering these trees and leaving such a mess, I'll assume that you don't like 
piecerate." 

"If you don't do something about those cartons, I'm going to do something about you." 

NOTES: 
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I!. Emphasis of Authority: Statement or restatement of a rule or command as legitimate under an 
organizational framework. Implication is that failure to obey constitutes violation of the whole 
system. It often carries an implied warning. 

Ex: "As you know, company policy regards theft of tools as cause for. immediate firing and even 
criminal prosecution." 

"I don't care if you don't want to work in the clean-up crew today. I am the boss and I assign the 
work." 

"What do you mean 'It's not in my job description'? 'Other duties as assigned' are, and I just 
assigned one to you." 

"I am supposed to suspend you for coming back to work in this condition. Remember the rules, 
Hector." 

NOTES: 

5. Avoidance: Disconnection from an event so as to be unaffected and unencumbered by it. Usual fonns 
include pretending ignorance, seeking distraction, and simply not acting on the stimulus. 

Ex.: "Hmphff." 

"Gee, what time is it, anyway?" 

.. 

NOTES: 

6. Humorin&/Cajolin&: Coaxing with amusement, flattery, sarcasm, obvious exaggeration or 
insincerity, or ludicrous talk. If taken literally, it resembles many of the other types. 

Ex.: "Gee, I'm awfully sorry. You never sprayed before today, and I forgot to remind you that we 
usually measure the stuff that we mix in the tank. My mistake, old buddy." 

"Why worry about how fast he is working? Are you an industrial engineer or something? If you 
grab his shears and toss them away, I might throw yours, then Tony will throw Ramon's, and on and 
on. Pretty soon it'll be raining shears and we'll all get in trouble." 

"Surely an hombre of your good looks and genius can figure out a way to get along with Maria." 

NOTES: 
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7. Explanation: Provision of information that clarifies what the supervisor wants or why. The 
information may consist of facts, reasoning, or know-how. The "irrational" variant resembles, at best, 
humoring or, at worst, deceit. 

Ex.: "If you don't show up on time, it makes life tougher on me and the rest of the crew. We are faced 
with either sitting on our hands until you come or going out there one picker short." 

"I put her in this crew with you so that she can learn right away how fast she'll have to work. 
Give her a few days to break in." 

"You have to prune above the second node to optimize vine vigor as well as next year's growth. And 
if you leave too much, we'll get lousy production." 

NOTES: 

8. Appeal to Values: Justification of desired behavior as consistent with worker's own beliefs or 
interest. Offering of reward, material or spiritual, contingent on performance constitutes the "quid pro 
quo" variant. 

Ex.: "Everybody here has had such high respect for you. It will become a distant memory if you 
come back from lunch in this condition again." 

"By shouldering this extra work you are proving your superior ability and commitment. The 
company is going to need a couple of new supervisors in the spring." 

"The better quality job we do, the more demand there will be for our fruit and the more hours of 
work you will have in the long run." 

NOTES: 

9. Problem Solving: Presentation of an undesirable behavior or condition (not person) as a problem to 
be jointly solved. Usually by opening with a question, supervisor engages worker in discussion of 
problem and search for a solution. It often includes or leads to some explanation. 

Ex.: "If we keep up this pace it will take us 6 days to pack and ship what the boss has budgeted only 
4 for. What can we do about it?" 

"That spray rig has to get cleaned, so that we can use it tomorrow morning. Why is it that you 
won't give me a hand?" 

"I know that it's hot and that you can still pull more than your load with three cans of beer in you. 
But if I let you drink on break, others would badger me for the same privilege. How can we quench 
your thirst without inciting a riot?" 

NOTES: 
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EXAMPLE DISCIPLINE POLICIES 
(from Company Handbooks) 

**************************************************************** 

1. Employees shall be subject to discipline, including 
suspension or discharge, by the Company tor insubordinatlon, 
theft, intoxication, violation of the terms of this Agreement, or 
failure to observe safety rules and regulations and the Company's 
house rules, which shall be conspicuously posted. 

**************************************************************** 

2. An employee may be suspended without pay or discharged by a 
department head only for reasonable cause. Reasonable cause may 
include, but shall not necessarily be limited to, one or more ot 
the following situations: 

a. Unsatisfactory performance 
b. Insubordination 
c. Persistent disrespect to superiors and to the publ1c 
d. Persistent failure to get along with other employees 
e. Unauthorized absence from duty 
f. Inability to do satisfactory work because ot ill health 
i· Fraudulent application for employment 
h. False or fraudulent report of sick leave 

**************************************************************** 

3. To insure a safe, productive place to work, it's necessary 
that all of our employees follow A few common-sense rules. Your 
company appreciates your efforts to abide by thea. If, however, 
an employee is unable to do so, he/she may be subJect to 
discipline up to and including discharae. The following are soae 
examples of situations which may subJect an employee to 
disciplinary action or termination: 

a. Theft of company or employee property. 
b. Alterina or falsifying company applications. 
c. Fighting within the working premises. 
d. Reporting to work or working under the influence ot 

drugs, alcholic beverages or introduction or possession 
of the same (includina beer) within the work area. 

e. Possession of illegal weapons. 
f. Maliciously destroying, damaging, or misu~1n1 company 

property, equipment, or property of another employee. 
R· falsification of Time Sheets. 
h. Direct insubordination. 
i. Driving a vehicle into a work area at excessive speeds. 
J. Violation of standard safety rules. 
x. Use ot abusive or profane language with 1ntent of 

degrading or intimidatinR. 
!. Stopping, leaving, or being away from your work without 
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the permission of your supervisor. 
m. Distribution of written matter in working area of 

during working tim~. or solicitations of any kind 
during working time. 

n. Horseplay or disorderly conduct during work1ng hours. 
o. Repeated performance of poor or careless work after 

attention has been called to it by a supervisor. 
p. Sleeping during working hours. 
q. Posting, removal, or tampering with bulletin board 

notices without authority. 
r. Violation of common sense health and sanitation rules, 

such as littering work area. 
s. Failure to report industrial inJuries. 
t. Repeated tardiness and/or absenteeism. 
u. Falsifying production records. 
v. Refusal to obey orders of any supervisor during working 

hours. 
w. Personal conduct at work that is danRerous to self or 

others. 
x. Willful violation of any other company rules or 

policies. 

**************************************************************** 

~- Whenever people are required to work together for any 
purpose, they need certain guidelines to govern their personal 
conduct and relations. Every person is entitled to know what is 
expected of him/her because we all resent criticism for 
innocently violating some rule of which we had no knowledge. To 
prevent such occurrences, you are asked to read over the 
following paragraphs caref~lly. 

a. The company considers work rules to be an important 
responsibility. They are a necessary part of the JOb 
of managing our business so that employees can be 
treated fairly and work safely and effectively. 

b. As you will appreciate, our rules apply only to 
actions which interfere with fellow employees, the 
sate, proper operation of the Company or the 
performance of your job. These rules are reasonable 
and apply to everyone. 

c. Violation of these rules may call tor some form of 
disciplinary action. In some cases, the action may 
result in either verbal or written warning followed by 
suspension and discharge if repeated. In serious 
cases, violation could result in immediate discharge. 

d. There is no mechanical formula for establishing 
disciplinary action, but four important factors will be 
considered in all cases: 

(1) The seriousness of the offense; 
(2) The employee's past record; 
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(3) The circumstances surrounding the particular case; 
and 

(4) Company practice in past cas~s. 

In the event disciplinary action is nece~sary, the following 
rules will apply: 

First violation - oral or vritten notice; 

Second violation (within six months of first 
violation) - vritten varning and a possible 
suspension; and 

Third violation (vithin six months of Second 
Violation) - Termination. 

e. We urge you to remember that our disciplinary 
procedures have been desiened to correct improper 
conduct. They were not desiened for punishment. 

f. The followint examples illustrate types of conduct that 
are not in the interest of either the Company or its 
employees and, therefore, are not permitted and may 
result in disciplinary action: 

(1) Obtaining employment on the basis of false or 
misleading information; 

(2) Falsifying any time card or timekeeping records; 

(3) Violation of safety or sanitation rules; 

(4) Habitual lateness or absence; 

(S) Performing vork of a personal nature during work
ing hours; 

(6) Possession of nny type of weapon in work areas; 

(7) Leaving premises during working hours vithout 
permission; 

(9) Refusal to follow supervisor's directions without 
cause; and 

(9) Unsatisfactory work or vork habits. 

g. The following rules regard very serious infractions and 
are dealt with differently than the minor rules. In 
the event they are violated, the employee will be 
suspended until the charge is thoroughly investigated. 
If the investi~ation reveals that the employee did 
violate the rules, he/she will be term1nated. The 
following are maJor vork rule violations: 
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(1) Ufte, possession or sale of illegal drugs anywhere 
on the company property; 

(2) FiRhting or belligerency on the job; 

(3) Willful or malicious misuse of Company property; 

(4) Intentional unsafe working practices that may 
endanger you or your tellov vorker; any amount of 
intoxication causes an extreme risk in some JOb 
categories. This is intolerable for the Company, 
as vell as our Worker'B Compensation insurance 
carrier. 

h. Employee termination vill be for JUSt cause. Where · 
termination is based on vork performance, nn employee 
will be given proper instruction concerning his/her 
performance and a fair tr1al period before such 
termination. 





TIPS ON TERMINATION 

Types Of Termination 

Sooner or later every employee 
leaves the organization. The most 
pleasant type of termination is when a 
long-time trusted employee retires. Such 
a termination is usually based on 
concurrence of the employer and 
employee. Another type of termination _is 
one that is employee initiated. When thts 
is due to a better opportunity for the 
employee, it usually results in excitement 
for the employee and disappointment for 
the employer. On the other hand, if the 
employee initiated termination is due to 
his/her dissatisfaction with the job, the 
employee leaves angry and the employer is 
angry. Finally, there is the employer 
initiated termination where the employee 
is fired or at least laid off. Usually when 
an employee is fired both parties harbor 
strong feelings of anger. 

Regardless of the type of 
termination or the feelings of the parties 
involved, there are three activities an 
effective employer will do: perform an 
exit interview, document the 
performance, and complete the 
government reporting requirements. 

The Exit Interview 

The properly conducted exit 
interview accomplishes a number of 
important management tasks. 

• It provides information about how the 
job can be carried out more 
effectively. An employee usually has 
good irjeas about task improvement. 

• It provides suggestions for employee 
relations. An employee that is leaving 
is more apt to be willing to share 
problems he/she perceives concerning 
employee relations and make 
suggestions for improvement. 

• It clears up misconceptions. Regardless 
of whether the termination is voluntary 
or forced, it is important that both 
parties clearly understand why the 
termination is taking place. 

• It reduces antagonism. An employee 
who is highly antagonistic toward the 
previous employer can be very costly to 
the business. First, there is the chance 
of the relatively mild cost of bad 
mouthing the firm's reputation to 
customers, potential employees, and 
present employees. Second, there is the 
chance of legal action based on an 
alleged wrongful termination or labor 
law violation. Third, there is the 
chance of vandalism of the business 
property. Try to learn the source of the 
antagonism and reduce it if possible. 

Performance Documentation 

A number of employers are sued 
each year for "wrongful termination.'! For 
this purpose as well as U'ie in future 
management, it is important that the 
employee's performance be documented 
and kept on file. For example, if an 
employee is dismissed, there should be a 
record of how, when, and by whom the 
employee was warned, how many times, 
and what corrective action was taken. 
(See "Dismissal Guidelines".) 

Reporting Requirements 

Federal and State law require that 
the employer keep a record of hours 
worked and wages paid of every employee 
and that the records be kept on file for 
three years. In many cases when there are 
repercussions from an ex-employee, such 
records help all parties find a fair 
solution. 

Source: Shapley, A.E., et al. "Farm Employers' Handbook," Cooperative 
Extension Bulletin E-2152, MSU, East Lansing, MI 48824. 



DISMISSAL GUIDELINES 

Dismissal is the "capital punishment" 
of labor relations. It is the highest level 
of corrective action and/or punishment a 
company can impose on an employee and 
it must be approached carefully. Proper 
planning, documentation of instances, and 
progressive discipline are essential for 
proper personnel management in your 
operation. The following checklist offers 
guidelines to foHow and is not a substitute 
for expert legal council. 

The checklist forms a basis to 
determine if you are complying with 
proper dismissal procedures. A "no" 
answer to any question may mean you 
have not followed proper personnel 
procedures. Remember, the burden of 
proof is on the employer. 

• Is the reason for dismissal work related? 
Note: If not, if may be considered arbitrary. 

• Is there a policy or management order which sets 
standards of performance and behavior? 
Note: Even if employees feel the standard 

is unreasonable, they must comply unless 
it would harm their safety or integrity. 

• Did the employee have knowledge of the policy 
and consequences? 
Note: The employer must be able to prove policies 

were communicated to employees, preferably 
in writing and personally acknowledged by 
the employee. 

• Was the investigation of the infraction done 
fairly and impartially? 
Note: The supervisor may be both "prosecutor" 

and "judge" but not also the "witness" 
against the employee. 

• Is there substantial evidence or proof of wrong 
doing against the employee? 
Note: Performance evaluation records, witnesses 

to wrong doing, etc., are important. 

• Has the farm applied its policies uniformly to 
all employees? 
Note: If not, there is room for discrimination. 

• Was the corrective action related to the 
seriousness of the offense? 
Note: The employee spinning tires in the drive

way is not cause for dismissal. 

YES 

Source: Shapley, A.E., et al. "Farm Employers• Handbook," Cooperative 
Extension Bulletin E-2152, MSU, East Lansing, MI 48824. 

NO 
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AGRICULTURAL LABOR LAWS IN ILLINOIS* 

This article provides an overview of many federal and state laws affecting agricultural 
labor. It Is designed to answer some of the questions often asked by Illinois farmers about 
agricultural labor law; It Is not designed as a substitute for legal counsel. 

THE EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP 

Most agricultural labor laws apply only to an employer-employee relationship. It Is 
Important, therefore, to understand the meaning of an employer-employee relationship and to 
contrast the farm employee with the Independent contractor. 

The right to control the method of doing a job Is the prime test of whether the worker is 
a farm laborer or an Independent contractor. An employee Is subject to the direction and 
control of his or her employer. An Independent contractor, on the other hand, contracts to do 
work according to his own methods without being subject to the control of the farmer except 
as to the result of the work. 

Other factors which suggest the worker is an Independent contractor are: a temporary 
employment relationship; specialized skills are required for the job; the equipment used Is 
provided by the worker; and the worker Is not economically dependent upon the farmer. A 
custom spray operator and a custom sheller are typical examples of the independent 
contractor. 

Note that under the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), the farmer may be 
responsible for the work crew if the farmer and the farm labor contractor are considered joint 
employers of the crew. The applicability of this joint employer doctrine depends upon the 
degree to which the farm labor recruiter Is Independent of the farmer's control. 

THE FARMER'S LIABILITY FOR PROPERTY DAMAGE 
OR INJURY CAUSED BY AN EMPLOYEE 

When a farm worker causes property damage or personal Injury to others, the farm 
employer may be held liable for the negligence of the worker. In effect, the law holds the 
farmer responsible for the negligent acts of his employee If the employee was acting within the 
scope of his employment when the negligent act occurred. Courts have defined scope of 
employment broadly. Generally, if an employee Is acting for the benefit of his employer, his or 
her actions while on the job are deemed to be within the scope of employment. 

*C. Allen Bock, Professor of Agricultural Law, Department of Agricultural Economics, University 
of Illinois, Urbana. This publication Is based In part on Cooperative Extension Service Circular 
No. 1139, "Agricultural Labor Laws in Illinois: by Donald L Uchtmann, former Professor of 
Agricultural Law, and Margaret R. Grossman, Associate Professor of Agricultural Law, 
Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Illinois, Urbana (1983). April 1990. 
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THE FARMER'S LIABILITY FOR AN EMPLOYEE'S INJURY 

Suppose an employee Is Injured while working for a farmer. Under what circumstances 
will the farmer be held liable for the worker's Injury? The answer will depend on whether 
judicially developed principles of liability apply or whether workers' compensation rules apply. 

Judicially Developed Usblllly 

The Illinois Supreme Court has adopted the principle of comparative negligence. Under 
this principle the total liability for personal Injuries or property damage Is divided among the 
negligent persons who caused the accident or Injury, In proportion to the relative negligence of 
each person. For example, suppose a farm worker was Injured while hauling grain to an 
elevator. The Injury resulted from an accident caused by the worker's speeding (worker's 
negligence) and an Improper mounting of a truck tire (farm owner's negligence). If the worker 
sued the farm owner to recover damages for personal Injury, the jury would have to determine 
the relative, or comparative, negligence of the parties. If the Jury found that the worker was 40 
percent responsible for the accident and the farm owner 60 percent responsible, then the farm 
owner would be liable for 60 percent of the worker's medical expenses and other damages. 

Under Illinois law, If the employee Is found to be more than 50 percent negligent, then 
the employee cannot recover damages from the employer. 

The preceding example Ignores a farmer's Insurance coverage, which could bring about 
a different result. Many comprehensive Insurance policies contain provisions requiring the 
insurance company to pay all medical expenses of a farm worker Injured on the job, regardless 
of who was at fault. Under such a policy the Insurance company would be liable for 1 00 
percent of the medical expenses In the above example. On the other hand, If the Insurance 
policy required the Insurance company to pay only the medical expenses that the farm owner 
was legally obligated to pay, the company would be required to pay only 60 percent of the 
worker's medical expenses. 

Statutory U&blllly: Workers' Compensation Laws 

Accidental lniurv. Judicially created principles of llabiiHy used in the late 1800s and 
early 1900s often made it Impossible for an Injured worker to recover damages for on-the-job 
injuries. The public became Increasingly dissatisfied with these judicially created principles, 
and In 1911 the first Illinois workers' compensation act was passed. Much of the Impetus for 
this law came from the hardships experienced by mining families after several disastrous 
underground mining accidents left many families with no compensation. 

The current Workers' Compensation Act provides for automatic compensation, 
regardless of fault, when a worker Is Injured or killed as a resuH of a work-related accident. 
Thus, when the Workers' Compensation Act applies, the judicially created principles such as 
negligence and comparative negligence are not relevant. 

Agricultural employment was Initially exempt from the provisions of the Illinois workers' 
compensation law. However, In 1971 some employers of migrant workers and other farm 
employers with many employees came within the scope of the Act. The size of the agricultural 
exemption has been debated often In the Illinois legislature since 1971 and has undergone 
several changes. Currently, only those farm operations employing fewer than 400 worker-days 
of agricultural labor during each calendar quarter of the preceding calendar year are exempt 
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from the Act. The definition of worker-day does not include work performed by the farmer or 
members of his immediate family residing with him. 

Farm employers not exempt from the Act must either purchase a special workers' 
compensation insurance policy or be approved as a self-Insurer by the Illinois Industrial 
Commission. Failure to take one step or the other Is unlawful and subjects the farmer to 
possible fine. Most farmers not exempt from the Act have purchased workers' compensation 
insurance policies. 

Farm employers who are exempt from the mandatory coverage of the Act may still elect 
to provide workers' compensation benefits. Although It Is somewhat costly, the purchase of 
workers' compensation Insurance will guarantee Injured workers prompt and dependable 
compensation for work-related injuries. Furthermore, such a purchase will remove any 
uncertainty as to whether the farmer would be exempt from the Act in the eyes of a court 
examining a particular accidental Injury. Thus, the farmer who voluntarily purchases workers' 
compensation insurance removes some additional risk from his farming operation. 

Generally, workers' compensation acts represent a complete departure from judicially 
developed principles and substitute a new system of rights, remedies, and procedure when 
work-related injury or death occurs. The primary purpose of these laws Is to give Improved 
financial protection to workers and their families by providing prompt, certain, and deflnHe 
compensation. A further purpose Is to require that the cost of such injuries or deaths be 
borne by the Industry Itself. 

The amount of compensation is based on medical expenses, the salary of the worker, 
and the nature of the injury. Such often-litigated matters as pain and suffering are not included 
in the statutory formula. Workers' compensation acts, where applicable, are the exclusive 
remedy of an injured worker against his employer. 

Occupational Diseases. Workers' compensation laws did much to improve the plight of 
workers who became disabled because of work-related accidents. Other legislation was 
needed, however, to extend the same protection to workers to cover the hardships of work
related diseases. This additional protection came In the form of occupational diseases laws, 
which generally provide for automatic compensation to a worker who contracts a disease from 
and in the course of his employment or who has an existing disease aggravated because of his 
employment. The compensation generally is based on the formulas in the workers' 
compensation laws; that is, base salary is an Important variable. 

In Illinois the first occupational diseases law was passed In 1911 - the year of the first 
Illinois workers' compensation law. The public policy underlying those laws was the same, and 
agriculture was initially exempt from both. In 1975, however, amendments were made so that 
agricultural employment within the scope of the current Workers' Compensation Act also came 
within the scope of the Occupational Diseases Act. 

It is difficult to determine the kinds of claims that might arise from agricultural 
employees under the Act. Some diseases can be transmitted from livestock to man. Other 
diseases might be caused by frequent exposure to dust conditions or chemicals often found in 
agriculture. One example of a valid claim Is the case where an employee who serviced and 
installed poultry equipment in chicken houses suffered a loss of vision after developing an 
allergy to organisms in his bloodstream. He contracted these organisms from the soli in the 
chicken houses. The 1975 amendments to the Illinois Occupational Diseases Act extended the 
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benefits of the Act to Include compensation for aggravation of diseases. The relevant section 
now reads: 

As used In this Act the term •occupational disease• means a disease arising out 
of and In the course of the employment or which has become aggravated and 
rendered disabling as a result of the exposure of the employment. Such 
aggravation shall arise out of a risk peculiar to or Increased by the employment 
and not common to the general public. 

The Cost of Workers' Compensation Insurance Compared to General Uablllty Insurance 

There are several arguments for carrying workers' compensation Insurance even though 
the employer Is exempt from the statutory requirement. First, the farm employer will be 
covered In the situation where there Is a determination that the employment was not In the 
nature of agricultural labor. Second, the employee can recover medical costs and an amount 
based on the nature and kind of his or her Injury even If the employee Is more than 50 percent 
negligent In causing the Injury. Third, Illinois law provides that if the employer Is carrying 
workers' compensation Insurance, the employer Is also covered for any claims made under the 
Occupational Disease Act (discussed earlier In this paper). 

An employer who does not carry workers' compensation Insurance should carefully 
examine his or her general liability policy to determine the extent to which It covers 
occupational diseases. Some policies have a clause which substantially limits the Insurance 
company's liability for claims for Injuries or Illnesses that are related to pollution or 
environmentally related Illnesses. 

A comparison of cost between an Illinois workers' compensation policy and a general 
liability policy Is shown In the chart below. The figures are approximates and may vary from 
company to company and also as a result of special coverage provisions and/or exclusions. 

Workers' Compensation(2)(3)(4) 

Vegetable growing employees 
Livestock raising employees 
Field crop & driver employees 
Orchard employees 

Estimated Cost (1) 

$4 per $1 00 of compensation 
$9 per $1 00 of compensation 
$7.50 per $100 of compensation 
$1 0.50 per $100 of compensation 

(1) The dollar amount paid per $100 of wages paid up to $20,000 of wages per worker. 
(2) A farmer with workers' compensation coverage also has coverage for claims under the 

Illinois Occupational Diseases Act. 
(3) A self-employed farmer Is covered personally under workers' compensation If he 

provides coverage for his or her employees unless he or she signs a written waiver of 
personal coverage. 

(4) Approximately 90% of Illinois farmers do not carry workers' compensation Insurance. 

Farm Liability 

$1 ,000,000 coverage assumed 

(1) Covers up to $1 ,000,000 of claims against employer by third parties Injured as a result 
of employee's negligence. 
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(2) Covers up to $1 ,000,000 of claims by employee against employer because of employer's 
negligence and $25,000 of medical cost of employee without regard to the fault of the 
employee. Otherwise, the right of recovery by the employee Is determined by the 
comparative negligence standard discussed earlier. The cost of this kind of policy Is 
estimated to be $220 per year. 

EMPLOYMENT OF MINORS- CHILD LABOR LAWS 

Agricultural employment of minors Is regulated by legislation at both the state and 
federal levels. The Illinois legislation Is contained in the Child Labor Law. The federal 
legislation is contained In the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act. Some highlights of these child 
labor laws follow. 

Work by Family Members 

Members of a farmer's immediate family who live with the farmer are exempt from 
virtually all state and federal child labor regulations while employed by the farmer. The usual 
definition of the immediate family Includes the farmer's spouse, children, parents, brothers and 
sisters. 

Nonfamily Minors 16 Years of Age and Older 

Minors 16 years of age or older can be employed In any agricultural occupation at any 
time. 

Nonfamily Minors Under 16 Years of Age 

Hazardous Occupation. Minors under 16 may not be employed at any time In an 
agricultural occupation declared hazardous by the Secretary of Labor. The Secretary has 
declared the following activities to be hazardous agricultural occupations: 

1. Operating a tractor of over 20 pto horsepower, or connecting or disconnecting an 
implement or any of its parts to or from such a tractor. 

2. Operating or helping operate (including starting, stopping, adjusting, feeding, or any 
other activity involving physical contact with the operation of) any of the following machines: 

(a} Corn picker, cotton picker, grain combine, hay mower, forage harvester, hay 
baler, potato digger, or mobile pea vlner; 

(b) Feed grinder, crop dryer, forage blower, auger conveyer, or the self
unloading wagon or trailer; or 

(c) Power post-hole digger, power post drive, or nonwalking-type rotary tiller. 

3. Operating or helping operate (including starting, stopping, adjusting, feeding, or any 
other activity involving physical contact associated with the operation of) any of the following 
machines: 

(a) Trencher or earthmoving equipment; 
{b) Fork lift; 
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(c) Potato combine; or 
(d) Power-driven circular, band, or chain saw. 

4. Working on a farm In a yard, pen, or stall occupied by any of the following animals: 

(a) A bull, boar, or stud horse maintained for breeding purposes; or 
(b) A sow with suckling pigs, or a cow wHh newborn calf (wHh umbilical cord 
present). 

5. Felling, buckling, skidding, loading, or unloading timber wHh a butt diameter of more 
than 6 Inches. 

6. Working from a ladder or scaffold (painting, repairing, or building structures, pruning 
trees,picking fruH, etc.) at a height of over 20 feet. 

7. Driving a bus, truck, or automobile when transporting passengers, or riding on a 
tractor as a passenger or helper. 

8. Working Inside the following structures: 

(a) A fruH, forage, or grain storage facility designed to retain an oxygen-deficient 
or toxic atmosphere; 

(b) An upright silo within two weeks after silage has been added or when a top
loading device Is In operating position; 

(c) A manure pit; or 

(d) A horizontal silo while operating a tractor for packing purposes. 

9. Handling or applying (Including cleaning or decontaminating equipment, disposing of 
or returning empty containers, or serving as a flagman for aircraft applying) agricuHural 
chemicals classified under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act as Category 
I of toxicity, Identified by the word •poison• and by the skull and crossbones on the label, or 
Category II of toxicity, Identified by the word "warning• on the label. 

10. Handling or using a blasting agent, including but not limited to·dynamite, black 
powder, sensitized ammonium nitrate, blasting caps, and primer cord. 

11. Transporting, transferring, or applying anhydrous ammonia. 

Persons age 14 or older who have completed the applicable training programs can 
obtain approval for employment In occupations 1 or 2 above. Such special training programs 
include the 4-H tractor operation program, the 4-H machine operation program, or a tractor and 
machine operation program. Vocational agricuHure student-learners can obtain approval for 
employment In occupations 1 through 6 above. County extension advisers have additional 
information on these training programs. 

Nonhazardous Occupations. A minor under 16 years of age cannot be employed even 
in nonhazardous agricultural occupations during normal school hours for the school district In 
which the child lives. Therefore, the employment of minors under 16 is normally lawful only 
before or after school hours, on the weekends, on other school holidays, and during summer 
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vacation. If the child Is under 14, parental consent Is usually required. If the child Is under 
12, he cannot work on a farm employing 500 worker-days of labor or more per quarter. 
Further, under Illinois law, no minor under 10 years of age- other than members of the 
farmer's immediate family residing wHh him - can be employed In agriculture at any time. 

OTHER LABOR LAWS AFFECTING AGRICULTURE 

Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) 

There are actually two laws pertaining to the heaHh and safety of the work place. At 
the state level, the Illinois HeaHh and Safety Act generally requires employers to provide 
reasonable protection for the lives, heaHh, and safety of employees and to provide them with a 
place of employment free from recognized hazards likely to cause death or serious harm. 

At the national level, the Federal Occupational Safety and Health Act provides for 
standards designed to reduce the number of work-related Injuries occurring In the United 
States. Any nonexempt farmer employing labor must comply with applicable standards. 
Initially, these standards concerned temporary labor camps, storage and handling of anhydrous 
ammonia, pulpwood logging, slow-moving vehicles, roll-over protective structures (ROPS) for 
agricultural tractors, and safety shields for farm equipment. 

As an example of OSHA regulations, a nonexempt farmer Is required to give operating 
instructions to his tractor-driving employees as follows: 

1. Securely fasten your seat belt If the tractor has a ROPS. 

2. Where possible, avoid operating the tractor near ditches, embankments, and holes. 

3. Reduce speed when turning, crossing slopes, and operating on rough, slick, or 
muddy surfaces. 

4. Stay off slopes that are too steep for safe operation. 

5. Watch where you are going, especially at row ends, on roads, and around trees. 

6. Do not permit riders. 

7. Operate the tractor smoothly - avoid jerky turns, starts, or stops. 

8. Hitch only to the drawbar and hitch points recommended by tractor manufacturers. 

9. When the tractor Is stopped, set the brakes securely and use a park lock if 
available. 

Such Information Is to be provided at the time of the Initial assignment and at least 
annually thereafter. Nonexempt farmers are also required to provide safety Instruction 
regarding electrical equipment and safety shields. 

A new and Important OSHA standard Is the Hazard Communication Standard. Under 
this standard, employers must determine which materials In the work place are hazardous, file 
a data sheet for each hazardous substance, Implement a written hazard communication program 
In the work place, and ensure that the warnings used on containers of hazardous materials 
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meet the requirements. The federal standard Is only applicable to farmers that employ 11 or 
more nonfamlly employees. However, Illinois also has a right-to-know statute which Is 
applicable to farmers who employ 5 or more full-time employees. 

MIGRANT LABOR 

Numerous federal and state laws affect farmers who employ migrant labor. In 1983, the 
Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act (MSPA) was enacted which repealed 
the Federal Farm Labor Contractor Act. It places housing, motor vehicle safety, registration, 
and recordkeeplng requirements on farmers employing migrant or seasonal agricultural 
workers. MSPA attempts to ensure worker protection but It does contain several exemptions 
which relieve certain persons from all liability under the act. VIolators may be criminally 
prosecuted or aggrieved workers may sue them for actual and liquidated damages. 

The Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) makes It unlawful for any person to 
"knowingly• hire or recruit an illegal allen. Employers must check documentation which verifies 
the employee's identity and authorization to work. However, certain agricultural workers may 
be considered legalized If they meet the seasonal agricultural worker requirements. 

Note that migrant workers residing on the farms of their employers may have a right to 
receive visitors at their farm residences. 

The Illinois Migrant Labor Camp Law, one of the most Important, requires that all 
migrant labor camps be licensed by the Department of Health and that certain health standards 
be met. These standards deal with occupancy, structural soundness, lighting, water supply, 
sewage disposal, sanitation in general, food handling, refuse disposal, fire protection, and other 
health factors. 

Other laws affecting migrant laborers Include the Illinois Farm Labor Contractor 
Certification Act, the Illinois provision for day-care facilities, Illinois laws relating to employment 
officers and agencies, the Federal Farm Labor Contractor Registration Act, certain OSHA 
regulations, and certain U.S. Department of Labor housing regulations. 
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o Thirty nine states responded to the survey. The names and addresses of the contact 
persons responding are listed on pages 7, 8 and 9. 

o Nine states reported having State Specialist FfE's assigned to farm personnel management. 
Four states - Florida, Michigan, New York and North Carolina - had 0.5 FTE or more. 
Three states reported having district or area persons assigned time to the area, while two 
states had county staff involved (see page 2). 

o Of the 171 educational program activities reported for 1988-89, 87 were parts of other 
program efforts; 42 were 1-3 hour sessions on personnel management; 20 were all day 
workshops and 21 were multi-day workshops. These program efforts were heavily 
concentrated in five states: Alaska, Michigan, New York, Ohio and Texas. Seventy-seven 
news and radio releases were reported (see page 3). 

o A listing of educational materials developed since July 1988 can be found on page 4. 

o In rating the importance of selected personnel management topics (1 being very important; 5 
being not important) most received an "important" or about a "2" rating. Motivation, 
compensation and laws and regulations received the highest ratings; labor planning; work 
scheduling and discipline the lowest ratings. Differences among all topics was relatively 
small, ranging from a high of 1.7 and a low of 2.7 (see page 5). 

o In terms of future plarts, two states (Indiana and Ohio) plan to increase substantially the 
staff and program time devoted to farm PC?rsonnel management. Five states plan a modest 
increase; 25 states said more effort was justified but they lacked resources; while seven 
thought their staffing and program efforts were about right (see page 6). 

1 A preliminary report was presented at the Farm Human Resource Management Symposium, 
AAEA Annual Meeting, Baton Rouge, LA, Aug. 1, 1989. Special thanks go to Bernard Erven, 
Ohio State University, for his assistance in developing the survey form. 
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state State Specialist District/Area Ccxmtv Ag~..s other EKt:ensiort f"£ 

No Yes No. FIE No Yes No. FIE No Yes No. FTE No Yes No. FTE 

Alabama X X X X 
Alaska X X X X 
Cblorado X X X X 
Delaware X X X X 
Florida X 0.5 X X 1.0 X 
Georgia X X X X 
Idaho X X X X 
Illinois X X X X 
Irdiana X X X X 
Iowa X X X X 
Kansas X X X X 
Kentucky X X X X 
Iooisiana X X X X 
Maine X X X X 
Massadlusetts X X X X 
Michigan X 0.5 X X X 
Minnesota X 0.25 X 0.25 X X 
Missouri X X X X 
!bltana X X X X 
Nebraska X X X X 
New Hanpshire X 0.2 X 0.1 X X 0.2 
New Jersey X X X X 
New Mexico X X X X 
New York X 1.8 X 1 X 1 X 
North carolina X 0.8 X X X 
North Dakota X X X X 
Ohio X 0.4 X X X 
Oklahana X X X X 
Om]on X X X X 
Pennsylvania X X X X 
Rhode Islarrl X X X X 
SOuth carolina X X X X 
SOuth Dakota X X X X 
Texas X 0.1 X X X 
utah X X X X 
Virginia X X X X 
Venoont X 0.1 X X X 0.5 :won X X X X 

X X X X 



~ 
Alabama 
Alaska 
Colorado 
Delaware 
Florida 
Georgia 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
~orth Carolina 

orth Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Texas 
Utah 
Virginia 
Vermont 
Washington 
Wyoming 

Totals 

Alabama 
Louisiana 
Minnesota 
Montana 

New Jersey 
Oklahoma 

Educational Program Efforts - Since July 1, 1988 
Part of 1-3 brs All :Uu: W QrkshQU Corres-
other Personnel Multi Day pondence 

PrQg[!Ull M11nB"m~nt MYlti ~Q District ~ WQrkshQU ~!;mrs~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 10 0 0 0 15 0 
1 0 2 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

12 6 5 1 0 5 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20 10 3 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 5 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

15 5 0 5 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 3 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

87 42 11 9 0 21 1 

Farm Analysis Associations - Extension Economist responds to individuals needs - one on one 
1 Circular letter on migrant workers 
Training session for cluster Farm Management Agents 

Releases 
N"wslRndio 

0 
10 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 

12 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
6 
2 
5 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 

15 
0 
0 

11 
0 
0 

77 

Releases from state office to County Agriculture Agents on immigration reform & employers of 
seasonal workers 
Information on labor legal issues supplied by a consultant to agents 
Discussion of withholding at tax schools 
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Educational Materials Developed Since July 1, 1988 

Waae/Labor Sumys 

Alabama 

Illinois 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Minnesota 

New York 
Oregon 

Title of Publication 

1987 Employed Labor Cost For Alabama Farms, TI 12/88 
1988 Employed Labor Cost For Alabama farms, TI 4/89 
(Data obtained from the actual farm records from the farms participating in 
the Alabama Farm Analysis Associations during 1987 and 1988) 
Two Farm Management Associations have conducted informal surveys. 
Average Monthly and Hourly Farm Wage Rates (part of CU&tom Rate SutVey) 
State Bulletin of Agriculture data 
Monthly Cash Wages and Benefits Paid Full Time Farm Employees, Southwest 
Minnesota Farm Management Association • Weness 
Dairy Farm Employee Wage and Benefit Study 
Survey by Robert Mason, Survey Research Center, Oregon State University 

Bulletins On Fann Personnel Manaaement 

Florida 

Massachusetts 

Michigan 

Minnesota 
New York 
Ohio 
Texas 

Bulletin Name 

1988 Handbook of Regulations Affecting Florida Farm Employers and 
Employees, Circular 801- C. D. Covey 
Handbook on Employment Regulations and 3 Extension Newsletters on labor 
management topics 
Farm Employer's Handbook E-2152 for Employers of Full Time Labor 
Farm Employer's Handbook E-2153 for Employers of Migrants 
North Central Regional Bulletin 329 Farm Personnel Management 
Human Resource Management on the Farm: A Management Letter 
North Central Regional Bulletin 329 Farm Personnel Management 
Farm Labor Handbook - A Summary of all State and Federal Laws That 
Affect Farm Labor 

Other Educational Materials 

Alaska 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
Minnesota 
Montana 

New Hampshire 
New York 
Oregon 
South Carolina 
Vermont 

12 Items for Newsletters 
Overhead Presentations 

Title of Publication 

3 Extension Newsletters on labor management topics 
Farm Labor Laws and Regulations, Minnesota, 1989, FM300 
Letter to County Agents to point out reporting requirements for special 
agricultural workers announced in Federal Reiistrar July 19, 1988 
Series by John Porter, Dairy Scientist 
Recruitment Workshop Notebook, Leadership Workshop Notebook 
Currently preparing a series of fact sheets on farm labor regulations 
Newsletter regarding Labor Regulations 
Materials for a 3 hour workshop: Practicing Good Labor Management 
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Labor 
flm. 

Alabama 2 
Alaska 2 
Colorado 2 
Florida 3 
Georgia 2 
Idaho 3 
Illinois 2 
Indiana 2 
Iowa 2 
Kansas 1 
Kentucky 2 
Louisiana 2 
Maine 3 
Massachusetts 2 
Michigan 4 
Minnesota 2 
Missouri 3 
Montana 1 
Nebraska 3 
New Hampshire 3 
New Jersey 2 
New Mexico 2 
New York 2 
North Carolina 3 
North Dakota 4 
Ohio 1 
Oregon 3 
Pennsylvania 2 
South Carolina 3 
South Dakota 1 
Texas 3 
Vermont 3 
Virginia 4 
Washington 3 
Wyoming 2 

Totals 84 

Mean 2.4 

• Ranking Procedure 

Importance of Selected Topics* 

Train Work 
Requit Hirin1 -in& Schedule 

2 2 2 
2 2 3 
1 1 1 
3 2 3 
2 3 2 
2 3 4 
1 1 1 
1 1 2 
4 3 3 
2 1 1 
2 3 3 
2 2 2 
3 4 2 
2 1 1 
2 2 3 
2 1 1 
3 2 4 
2 2 2 
1 1 1 
2 2 1 
1 1 2 
2 1 2 
1 2 1 
2 3 3 
3 2 2 
1 1 1 
1 2 2 
2 2 2 
3 3 3 
3 2 3 
3 3 3 
1 1 2 
4 2 2 
3 3 3 
2 3 3 

73 70 76 

21 20 2.2 

1 = Very important 
2 = Important 
3 =Neutral 
4 = Unimportant 

2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
4 
1 
4 
2 
4 
2 
3 
2 
4 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
3 
4 

90 

26 

5 = Very unimportant 

Moti- Compen Discipline 

Ylthm ~ ::aWm DischarG 

2 2 2 2 
3 2 3 3 
1 1 1 2 
2 2 3 3 
1 2 2 3 
3 2 2 3 
1 2 1 2 
1 2 1 1 
3 4 2 4 
1 2 2 3 
4 3 2 4 
2 2 2 2 
2 2 3 4 
1 2 1 3 
1 2 1 2 
1 1 2 2 
1 3 1 3 
2 2 1 3 
1 3 1 3 
3 3 2 4 
2 2 2 3 
1 2 1 1 
1 1 1 2 
2 2 0 2 
2 2 2 3 
2 2 2 2 
1 3 3 3 
2 2 2 2 
2 1 3 3 
2 1 2 2 
3 2 2 2 
2 3 1 3 
4 3 4 4 
2 4 2 3 
3 3 2 3 

67 77 64 94 

1.9 22 1.8 2.7 
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Effective Labor Laws 
Labor Use Records ReiDilations 

1 1 1 
2 3 3 
2 1 1 
5 2 1 
3 2 2 
2 2 1 
3 3 2 
1 3 3 
2 4 4 
2 1 1 
1 1 1 
2 2 2 
2 3 3 
3 2 1 
4 1 1 
1 2 1 
2 2 2 
1 2 1 
1 3 2 
3 3 4 
1 1 l 
1 t 1 
1 1 2 
3 1 1 
2 3 2 
2 2 2 
1 3 2 
2 2 2 
3 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 1 1 
2 3 3 
4 2 1 
2 3 1 
2 1 2 

74 70 61 

2.1 2.0 1.7 



Future Plans 

Increase Modest Justified About Decrease 
~ Substantial)y Increase J,.ack Resources Ri~ht ]1me 

Alabama X 
Alaska X 
Colorado X 
Delaware X 
Hotida X 
Georgia X 
Idaho X 
Illinois X 
Indiana X 
Iowa X 
Ka[lsas X 
Kentucky X 
I.ouisiana X 
Maine X 
Massachusetts X 
Michigan X 
Minnesota X 
Missouri X 
Montana X 
Nebraska X 
New Hampshire X 
New Jersey X 
New 'Mexico X 
New York X 
North Carolina X 
North Dakota X 
Ohio X 
Oklahoma X 
Oregon X 
Pennsylvania X 
Rhode Island X 
South Carolina X 
South Dakota X 
Texas X 
Utah X 
Virginia X 
Vermont X 
Washington X 
Wyoming X 

Total --s - - --o-2 25 7 
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State Extension contact Person 
For Farm Personnel Management 

(Alphabelical by State) 

George J. Young 
Extension Economist 
Room 27, Extension Hall 
Auburn University, AL 36849 
(205) 844-3513 

Kirk Baker 
Resource Economist 
Cooperative Extension Service 
University of Alaska 
Fairbanks, AK 99775-5200 
(907) 474-7203 

Norman Dalsted 
Associate Professo~ 
Dept. of Ag. & Res. Economics 
B-315 Clark Bldg. 
Colorado State University 
Fort Collins, CO 80523 
(303) 491-5627 

H. Don Tilmon 
Farm Management Specialist 
232 Townsend Hall 
University of Delaware 
Newark, DE 19717-1303 
(302) 451-2511 

C. D. Covey 
Professor 
Food & Resource Economics 
University of Florida 
1187 McCarthy Hall 
Gainesville, FL 32611 

R. Edward Brown 
Acting Dept. Head 
Extension Ag. Econ. Dept. 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 
(404) 542-2434 

Paul Patterson 
Extension Economist 
1776 Science Center Drive 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
(208) 529-8376 

Dick Kesler 
Farm Management Specialist 
Dept. of Agricultural Economics 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, IL 61801 

David Petritz 
Ag. Economics 
Purdue University 
W. Lafayette, IN 47907 
(317) 494-4206 

William Edwards 
Extension Economist 
560 Heady Hall 
Iowa State University 
Ames, IA 50011 
(515) 294-6161 

Doug Beech 
Extension Economist 
Extension Ag. & Natural Resources 
Waters Hall 
Manhattan, KS 66506 
(913) 532-5823 

Don Shurley 
Extension Specialist 
Dept. of Agricultural Economics 
University of Kentucky 
Lexington, KY 40506 
(606) 257-7255 

Kenneth N. Wegenhoft 
Farm Management Specialist 
Louisiana Coop Extension Service 
Louisiana State University 
Baton Rouge, LA 70803 
(504) 388-4141 

Donald R. Marion 
Assoc. P~of. - Food Marketing 
Dept. of Ag. & Resource Economics 
327 Draper Hall 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst~ MA 01003 

14:L.J) ~J-..J -~~,....,. 
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State Extension Contact Person For 
Farm Personnel Management Cond. 

Richard Brzozowski 
Extension Educator 
96 Falmouth St. 
Portland, ME 04103 
(207) 780-4205 

Allen Shapley 
Professor 
Dept. of Ag. Econ. 
H.S.U. 
E. Lansing, MI 48824 
(517) 353-4380 

Kenneth H. Thomas 
Extension Economist-Farm Mgt. 
249 Classroom Office Bldg. 
1994 Buford Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55108 
(612) 625-7040 

Norlin Hein 
Professor 
223 Mumford 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, MO 65211 
(314) 882-0136 

James B. Johnson 
Farm Management Specialist 
210 Linfield Hall 
M.S.U. 
Bozeman, MT 59715 
(406) 994-3511 

Les Sheffield 
Extension Farm Mgt. Specialist 
223 Filley Hall, UN-L 
Lincoln, NE 68583-0922 
(402) 472-1773 

Bill Zweigbaum 
Extension Specialist 
Ag. Business Management 
314 James Hall - UNH 
Durham, NH 03824 
(603) 862-4631 

-8-

Robin G. Brumfield 
Farm Management Specialist 
Rutgers University 
111 Cook Office Building 
P. 0. Box 231 
New Brunswick, NJ 08903-0231 
(201) 932-9171 

James D. Libbin 
Extension Farm Mgt. Specialist 
Box 3169 
NMSU 
Las Cruces, NM 88003 
(505) 646-2915 

Thomas Maloney 
Extension Associate 
443 Warren Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14853 
(607) 255-1628 

Steve Sutter 
Extension Economist 
Box 8109 
NCSU 
Raleigh, NC 27695 
(919) 737-2256 

Dwight Aakre 
Extension Associate 
Farm Management 
P. 0. Box 5437, NDSU 
Fargo, ND 58105 
(701) 237-7378 

Bernard Erven 
Professor 
2120 Fyffe Road 
Ohio State University 
· :llumbus, OH 43210 
(614) 292-6387 

Ross 0. Love 
Associate Professor 
525 Agricultural Hall 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, OK 74078 
(405) 624-6081 



State ~xtension Contact Person For 
Farm Personnel Management Cond. 

Gene Nelson 
Professor & Head 
OSU Ag. & Resource Econo 
Ballard Ext. Hall 213 
Corvallis, OR 97331-3601 
(503) 737-2.91+1 

Larry Jenkins 
Extension Economics 
202 Armsby Building 
Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, PA 16802 

Thomas Weaver 
Cooperative Extension Service 
Woodward Hall 
University of Rhode Island 
Kingston, RI 02881 

W' .. A. Tinsley 
Extension Ag. Economist 
295, Barre Hall 
Clemson University 
Clemson, SC 29634-0355 
(803) 656-3475 

Burton Pflueger, PH.D. 
Extension Farm Financial 

M.anagement Specialist 
Economics Department, Box 504A 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, SD 57007 
(605) 688-4141 

Richard Edwards 
Extension Economist 
Dept. of Ag. Economics 
Texas A & M University 
College Station, TX 77843-2124 
(409) 845-8694 

Bruce Godfrey 
Dept. of Economics 
Utah State University 
Logan, UT 84322-3500 
(801) 750-2294 

James Pease 
Assistant Professor 
317 Hutcheson 
Dept. of Ag. Econ. 
VPI'S SU 
Blacksburg, VA 24061 
(703) 231-4178 

Rick Wackernagel 
Farm Management Specialist 
AREC, UVM 
178 S. Prospect St. 
Burlington, VT 05401 
(802) 656-1020 

Richard Carkner 
Extension Economist 
WSU Puyallup Research & Ext. Center 
7612 Pioneer Way 
Puyallup, WA 98371-4998 
(206) 840-4549 

Douglas E. Agee 
Farm Management Specialist 
Box 3354 
University Station 
Laramie, WY 82071 
(307) 766-4268 
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XANBAS 
STATE 
t..T.N:IVER.SITY 

Department of 
Agricultural Economics 
Manhattan. Kansas 

Labor Standards 
For Forward Planning 

Larry N. Lange meier 
Extension Agricultural Economist 

Farm Management Studies 

The following livestock and crop labor standards 
were developed to provide labor information for use in 
farm budgets, enterprise studies, forward planning, and 
comparative studies, As one example, these labor usage 
values have been incorporated into all K-MAR-105 com
puter program\, including financial plus and Year-End 
Wholt>-Farm and Enterprise Systems. 

'I he Kansas Farm Management Associations utilize 
these LTops and livestock labor standards for use in farm 
typing studies, enterprise budgets, and expense alloca-

tions. In addition, the KSU Farm Management Guide 
Cost-Return budgets developed for livestock and crop en
terprises use these labor usage values. 

It should be emphasized that these standards repre
sent "average" time requirements for specific crop and 
livestock enterprises. Actual labor usage will vary by en
terprise size, type of operation, facilities available, man
agement, machinery, etc. See MF-802 to obtain labor 
standards by size of operation. 

Table 1. LABOR STANDARDS FOR CROP ENTERPRISES1 

---·---------------- . --------------
Hours Per Acre 

Crops 
East Central West Irrigated 

---------------------

Wheat. Barley. Rye 2.40 1.80 1.00 2.50 
Oats 2.15 1.50 1.00 2.50 
Corn 3.70 2.75 1.85 3.45 
Grain Sorghum 2.50 2.30 1.55 3.05 
Soybeans 2.85 2.20 1.50 2.95 
Sugar Beets 5.00 
Other Cash Crops 2.90 
Alfalfa 9.00 6.55 2.80 4.30 
Brome. Bermuda, Prairie 3.25 2.15 1.70 3.00 
Silage 6.00 5.40 4.70 5.20 
Temporary Pasture 1.80 1.15 .90 1.55 
Summer Fallow .25 .25 
---------·----· ---·--·-----·------ -----
'S,nm:c: Orlan H. Buller and Larry N. Langemeier, ''Labor Requirements for Eastern, Central, and Western Kansas 
Crops." Contribution Numbers 582, 587, and 591, Agricultural Experiment Station, Kansas State University, Manhattan, 
Kausas, 

Labor [--Revised September 1987 



Table 2. LABOR STANDARDS FOR LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISES 

~ives!ock Unit Hours• Hours1 

Beef Cows Cow 8.00 8.70 
Dairy Cows Cow 60.00 53.70 
Swine (Farrow-Wean) Litter 9.00 7.30 
Feeder Pigs Head .so .so 
Ewes Ewe 4.00 4.00 
Feeder Lambs Head .75 .75 
Laying Hens Hen .20 .20 

Hours Per Month Hours Per Month 
Cattle feeding 

Winter Graze, Summer Graze Head .15 1.35 
Background Dry lot, Winter Calf Head .70 .25 
Beef Finish, Background-Finish Head .70 .10 

_ Custom Finishing Head .10 .10 

'Labor standards for livestock enterprises utilized currently by the Kansas Farm Management and K-MAR-105 Asso
ciations. 2Source: Orlan H. Buller, Larry N. Langemeier, and Steven Schobert, "Labor Requirements for Livetock Entl?r
prises on Kansas Farms," Contr. Number 82-93-D, Agricultural Experiment Station, Kansas State University, Manhattan, 
Kamas. 

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE, MANHATTAN, KANSAS 
MF-670 Revised September 1987 

Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension Work, acts of May Sand June JO. 1914, as amended. Kansas State University, County Exten· 
sion Councils, and United States Department of Agriculture Cooperating. Walter R. Woods, Director. All educational programs and mate
rials available without discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or handicap. 9-87-2M 

File Code: Farm Managcmcnt-6 
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Department of 
Agricultural Economics 
Manhattan, Kansas 

Crop and Livestock Labor 
Standards by Size of Operation 

Larry N. Langemeier 
Extension Agricultural Economist 

Farm Management Studies 

Crops 
The following crnp labor standards, by size of ma

chinery, were derived to provide labor information for use 
in enterprise studies, farm budgets, forward planning, 
and comparative studies. The Kansas Farm Management 
and K-MAR-105 A~sociations utilize an "average" of 
these crop labor standards for use in farm typing studies. 
enterprise budgets, and expense allocations. In addition, 
the KSU Farm Management Guide Cost-Return Budgets 
developed for crop and livestock enterprises use an "aver
age" labor standard value. 

Farm Size 
Farm size represents the size of machine~y and 

equipment utilized in a given farm operation, and not the 
number of acres. For example, the "Large Size Farm" 
represents typical labor usage for farm operations using 
machinery which can be classified as large. 

Table 1. LABOR STANDARDS FOR DRYLAND CROP ENTERPRISES IN EASTERN KANSAS, 
BY MACHINERY SIZE• 

Crops 

Wheat, Barley, Rye 
Oats 
Corn 
Grain Sorghum 
Soybeans 
Alfalfa 
Brome, Bermuda, Prairie 
Silage 

Average Size Farm 

2.45 
2.20 
3.80 
2.60 
2.90 
9.50 
3.25 
6.05 

Hours Per Acre 

Large Size Farm 

1.85 
1.75 
2.70 
2.00 
2.35 
9.45 
3.20 
5.55 

------------------------------------------------------------------------
•source: Larry N. Langemeier, Orlan H. Buller, and John L. Kasper, "Labor Requirements for Eastern Kansas Crops," 
Contribution Number 582, Agricultural Experiment Station, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas. 

l.ahor 2-- Revised September 1987 



Table 2. LABOR STANDARDS FOR DRYLAND CROP ENTERPRISES IN CENTRAL KANSAS, 
BY MACHINERY SIZE' 

Crops 

Wheat, Barley, Rye 
Oats 
Corn 
Grain Sorghum 
Soybeans 
Alfalfa 
Brome, Bermuda, Prairie 
Silage 

Small Size Farm 
2.30 
1.95 
4.30 
3.60 
2.95 
9.85. 
3.20 
6.50 

Hours Per Acre 
Average Size Farm 

1.85 
1.55 
2.80 
2.30 
2.25 
6.50 
2.10 
5.40 

Large Size Farm 
1.40 
1.15 
1.90 
1.60 
1.65 
5.40 
1.80 
4.90 

'Source: John L. Kasper, Larry N. Langemeier, and Orlan H. Buller, "Labor Requirements of Central Kansas Crops," 
Contribution Number 587, Agricultural Experiment Station, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas. 

Table3. LABOR STANDARDS FOR DRYLAND CROP ENTERPRISES IN WESTERN KANSAS, 
BY MACHINERY SIZE' 

Crops 

Wheat, Barley, Rye 
Grain Sorghum 
Alfalfa 
Brome, Bermuda, Prairie 

Small Size Farm 
1.70 
2.20 
2.90 
1.75 

Hours Per Acre 
Average Size Farm 

1.25 
1.80 
2.85 
1.70 

Large Size Farm 
1.10 
1.50 
2.45 
1.50 

'Source: Orlan H. Buller, Larry N. Langemeier, and John L. Kasper, "Labor Requirements of Western Kansas Crops," 
Contribution Number 591, Agricultural Experiment Station, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas. 

Table 4. LABOR STANDARDS FOR IRRIGATED (SPRINKLER) CROP ENTERPRISES, 
BY MACHINERY SIZE' 

Crops 

Wheat, Barley, Rye 
Corn 
Grain Sorghum 
Soybeans 
Alfalfa 
Brome, Bermuda, Prairie 
Silage 

Small Size Farm 
2.45 
3.40 
3.00 
2.95 
3.85 
2.55 
5.05 

Hours Per Acre 
Average Size Farm 

2.10 
2.85 
2.60 
2.50 
3.80 
2.50 
4.75 

Large Size Farm 
1.90 
2.45 
2.20 
2.00 
3.40 
2.25 
4.40 

'Source: Orlan H. Buller, Larry N. Langemeier, and John L. Kasper, "Labor Requirements of Western Kansas Crops," 
Contribution Number 591, Agricultural Experiment Station, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas. 



Table 5. LABOR STANDARDS FOR IRRIGATED (FLOOD) CROP ENTERPRISES, 
BY MACHINERY SIZE1 

Hours Per Acre -------------------- --------------------Crops 

Wheat, Barley, Rye 
Corn 

Small Size Farm 

3.00 

Average Size Farm Large Size Farm 
--------------~----------

2.60 2.35 

Grain Sorghum 
Soybeans 
Alfalfa 
Brome, Bermuda, Prairie 
Silage 

4.25 
3.70 
3.65 
4.65 
3.30 
5.75 

3.60 3.15 
3.25 2.75 
3.15 2.55 
4.55 4.10 
3.25 2.95 
5.40 4.95 

'Source: Orlan H. Buller. Larry N. Langemeier, and John L. Kasper, "Labor Requirements of Western Kansas Crops," 
Contribution Number 591, Agricultural Experiment Station, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas. 

Livestock 
The following livestock labor standards, by size of 

operation, provide the in-depth labor information needed 
for use in enterprise studies, farm budgets, forward plan
ning, and comparative siudies. In addition, these stan
dards can be used for a specific farm business. 

The Kansas Farm Management and K-MAR-105 
Associations utilize an "average" of these livestock labor 
standards for use in farm typing studies, enterprise bud
gets. and expense allocations. The KSU Farm Manage-

ment Guide Cost-Return Budgets developed for livestock 
enterprises also use labor usage values. 

Enterprise Size 
Labor usage values, by size of operation, are pro

vided for dairy and beef cows based on the number of cows 
handled. Size of operation for swine, farrow to weaning, is 
the number of litters. Average labor standards are also 
given for swine and cattle feeding enterprises. 



Table 6. LABOR STANDARDS FOR LIVESTOCK ENTERPRISES, BY SIZE OF OPERATION' 

~:_i_\estock Type 
DAIRY: 

BEEF COWS: 

SWINE (FARROW TO WEAN): 

SWINE (FEEDER PIG): 

CATTLE FEEDING: 

Summer Grazing 
Winter Grazing 
Backgrounding, Drylot 
Finishing 
Custom Finishing 

Enterprise Size 

Number of Cows 
1- 50 

51- 100 
Over 100 

Number of Cows 
1- 50 

51- 100 
101- 150 
Over 150 

Number of Litters 
1- 100 

101- 200 
Over 200 

.' 

Unit 
Pig 

Unit 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 
Head 

Hour Per Unit 

68.40 
49.50 
46.80 

13.10 
7.20 
5.30 
4.40 

10.50 
5.90 
2.60 

.so 

Hours Per Month 

1.00 
1.70 
.25 
.10 
.to 

'Source: Orlan Buller, Larry N. Langemeier, and Steven Schobert, "Labor Requirements for Livestock Enterprises," 
Contribution Number 82-93-D, Agricultural Experiment Station, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas. 

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE, MANHATTAN, KANSAS 
MF-802 Revised September 1987 
Issued in furtherance of Cooperative Extension Work. acts of May I! and June 30, l'l14, as amended. Kansas State University. County Exten
sion Councils, and United States Department of Agrkulture Cooperating, Walter R. Woods, Dln:ctor. All educational programs and materi
als available without discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, ~ex, or handicap. 9-87-2M 
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I Introduction 

Farm Personnel Management 

- A Discussion Outline -

by 

Kenneth H. Thomas1 

University of Minnesota 

A. Personnel Management: An Emerging Area of Farm Management 

1. The Setting 
a. Fewer but larger, multi-management farms 

FM301 
1/90 

1) By year 2000: 75,000 farms will produce 50% of gross farm income; 300,000 will produce 
90% 

2) Most of these businesses will require management of family and hired workers 
b. With rapidly changing technology farm job requirements will likely require more skills 
c. Labor will be scarce/fewer with farm background or training 
d. Managing human resources is often more complex and less predictable than other management 

tasks 

2. Farming Industry in This Setting 
a. Often has poor image as place of work/as an occupation 
b. Many farmers are not good people managers - haven't had experience or training 
c. But those who are, usually don't have problems hiring and keeping good personnel 

3. Importance of Good Personnel Management: 
a. "Your farm business is as good as your workers; your workers are as good as you are" - Bob 

Milligan, Cornell 
b. "Hire good key people; know when to get the hell out of their way" - Pres. of Tenneco 

B. Approach Here 

1. "Tree-Top" View of Personnel Management 
a. Will present a fairly ideal approach 
b. Will focus on personnel planning and staffing; managing people; laws and regulations 

2. Other Sources 
a. NCR bulletin 329, Farm Personnel Management- 1989 
b. Farm Labor Laws and Regulations - Minnesota, 1990, FM300 
c. Swim With the Sharks Without Being Eaten Alive - Harvey Mackay, Ivy Books, 1988 
d. Shirt-Sleeves Management - James Evered, AMACOM, 1981 

The author wishes to thank Mervin Freeman, Area Agent: Farm Management for his help in 
developing this outline 

1 



II Personnel Plannine And Stamne 

A. Personnel Planning 

1. Attracting Competent Farm Labor Involves: 
a. Building a good reputation of fair treatment of your workers 
b. Offering a well defined position that provides a challenge and opportunity for growth 

2. Step #1 • Assessing You and Your Work Environment; Your Personnel Needs 
a. You and your work environment (Do you have an image problem?) 

1) Your supervisory skills/role 
a) Working manager or managing worker? (Role change often needed) 
b) Entrepreneur or manager? 

• Entrepreneur-type gets bored easily 
• Manager-type good at details 

c) What is your management style? 
- "My way" 
• "Free reign" 
• "Doing it together" 

d) Hire workers that will be productive under your type of supervision or be able to alter 
your supervision to fit worker/situation 

2) Work environment/conditions 
a) What advantages are you offering? 

Wages, benefits, work schedule, training, job future, good people/equipment? 
b) Organizational structure? 

1) One boss/worker 
2) Authority = responsibility of employee 

b. Your l.abor Needs · 
1) How much and when? 

(During 1990's will likely have labor shortages; may have to substitute more capital for 
labor) 

2) Kind of workers needed? 
a) Regular or occasional? 
b) Skilled or unskilled? 
c) Technical or supervisory? 

3. Step #2 • Match Current Workers to Labor Needs 
a. Existing labor force should be in on plans for major changes and have first "dibs" on jobs 
b. Provides you with opportunity to make adjustments 

(Adjust jobs to workers; workers to jobs, or both) 

4. Step #3 • Job Description • Remaining Tasks 
a. Meaningful job title • "ice technician" 
b. Duties, authority, accountability 
c. Job qualifications 

1) Training/experience desired 
2) Personal characteristics 

d. Supervision 
e. Advancement Possibilities 
f. Wages/benefits 

B. Step #4 ·Staffing: Hire Employees Who Fit Job Description/Situation 

1. Some Thoughts on Staffing 
a. Hiring the right people is the greatest talent a manager can have. (Mackay, page 207) 
b. If you spend more time hiring you will likely spend less time firing 
c. Good reputation as an employer - a key element 
d. Avoid the "warm body syndrome" 

· "Hire anybody • I'll change them!" 

2 



50% don't last 6 months 
If they do stay - may take a lot of your management effort 

2. Recruitment 
a. Personal contact; keep flle on good workers in area 
b. Current employees as source of potential candidates 
c. Advertisements - local, state, national 
d. Placement services; extension agent, other agriculture business people 
e. Word of mouth 
f. College placement office 
g. Have applicants fill out job application form 

3. The Interview Process 
a. Present job in a positive, factual manner; where person would fit in business 
b. Never promise more than you can deliver 
c. Ask series of questions of each interviewee so you can compare candidates 
d. Check references - may not always get much because of legal ramifications 
e. Indicate when you will be making the hiring decision 

4. The hiring decision 
a. Put major focus on personal characteristics. They're vital and hard to change: positive 

attitude, good work ethic, amiable, good judgement, honesty - hard to measure, but very 
important 

b. Acid test: How would you feel having this same person working for your competition instead 
of for you? (Mackay, page 213) 

c. Hire person who best fits job; fits in well with other workers. Over- or under-qualified, and 
conflict among workers are common reasons people leave a job 

5. Develop a written agreement 
a. Rework job description, make part of agreement 
b. Develop and sign written agreements 

III Mana~in~ People Effectively 

(Remember: You didn't buy worker's body and soul; you just rented their behavior!) 

A. Communications ~ A Key Element In Personnel Management 

1. Elements~ Sender, Message, Channe~ Receiver, Effect/Result 

2. Three Important Keys 
a. Understand the receiver better 
b. Send better messages 
c. Listen better 

3. "You'll Always Get the Good News; It's How Quickly you Get the Bad News That Counts." 
MacKay, pages 137-139 
o Don't rely on the formal chain of command to provide you with the bad news. People at the 

lower levels will spend a lot of time trying to fix it and to make sure you don't hear about it. 
o I walk my plant every day. You need a steady diet of nose to nose, constant, immediate, 

unflltered feedback from both your customers and employees 
o But be careful you don't go around the person in charge and end up with the employee trying 

to serve two masters (Thomas) 

3 



B. A Personnel Management Model: Key Functions Of A Manager Of Personnel (Figure 1) 

1. Function 1- Deputize- Give Worker a Job to do 

2. Function 2 - Supervise - Develop his/her Ability to do the Job 

3. Function 3- Energize- Provide Environment in Which Worker Will Want to do the Job and 
do it Well 

4. Function 4 - Counselling, Corrective Action, Terminating 

Doing this •••••• ~nd providing this ••••• 4evel~ this • •••••• and 

in this. I l ~~~ 

DEPUTIZE > 

SUPERVISE> 

s:NERGJZE > 

Training 
Coaching 
Performance 
FMC~ back 

Counseling 

Positive 
Reinforceme•t 

Motivation 
Encouragement 
Recogn•tlon 

COMMITMENT 

ABILITY 

ORIVETO 
ACHIEVE 

Figure 1. The management model. 
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C. Function #1- Where Possible, Deputize Your Employee(s)- Develops Their Commitment 

1. Give workers specific tasks/jobs - the job description 

2. With this responsibility should come the necessa.ry authority to get the job done right 

3. The worker should be held accountable. This requires that goals be set, etc. - expectations 

4. If all you want is a go-fer, or someone to do the dirty jobs you don't want to do, tell them up front 
when you hire them. Often employees leave because the job didn't turn out to be what it was 
described to be at time of hiring 

D. Functions #2- Supervise Your Employees as Needed- Develops Their Abilities (Can do the Job) 

1. Skills Needed to be a Good Supervisor 
a. Can lead; command respect; be assertive 
b. Can organize - schedules; priorities; has initiative 
c. Has ability to put himself in workers "shoes" 
d. Is fair; doesn't play favorites; frrm but supportive 
e. Has great patience; sincere interest in employee 
f. Can motivate; knows workers "needs" 
g. Is tactful; praise at right time; constructive criticism 

2. Work Scheduling as Needed 
a. "If he doesn't have a note pad in his overall pocket, I don't want him as a client" - Don Rogers, 

FCS Consultant of Farm Employers in New England 
b. Here's where the working manager comes to the fore; the managing worker doesn't have 

time - he's too busy doing the job himself 

3. Training and Coaching - a Continuous Process 
a. At what stage are your employees in? 

Performance 

Discouragement/ 
Dependent Stage 

Independent 
Stage 

Time for 
Teachers? a Change? 

Routinism 

Peak 

Time on Job 

Typical Learning Pattern 
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1) Discouragement stage- employee needs your patience and encouragement 
a) Orient workers to overall business and his/her role in it 
b) Suggested Steps in "breaking in" new workers 

1) Breaks job into key tasks 
2) Prepare worker for training 
3) Teach job by demonstrating 
4) Have worker do task 
5) Follow up 

2) Independent stage - make sure they are doing job right and not resting on their laurels 
a) Worker will likely first make rapid progress, then plateau and eventually reach peak 

performance 
b) Good coaching will cut the time it takes to reach peak performance 

3) Routinism stage- need for job change? Teacher? Team leader? 
b. If you are a good entrepreneur (Mr. Outside), then you may need a Mr. Inside to do a lot 

of the training and coaching, or you should hire better trained persons. You don't like details; 
you get bored easily. 
Remember: "Little things don't mean a lot, they mean everything. There are 1,001 ways to 

screw up everyday, and almost all of them can be avoided with a little more 
attention to detail. Nobody is going to believe it's important unless you, the 
manager, makes it seem important." (Mackay, pages 153- 156) 

4. Performance Feedback/Compensation 
a. Performance feedback 

1) Can occur at any time- the closer to the happening the better 
2) Formal evaluation should occur more frequently in the early years - quarterly? 
3) Four requirements of evaluation session: (1) be prepared, (2) make it private, (3) get 

employee's participation, (4) focus on progress in doing the job, not the person 
a) Past - met goals? 
b) Present- how worker feels about situation; how you feel about his/her performance 
c) Future- agreement on meaningful goals for next period of time 

b. Compensation 
1) Wage and benefit package should reflect the competition for labor in the area and be 

reflective of the employee's job and performance relative to other employees 
2) Pay on an hourly basis or salary? - depends on situation 
3) Incentive programs should be workable and benefit both the worker and the business 
4) Bonuses should reflect superior performance or achievement of a set goal, not something 

that happens every year at Christmas 
c. Counselling/Discipline/Termination: Very Important- see Section F 

E. Function #3- Energize/Motivate Your Employees- Their Drive To Achieve 

1. Three Approaches to Improving Job Performance- What Turns People on? 
a. The "stick" approach 

1) Approach may work in short run 
2) Employee will eventually "kick" back or quit 

b. The "carrot" approach 
1) Better than "stick" but must make carrot reachable and worth reaching for (have achievable 

goals, incentive plans, bonuses, etc.) 
2) Assumption: worker sees job as a means of meeting their off-the-job goals - money to 

spend or save; must also provide sufficient time off to enjoy fruits of their labor 
c. "Soul food" approach - meeting worker's needs as a person/employee (Maslow; Herschberg) 

1) Maintenance needs (lower order needs) 
a) Physical needs- food, sleep, shelter 

(Sources: wages, benefits, housing, reasonable working hours) 
b) Security and acceptance needs 

(Job security; acceptance by fellow workers and in community) 
c) Comment: maintenance needs must be met or worker will likely be very unhappy, 

unproductive or even leave 
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2) Motivational needs (higher order needs) 
a) Esteem and status needs 

(Workers need to feel that what they do is worthwhile to themselves, to you and to 
their peers. Key aspect since being "just a hired man" is demeaning) 

b) Responsibility and growth needs 
(Most workers need to feel they are "growing" in knowledge, skills and working up 
to their capability. Here, you will need to provide opportunities for training and 
increased responsibility) 

c) Achievement and recognition 
(Workers need a feeling of accomplishment. Goals need to be set- goals that are 
visible, attainable, challenging and meaningful. They need to also be recognized for 
outstanding performance - a word of praise, a promotion, and monetary rewards help 
reinforce the worker's sense of achievement 

3) It's the unmet needs that motivate; each worker is at a different point in terms of meeting 
their personal needs 

2. Probably Will Need Some Combination of These Approaches in Terms of Meeting Needs 
a. Will vary by workers and situations - some need a stick; others need "strokes" to keep going 
b. "Soul food"' is becoming more important factor as basic needs are a given of employment 
c. A suggested approach to motivation and job satisfaction: 

1) Hire happy, motivated people 
2) Improve their performance first 

a) High individual or group performance = improves morale 
3) Pay fairly. Poorly conceived reward systems lead to job dissatisfaction 
4) Encourage participation in decisions and management 

a) Get their input, especially decisions affecting their jobs 
b) You will still have to make the major decision 

(Dr. Gerald Graham, 
Professor, Wichita State University) 

3. "Treat your people the way you treat your customers. To a greater extent than you realize, they're 
performing for you, for your approval not just for a paycheck. If you can make them believe that 
your approval means something by taking a personal interest in them, you will have taken a major 
step toward success. (Mackay, pages 197 - 199) 

F. Function #4- Counselling/Corrective Action (Discipline)jTermination 

1. Counselling - Session Requested by Employee 
a. If problem is personal or family-related 

1) Be willing to listen, help them get needed help. Don't try to play doctor or Mr. Psyche 
2) Employee will appreciate your concern for them as a person - not just as a worker 

b. If problem is job-related 
1) Let employee vent problem, but get him/her involved in developing possible solutions 
2) · Thank employee for expressing concern. Possibly set up follow-up meeting to see if 

things are going better 

2. Counselling - Session Requested by You, the Manager /Supervisor 
a. Routine problems with performance, attitude, etc. 

1) Plan ahead- defme problem and its affect on worker's performance, on other employees 
2) Private setting - discuss positive aspects first - "How are things going?" 
3) Get to the point of session; listen to employee's evaluation of situation 
4) Come to an agreement as to how to solve the problem; schedule follow-up 
5) Put written notes of session in worker's ftle; share copy of notes with employee 

b. More serious problems or chronic, undesirable behavior: progressive discipline 
1) Discipline is not a pleasant task but must be done, otherwise send wrong message to 

employee and other employees 
2) Should have employee handbook that states policies, practices and work rules 
3) Action taken ("punishment") should flt the "crime" 
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4) When possible, progressive discipline should be exercised before terminating employee 
(Provides protection in case of law suit) 
a) Informal discussion with employee 
b) Verbal/written warning 
c) Suspension 
d) Dismissal 

S} If the violation of rules was flagrant: immediate dismissal is warranted 
c. Terminating an employee - The frring session 

1} Come prepared- could be sued 
2) Use neutral site if possible 
3} Be compassionate but frrm; don't apologize 
4) State just one or two reasons for firing; concentrate on performance aspects not their 

personality 
S} Stay calm - even if challenged 
6} Outline severance procedure: termination date, wages, etc. 

d. Remember: It isn't the people you frre that make your life miserable, its the people you don't. 
Mackay, page 173 (New Exxon motto?) 

IV Some Closin& Thoupts; 

A. Better People Managers 

o Carefully plan their staffing needs 
o Hire people who fit their labor needs, situation 
o Prepare an employee handbook 
o Keep a daily "to-do" list - provides a daily work schedule 
o Create a positive work environment 
o Train a trainer - good backup; also good for the trainer 
o Provide incentives when possible 
o Understand that time off is essential 
o Involve their employees when making changes, especially those affecting their jobs 
o Do performance appraisals 
o Discipline, even frre workers when necessary 

B. Personnel management will likely be one of the important keys to the future of your business. 
Like any skill, it will take time and effort to develop, but the rewards can be great - both financially 
and personally 

C. Can you say this about your employees? 
"The talents, dedication and integrity of our employees represents our foremost competitive 
advantage• - Whole first page of Eli Lilly Annual Report, 1988 devoted to this statement 
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V Farm Labor Laws and Reamlations (See FM300 for details) 

Laws and regulations relative to farm labor will likely become increasingly complex. But ignorance of the law 
is no defense. The following is a list of sources of information. 

A. Minimum Wages and Payments 

Dept. of Labor and Industry 
Division of Labor Standards 
443 Lafayette Road 
St. Paul, MN 55101 
Phone: (612) 296-2282 

or 1-800-652-9747 

B. Child Labor Provisions 

Minnesota Dept. of Labor and Industry 
Labor and Standards Division 
443 Lafayette Road 
St. Paul, MN 55101 
Phone: (612) 296-2282 

or 1-800-652-9747 

C. Income and Social Security Taxes 

Federal: IRS 
U.S. Internal Revenue Service 
316 North Robert St. 
St. Paul, MN 55101 
Phone: (612) 291-1422 

or 1-800-424-1040 
For Forms: 1-800-424-3676 

~ 
Minnesota Dept. of Revenue 
Tax Payers Information Division 
Mail Station 3320 
St. Paul, MN 55146-3320 
Phone: (612) 296-6181 

or 1-800-652-9747 
Ask for "Business Tax Assistance" 
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Social Security 
U. S. Internal Revenue Service 
316 North Robert St. 
St. Paul, MN 55101 
Phone: 1-800-424-1040 

D. Unemployment and Compensation Insurance 

1. Unemployment Insurance 

Minnesota Dept. of Jobs and Training 
Tax Division 
390 North Robert St. 
St. Paul, MN 55101 
Phone: (612)296-6141 

2. Workers Compensation Insurance 

Department of Labor and Industry 
Assistance & Compliance Section 
443 Lafayette Road 
St. Paul, MN 55101 
Phone: (6U)296-2432 

1-800-652-9747 
(Ask for Worker's Compensation Hotline) 

E. Occupational Safety and Health 

Minnesota Dept. of Labor and Industry 
Occupational Health and Safety Division 
443 Lafayette Road 
St. Paul, MN 55101 
Phone: (612) 296-2116 

or 1-800-652-9747 



MINNESOTA EXTENSION SERVICE 

U~JVERSITY Of· MINNESOTA 

Monthly Cash Wages and Fringe Benefits 
Paid to Full Time Farm Employees 

January 1989 Survey 
Southwest Minnesota Farm Business Management Association 
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Other benefits and incentives include: 

2 weeks paid ·Vacation 
3 weeks vacation 
nays off 
Overtime pay 
$500 overtime 
Bonus 
$1000 Christmas bonus 
$4000 I year bonus late in year 
1 month bonus wage (at Christmas) if he works entire year 

and occasional small bonuses 
60 bushels of corn I month 
$11,600 incentives 
$11 market hog sold (about 1500) 
$5 for each pi9 farrowed over· 7/litter 
$101pig over 6000 
$15/100 
$2'0/sow for all sows farrowed over,lO/veek 
$.50/feeder pi.q sold, $1.00 market hog sold 
\ of milk check - 10'\, 7'\ 
Phone ($485) 
Buttei: 
Meals 
Take her out for supper once a month 
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Employer-Employee Relationships on Hog Fanns 
Authors 
t\llcln G. Mucl!er, University of IllinOIS 
C1lcert HolliS, Un:vers1ty of IllinOIS 
L.ce Joil~ son, Orleans. I nd,ana 
Max Wa!r.o. De W:tt. Nebraska 

'Nhcnev• •: two r)r more persons are Involved in tho 
farm:ng o~wrat:or<. whdhcr cs co-owners or employer 
employee 11 •c::q.Y·rsor;a! relationships become a maJor fac
tor !'1 the cor:t r1Ueci S•Jcccss' i the bus1ness Today most 
cor· rrH,rc,aii-Jog opr;r:·tlons IIIV0Ive morr> than one person. 

T h0 E.:mploycr on1piovee re!at<onshlp is the focus of th1s 
fc1c 1 shc0t. :Jilho.Jut;i' c J-owncrs partners 1n a partnership 
anr.1 those :nvolvcu 1n landlord -wnant arrangements expe
ricn :c monv 0f the s·~rnc :nterpersonal relationship prob
!en s Tht: cr'Hl:oy•;r employee srtuation differs 1n that a pay 
'lr -:,a;:w pad· dQC IS prov:deCI to employees, whereas in 
other hus:ncss arr anuements, the participants are finan
cicliy rewa:<luu tor tr>C?Ir cap1131 ldbor and managr;ment 
scrVIC:es by s11ar1nt) :r the profits of the business 

Employee Selection 
Lonf1nern.:nt hog un1ts requ,re an employee w1tt1 unique 

tra,ts Hog production. espec1ally i11 farrow-to-f:n1sh units 
covers the <ntlm range of biolog1cal production processes 
ar:d related probicrns. frorn brf'eding to rnar~etlflg. There 
rm.st be a w1ll1nqness ;md des;re to work with an11nals. It is 
ifllpossibie to superv.se every task. so look for potent1al 
employees tha1 are disc!plinec!. self-starters and that have 
a ucsire to cr;rnpletr: ass1gned tasks correctly. Prior expe
nence with hog product1on IS usually des1rable Sorne 
employers have c IP-cted to employ part time trainees to 
develop an available pooi of tra1ned, experienced persons 
to fill perrnane:1t positions as they become open on the1r 
fmrns. This process n~duces traming time needed for new 
employees 

!\ seconcJ u11:que problem of providing labor services to 
tht' typ1cal conlrnernent hog unit is the small number of 
employees, flequently only the owner-manager and one 
employee. In even larger farm un1ts. there are usually less 

Reviewers 
Bernard Erven, Oh1o State Un:vers1ty 
Russ Jeckel, Delavan, lll1nors 

than five err,ployees The one on-one employer employee 
Situation places great emphasiS on the l'ldividual's persor 
aliiies and what 1t takes to rnotrvate h:m Da1ly interacllons 
wrth individuals. each ot whom possesses 1ndiv1dual trarts , 
hab:'s and a background of past experiences, often pro 
duce stress situat:ons. This one on-one rolationsh:r. 
more often than not extends to a family-family relat1onsh:p 
mvolving spouses and ch1!dren. 

A third unique characterrstic rs the w1de range of build
ing systems and production technologies available to hoq 
producers Feeder p1g producers, feeder p1g fin1shers. and 
farrow-to-fin1sh operations may each stand alone. Although 
more standardization of production facilities row ex1sts, 
there is st1ll a w1de sp' ctrum of housing ventilatiOn, manure 
removal and feed processing technolog1es available. Poter• 
t1al employees with expor:ence and training in one procJuc 
lion system may be reluctant to move to a new systcr, 
and/or may requ1re in-serv1ce training before beconw:c1 
product1ve employees in a new job situation. 

Although product1on facilities vary, one common lea· 
ture IS the pig-his biological processes, nutritional neeos. 
d1sease and parasite problems and his response to env 
ronmental stresses. The willingness to accept 111 serv:rc 
tra1ning as well as experience 1n sw1ne husbandry eire 
employee traits that are sought after in potent1al employees 
Universities and vocat1onal programs in JUnior colleges are 
sources of potential employees with tra1ning 1n hog produc 
t1on Other potent:a! emplovees may come frorn a far:-n 
background, where hog production has been a part of !h(W 
work expenence. 

There is also considerable mob11ity of employees among 
hog product1on units as they seek out more desirable work 
mg conditions or hrgher pay or attempt to escape from lht; 
boring effect of routine tasks. Another reason for mobility IS 

lssuecl in f•Hthu<,nce c,f Coopcnativp Extem:c··· Work, /\cts ,,f IVIi!y 8 Jlld June 30. 1914, in cooperation with the U.~>. 
Departrnr>nt of Agr•culture WILLIAM R. OSCHWAL.D. Dn·Pt:lOI, Cooperative Ext<.~f1S!Ofl Service, Un•vers1t)' of II Iii!(, I' 

at Urbana-Charnpargn. fhf: lllmo:s Cooperative Extens1o11 Service prov1des equal opportunities in programs at l 
emplnvmen• 



that many employees, after a period of employment and 
training in hog production skills, return to home farms to 
take up or expand existing hog production. Here they may 
become proprietors and not employees. This situation, 
where a young man accepts employment on a specialized 
hog farm with the goal of acquiring valuable training and 
skills, is viewed by employers with mixed reactions. Some 
may avoid potential employees who openly state that their 
goal is to obtain training or where a "home farm" situation 
exists that may later attract the employee. Other producers 
feel that the 2-5 year training period provides employees 
with desirable aptitudes and motivations and ensures a 
more competent work force than other employees who may 
have limited opportunity for upward or outward mobility. 
Such employees may lack motivation and become "clock
watchers." 

Discovery and recruitment of potential employees is an 
unstructured process over the whole hog productiiJn indus
try. Recruiting vis1ts to univer!lities and vocational schools, 
advertisements in trade magazines, contacts with other 
hog producers and supply firms, and a keen interest in FFA 
and 4-H programs in the local community are all used with 
varying success by employers. A recent development, 
employment listing services for hog farm employees, is 
another source. All should be considered and explored 
when recruiting and select1ng employees. 

Management oriented positions are usually filled by 
college graduates with proven performance records or 
candidates that have the traits and potential to be trained as 
managers. Other positions may be filled by individuals from 
the local community, who are less inclined to get tired of the 
job and will not be moving back to their home communit1es. 

Job Description and Pay Packages 
Once a potential employee is located, two important 

questions are: what work and services will he perform and 
how wiii he be compensated for his labor services and 
production and management skills? 

Job description• and policy guidelines. Writing a job 
description and deciding on employment policy guidelines 
should be completed before any job interviews begin. It 
should contain and cover the following: 

• lines of management ai.Jthority, including areas of indi· 
vidual responsibility and to whom each employee 
reports for direction. training and day-to-day super
vision; 

• scope of work assignment (i.e., hogs only, hogs and 
crops); 

• sufficient detail within the scope of work to be descrip
tive and to indicate responsibilities that may not be 
included, such as marl<.eting. selection of boars or other 
responsibilities retained by the owner or manager. 
(Some employers set a specific day each month when 
the total production system is reviewed with each 
employee. Problems encountered are shared and em
ployee suggestions are solicited.); 

• farm policy on normal working hours, weekend, and 
holiday work schedules, including rotation assignments 
of employees to provide a reasonable number of free 
weekends and holidays. 

• general farm policy covering restricted contact with 
other hog production units, housekeeping guidelines, 
sanitation procedures, admittmg visitors to premises, 
restrictions on release of information to outsiders and 
similar common sense guidelines. A section of the pol
icy guidelines may cover employee housing, such as 
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distance from the farm, if housing is not provided on thr: 
farm premises. 

The job description and policy guidelines, which may_ be 
separate or combined, shou'd indicate that they are iUbject 
to review and revision, provided employees are informed 
and consulted in advance of any propo~d change~. This 
will permit changes in job assignment as new employ~es 
gain experience or show ~ptitude or preference tor some 
tasks and allow for future changes among assignments of 
co-workers. · 

Compentatlon PICktges. Employeps not in an owner. 
ship position respond to a variety of motivational r~w~mls. 
i1cluding monetary and non-monetary items. Also, individ
uals usually will differ in their subjective reactionp to varying 
reward systems. Careful thought and planning must be 
given to the way compensation is provided becau~ of its 
importance in the rewards system, or conversely, as a lij(ely 
area for employee dissatisfactions. 

Two different approaches to compensation or vav 
packages have been used on hog farm§. One approach is 
to specify the cash wages to be paid af'l9 ti~t the noncash 
benefits to be provided such as housing, medical insur. 
a nee, life insurance, farm supplied food items. vohicles for 
farm related transportation and similar fringe benefits. 

The second approach is to specify the total pay pack
age,listing the actual or allowable monetary value of e9s:;h 
benefit provided to arrive at the net cash wage to be paid 
annually, with a monthly or weekly breakdown of the annual 
salary. This second approach allows the employee the 
option to accept the allowed monetary value of a E;pecific 
benefit or to provide tor his own needs. An example is 
housing. An employee may elect to provide his own hous
ing. rather than rnove his family into the specific housing 
that is available on the farm premise$. Just the kn9Wledge 
that this option is available to the employee may help foste~ 
more satisfactory employer -employee relationships. Therd 
are also income ta¥ implications to the employee to be 
considered, if he accepts a cash allowance. rathef than an 
employer provided benefit 

Bonustt, lnc.ntivt pay 11nd profit sh~rl"l "'"'· 
There is probably a wider range in supplemental pay pla,r,s 
than any other attribute of employee-employer relatiotl
ships. A scheme that works in one farm sitj,Jation and for a 
specific employee may fail to accomplish its objective in 
o!her situations Guidelines for these supplemental pay 
arrangements among employees and employers on hog 
farms are not as clear-cut or well-defined as may be the 
case in large industrial firms. Some guides and principles 
rr.ay be provided, however. 

A bC'nt.JI is money or equivalent given in addition to an 
€'nployee's usual compensation. The arnount and fre
qJ.:mcy is usually determined by the owner and provided to 
the employee in a random or unscheduled pattern I he 
traditional Christmas bonus, if expected and anticipated by 
the employee as part of his regular pay, may cease to 
p~ovide a motivational effect on the employee. On the other 
hand, a bonus or award for exceptional services or sh~ring 
Y;ith employees part of a windfall financial success ot thn 
business can be extremely effective in employee motiva
tion and morale. 

Incentive ptans provide additional payrnent for ab~vc 
average or superior performance by the employee. l he 
performance measure used to determine when incentive 
payments are earned $houl.d be directly related to the j!Jb 
assignment of the employee and a tangible, measurabl~ 
unit that can be affected or changed by employee perf 
mance. The base pay schedule is set, based on minirnlJ 
or expecl.ed performance levels, and incentive payments 



arEJ provided for exceeding the minimurn acceptable stand
ards uf performance. 

rrv~ e1rm:uvm s v;ew of an incentiv,~ pian 1s llasr;u or• rhe 
ecur:omJc prum;se that :::upmior employer_· performance 
'Nill~rJc:rcase lhr- owner's profits recfuce costs, or ooth. ;wJ 
that l:1c IT1c.'asure used tc' reflect ernployce perbrrPancc wii! 
d~rcc :lv UJntrl!>ute to tt,,_, II!Cr03St' :n profits. 

: ;p1cal incc:1tivo fJiWlS 1r1 tng procfuct;o!; may be tied 
to otn(~rvable and rneJsurablc pr1ysicai procfuction st;_mcl
ards. such as p1gs ·Neancd per litter, total hogs murkcted 
anr! r:onceptiun rale percent 1n the breeding herc.l3ase line 
standards should be set from the averages of past por
formunce so that gen8trcs. chronic disease levels and 
builc!mq enwonrm;nt !factors not readily controlled ~1y 
the f.•rnployer;' do not t:!Jminate the potential for an incen
tivr; payment. The owner's vrevvpoint on paying incentives 
for dddcrJ physical productio•. assumes a lonqor run 
prof,t potcnti;JI or rc:rJuctJOil of loss dunng cycl1cai low hog 
prices 

Profit sharing plans are b8setl nn a measure of net 
inu''T1C or prof1ts to the ho(J untcrpnse. This measure 
req\;>rcs an "opr~n book' ac:cnunt•nq record with crnpioyees 
and s best ap[.Jiicd to those ,;rnployees havir1g overall man
agement contro: of the ;jrudt :ct1r:n process. A modification 
of tfH: prc1fit iiiCcnt,vc is nH; profit pool, shared by ali 
empio•it:CS. that IS a!!CJC2tecJ II I prOpOrtiOn tO eaCh f:'m
p!oycc's partial contribt;tJorr~> to ovcraii produc11on and 
financial suc(~r:ss Some producers ha·;e suggested that 
the rsofit ponl concept :na'; cnc:oura~1e tedm work: arnong 
employees. 

;)mbiems w1th pr<Jf1r shar111~J plans anse \Vhen profits arc~ 
after ted by I !•e: rJwner s actions. unrelated to prorJuclior, 
pert. Jrlllancc thE; r::nploye:::. Exarnp!tJS are hedg1ng 
(]Jtr:'> ancJ lll'oSr<.;. forward c:on1n1cting of feed supplies, 
ren• u uxpan~;ton of t:cq buildings, var1ations in 
I'IV<.;:ltmy 'IUrr;bers. valutfi!J ''"!Cmtory and prepaid cash 
cxpr:n,;c~; lni•.dc· tor tax ;JiarnWIQ purposes. 

f'l'l!·:!err!S also anse if the hog enterprise is 
·:cp·,, ,Jicd trurn thf: cruoping system or from owr;•,;rship o: 
bu!!- j1r:~y-~ Jnn \vnc:rt~' ~~r-.~n2ral farrn rn8chinery a;:J equip
r:lf:t :! ;'; IISc~rJ L'il'Y part 1:1 nc on t!lt'' hog nntorprisu. Cho1ce of 
rent ! rates '"''1 custo:Yl c!1argcs for these caprtal inputs 
dlfc :liJrOIJtc; /'11-oc· nw ch.:Jicc: ,,, an lflputed intmest ·eturn 
<J'l • · ,w:tv rrlVl.'Strr •l:nts tl :c c•wner, vvhen factored intn trw 
prn! t ;!(•tcrrrnn ;!;<::1. w11i aftw:t r';sidual profits. Heason
alJi• ·:>'o :r; sdt:r:cJ t! 11'St' rcrrt:-; cllld returns on r~quity 1s 
ru;' :.rr:.J dnd ''; iu'i uxplanation or trw rate St::ttln\J process 
~h(: :ld LH; rev:ewcli in auvanCl' with prof:t sh::Hiflg 
Crllf-:lnyces. 

Partial ownership of the enterprise. Profit sharing 
incc·':!JV(~::; ra;,j 1n H~e f'1rm C>f optional or requirerJ assign· 
n1c:r 1 11! stock ::1 partr:crship cap,\alaccounts 
nr r :i' 1!ai <lW: •·r·~h1p 'Ji r1oq~, 21 •d f<)c(J inventory, appear in 
·;nrn•· ·r:r:,•rH:ve cJCF';,:mcnts. The intended obJective IS tr1e 
txi1: f :r:cd whCJ arc ;.ui'l owners of !h(: busines:; 
will · :1an.> trw Si.1111e orof1t ~joais and objectives as the 
owr •· :r I r; rc;,; !ity thc:se cwn,'r';f~ip armngemento; ··eprescnt 
a de:,,., rt:d pavrncnt of t•1e incuntive incorr:e. Th8 ernployee, 
who ;s not lwuly to tJE~UHne ;:; :·JiJJOrrty or full owner, can 
rf·cr;.;c;r h1s al'r,c;ated uvvnershi~, assets only by terminating 
erqJ:, 1ymc·nt :,;1l1 scll:r ;g h:s s!-;:ne b~~ck to the oriq1nal 
\Wvi ,; 'i Tl1iS tr;,~hniouc· iS WI\Jeiy used and frequently suc
~~()C;;;:iJI wr1t>r1 ~r<Jnskr of arc oper<ilion to seconcJ generation 
LJrr1:i,: r:!-mil.Jer'; ;s thP uncJerlv:ng objective, such as in 
tali :•.r :;un par1nerc.f11ps it is usually less attractiv8 to non
r.,i:1L'd crnpioycc:c;, r:>spec;ally when intuest rates are high 
<lnd ttw 'll?t pre:3f:nt value of iutur~: rewards is d1Plin1si1ed 
t1y i'r•Jh discount r 1tes. 
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The bom1s and Incentive features of employment ar
rangements, regardless of the specific terms, share some
common otlJ:c•ctJves 
• n~e incer;tJVe should be based on performance IC'\'eis 

that are observable. measurable and controllable by 
the employee. 

• The earned ,nccnt·ve payment or bonus award should 
be pa1d promptly and r8gularly. The objective of the 
incentive or bonus 1s to mot1vate employees to perform 
above minimum levels. The rewards, or lack of rewards 
where incentive lc./Cis are not met, sllould reinforce this 
performance goa! 

• The exact terms Jnd conditions of incentive payments 
should be 1n writ1ng and 1ncluded in written employ 
ment aoreements with a copy of the complete agree
ment provided to each employee affected by the 
arrangement. 

• Base pay scales should be reasonal1ie and adequatt; 
for services performed so that failure to achieve the 
incentive level of performance due to extraordinary 
causes does not rHsult in a substandard pay level for 
the employee. 

• Ttle incentive plan should be reviewed re(:Jularly ;wc1 
modified as the erTJployee gains in skills or is ass1gnecJ 
to new duties and respcmsibilities. 

• Each incJ1wJual employee probably possesses a uni
que set of values, personal SfJCurity goals, career objec
tives and long-terr'l financ:al goals. Not all individual;.: 
will respond the same way to a given 1ncentive p!an, nor 
should they be expected to respond uniformly. 

• The incentive plan should not be a substitute for goocl 
labor relations and personal interactions between em· 
players and empioyees. where each employee IS 
treated with cons1oeration and respect 

Employee Evaluations 
A part of the emplovee-employer relationship ~;houid be 

a regular evaluation ot c~mployen performance. The objec 
t1ve C!f the evaluation 1s twofold. to give the emplc,yeo Ieee: 
back on his job performance and allow for two way 1nterac 
lion between the employee and employer on ways tc; 
irr.prove job performance. To evaluate performance. cor, 
struct1ve rat:ngs are ureferred to crit;c;sm or negat1ve rat 
ings. "Needs improvement" is a preferred r·ating, rath1,; 
than 'poor,' wheru Hv; ernployoe may be lacking. "Super 
ior' and "satistactory' are other suggested ratings 011 
selected areas to be evaluated. 

Tho evaluation sl-uulcl be scheduled 1n advance and 
conducted in private w1th only !lie superv1sor and ernployee 
present. Use pos1tive feedback where the employee iS 
do1ng a good jOb. Where the ratmg is "needs ~1nprovernent · 
be preparecl to offer trai:rin~J or suggestions on how rw 
mrght improve his wuk etfons. 

rhe areas to tJe covered w1d vary w1th each jull assign 
rnent. However, tlmc::1ness, initiative. safety practices, 
machiriery and equipment n1aintenance, relationships Wlltl 
other employees and attitude should be covered, along with 
spec1fic jOb assignments in the hog production area 

Termination of Employment 
Port ot the wr1tten employment agreement should sper;

ify probationary periocis for new employees and the notice 
reqUirements to Lle g1ven if either the employee or thf' 
employer desires to terminate employment after tire proba
tionary period. Typical not1ce penods may be 60 days for 
mutually agreed term;nation of employment. Where rea-



sonable labor relationships exist, there is little likelihood 
that employees need to be "fired" or will "quit" without a 
reasonable notice period However, provisions may be 
made for severance pay and withholding incentive pay
ments when an immediate dismissal is indicated or sudden 
res1gnations occur. 

Termination due to unsatisfactory performance or fail· 
ure to fulfill conditions of employment usually causes stress 
to both the employee and employer. Remedies and attempts 
to overcome potential reasons for dismissal should be part 
of the ongoing evaluations and feedback to the employee. 
When the final decision to terminate 1s made, the employee 
should be informed immediately. Little is gained by recon
sideration or continuing an unsatisfactory employment 
mrangement. 

Summary 
Successful employer-employee relationships start with 

the employer or owner and depends greatly on his skills, 
both as a businessman and as a people-oriented super-
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visor. The other component is the employee, who provid('r 
labor services and production and management skills. Tt· 
effective employer, in addition to operating a successful 
business, provides a working environment where tho 
employee is interested in his work, has a feeling of bein~ 
part of the team and that his contributions are impo11ant an~ 
recognized by the employer. 

In addition to working conditions and job security, finan
cial rewards rank near the top in any list of desired motiva
tional rewards of employees. The base pay schedule 
should be competitive and proportional to the services and 
job skills expected of the ernployee Bonuses or incentives 
provide additional financial rewards to motivate employees 
to put forth extra job effort. Effective incentive plans are 
usually simple, easy to understand and promptly paid. 

Written job descriptions. employee performance reviews 
and adequate in-service trair•ing are all part of the system. 
Personal relationships are usually the key to a successful 
employer-employee experionce. Both individuals, tho em
ployer and the employee, are a part of and contribute to the 
success of the relationship 

NEW6/83 



Farm Labor Management Filing System 

Bernard L. Erven 
Department of Agricultural Economics 

Ohio State University 

This filing system is designed for extension agents and specialists with program 
responsibilities in farm labor. The system is designed to be flexible in two ways: level of 
detail and creation of new categories. 

Three levels of detail are designed into the system. To illustrate using section V. Staffing: 

The most general categories are designated with Roman numerals: V. Staffing 

This level could be used if all items relative to recruitment, selection 
techniques, resignations and discharges were to be filed under staffing. 

The second level of detail is designated with capital letters: A. Recruitment 

At this level, there are five headings under 
V. Staffing: 

A Recruitment 
B. Selection Techniques 
etc. 

The third level of detail is designated with numbers under, for example, A. 
Recruitment: 

1. Developing a pool of applicants 
2. Screening 

Creation of new categories is the second kind of flexibility. New categories to fit individual 
preference and need can be added at any of the three levels of detail. Section XI. might 
be Migrant Farm Worker Programs. Section V.E. might be Brown's Farm Personnel 
Recruitment Service. Section II.C.4 might be State Minimum Wage. 

Of course, any of the suggested sections could be omitted from an individualized filing 
system. 

Throughout the filing system, X is used to designate a General file and Z is used to 
designate Research Reports. 



Farm Labor Management Filing System 

I. External human resource environment 

A. Economic conditions 
B. Labor markets 
C. Demographics 
Z. Research reports 

II. Laws and regulations 

A. Equal employment opportunity 
B. Workers' compensation 
C. Fair Labor Standards Act 

1. Employment of minors 
2. Minimum wage 
3. Hazardous occupations 

D. Occupational safety and health 
E. Unemployment insurance 
F. Social Security 
G. Immigration and Control Act of 1988 
H. Role of responsible agencies 
I. Sources of information 
Z. Research reports 

III. Human resource planning 

A. Assessing the firm's current human resource situation 

1. Manager values, beliefs, traditions and skills 
2. Personnel needs 
3. Working conditions 

B. Personal, business and family goals 

C. The nature of work 

1. 
2. 

Technology and capital-labor substitution 
Job analysis, design, description, enrichment and 

1 

satisfaction 
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D. Human resources plans 

Z. Research reports 

IV. Organizational structure and process 

A. Organizational structure 

1. Organization charts 
2. Team building 

B. Organizational process 

1. Organizational life cycle 
2. Power and responsibility 
3. Organizational culture 

Z. Research reports 

V. Staffing 

A. Recruitment 

1. Developing a pool of applicants 
2. Screening 

B. Selection techniques 

1. Application forms 
2. Tests 
3. Training and experience requirements 
4. Employment interview 
5. Physical exam 
6. Reference checks 
7. Probationary period 

C. Managing resignations and discharges 

VI. Directing/Leading 

A. Leadership styles 
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B. Communication 

1. General 
2. Communication model 
3. Nonverbal communication 
4. Listening 
5. Communication aids 
6. Barriers to communication 

C. Training 

1. General 
2. Orientation 
3. Learning principles 
4. Determining training needs 

D. Motivation 

E. Performance appraisal 

F. Compensation and reward 

1. General 
2. Wages 
3. Benefits and non-monetary compensation 

G. Discipline 

H. Selected problems 

1. Absenteeism 
2. Turnover 
3. Conflict 
4. Employee relations 

Z. Research reports 

VII. Control/Corrective action 

A. Control systems 

B. Criteria for evaluating human resource management performance 

1. General 
2. Labor productivity 
3. Participation in decision making 
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4. Shared responsibility 
5. Turnover 
6. Absenteeism 
7. Morale 
8. Adjustment to change 
9. Human resource development 

C. Human resources information systems 

Z. Research Reports 

VIII. General Farm Labor Research 

IX. Farm Labor Extension Education Programs 

A. Workshops and seminars 
B. Mini-presentations 

X. Farm Labor Teaching Aids 

A. Videos and movies 
B. Cases 
C. Handbooks 
D. Bulletins 

April 12, 1990 



JHESE ARE A FEW OF MV FAVORITE rHINGS 

Recommended reading from f=\1 Shapley's library 

l"iy "People l"lanagement" library is very limited but w1thin it 
tht=>re are a few books that I have gone back to time and aq<un or 
t-~ave> quoted from often when working on labor m<:u1agernent i:o.<z>uf'!s 

with field staff, farmers and strudent<:s. Vr'u IT'I.lght, also. find 
these• valuablE=? :1.n your work. I·f you have read something recently 
1n this fie>ld that you would recommend to others, 1 would like to 
hear from yc.u. ~-~s 

Uuit::k, ThoiT'a~. l.. "Under-standing PeoplP. at Work: A Manaqer·~, GuidE' 
to ttie Behavioral Sciences", Executive; Enterprises F-"ublit:.hinl~ 

Co. Inc •. 1976 

One ot the best tor- overview and history .in thl.s field. It 
takes personnel management from the late 1800 s up tt-u-ouqh -1975 
and includes everything fr-om the i amous Ha~>~t hurTlE' shidv j n ~ h~ 
i9,!.(J's that dJ.scover·ed that people respond te ,-:-,ttentl.orl (.7T 
~hrough Maslow's hierarchy of needs, Her-zberg s hygiene theory~ 

l"lasc:GregD!-'s theory X and Y, the sc:anJ.on plan,· Dr·ucker 's l•lBO, 
i_ ikert · s System Four, and othe,-s,to HRD. Heavy rPadl.ng, a real 
c::.J.eep inducr2r- bu't a great reference. Of course new con1:epts have 
i.rnmer·ged s.tnCE' thi.s book was publl.shed but it's gn;•at for pr·e 
,97~.). 

Pascarella, Per·ry. "The New Achievers: Creat.1ng a f'\oder-n W.qrk 
Ethic'', Thf.~ Free Press, Div. of Macf'Hllan Inc. New Yori-o:, .1984 

Thougrl c.:.i>; years old, this book is still on lhE:O cutting 
edge. The author is editor c1f "Industrial ~leek" maqa.-:1ne> and is 
very knowledgable about the field. He traces the evolution of the 
work ethic 1n ~merica and provides strong argument about how the 
ethic c. han qed fr-om work to job to consumpt.iot: • and how the 
~vorker·s of toni-:ly and tommorrot.-1 wi 11 not star;d for the nar-row 
''econl:'llliJ.L" view of work but rather want the economic plus 
commitment to quallty and self dF.!V~?lopment. Somewhat s]ow r-eading 
.Ln that Ins writing is so forceful I tound myself under-lir\.ing 
c:;omett'ling i.n a I most every paraqr·aph. 

Gibb~ Jac~·: R. "Tr·ust: A new V1ew of Personal and 
Dt>velopment" The Guild of Tutnrs Pr·ess, 
C:alifornia,1978 

Organizational 
Los Angeles, 

The au thor .is a managPme>nt consu 1 tan t that has worked with 
mdny of the large cor-porations as well as very small ores. He ha~ 
come to believl? tt-1at tr-ust ~sat the heart cJf· effective 
management. lhe bool~ is full of summary charts, and explains a 
system for pr-Dmot1ng and ach:u:>ving a "high production focus". 
Fdirlv easv reaclinq, very radi.c<:sl and idealistic but makes one 



th1nk. 1 have used 1t often in 
student~, to stretch a 11-'.:tle. 

B-.,, ham, ~.Jj ll .lam C. "i app ~ The 
Development Dimensions In ter-na tion;3l 

L1g htr; i n(".J of ErrqJo•,Jenrrcn t '' 
Pr-ess .. P1ttsbur-gh, Fa. l989 

This little book is ~'\lritten in the 'format of a fable, so 
1t s like reading a childrens book but its right on the mark. ln 
aclditior• to the entertaining story, the key points ar-e enter-ed 
into "JoE· !"lode's notebook". For exampje one page in Joe's 
notebooi-< reads "Zapp 1 -the giving of power·, Sapp--t he taking of 
powet·". This would ma.ke a neat gift to someone \'\lho 1s taking on 
supervisory outies. 

L.E' 1 ard. 
f•l u l t n om a h F' r e s s , 

"~.Jor·k and l.eJ.sure in 
Portland, Oregon 1987 

Ch- istian Per-~,;pec t1 ve'' 

A gift from a friend, this book sat on the shelf for qu1te a 
t·~h.iJ.e but \'\!hen I finallv got to it. It vvas well worth the time. 
In the fi•-st paragt-aph the author states "WE' feel qu:qtv about 
our- vJCn·k, and we feel guilty about 0>c.1r leisure. We don't 
undet-<::.tc:md eithet- very \•H:."'] 1." 14 good job of .integ~-ating work and 
le.isurc• relative to the ethics we live by. It may be a bit too 
theological for some but. it does reflect the thinking of many 
modern academicians in this field. 

Hr=·idel", ,Johr-.. "ThE.' Tao of Leaders,hip" Bantam Books. Ne~v York. NY 
1.9Hb 

?-)rourld i J.ve ht..mdr·ed BC Lao Tzu wrote one of Ch.ina · s best 
lo;. .. t;•d bc•ok!:, "Tao Te Ching" (The book of hm>J things happen). 1'1uch 
of 1t dealt w~th the qualities of w1se leadership and was 
adrlr>.:?ssed tu the great political ruler of that time. Heider. a 
p<:.-o-,.·cho1ugist and teacher, has adapted the Lao fzu's writings to 
thE,· n>odr:rr. c.la',' and find thE-m to be very relevar>t. The book 
cor,taii-:S 81 statments or- chapters, none rnor·e than one page 1n 
le.-Jqht and eoch accwnpanied by an oriental drawing. A typ1cal 
Lhapte:r -fol Jows: 

8. IJJATER 
The wise leader 1s like water. 

ConsJ.der water: water cleanses and refreshes all creatures 
without d1stinct1on and without judgement; water freely and 
fearlessly goes deep beneath the surface oi th1ngs; water is 
fluid and responsive; water follows the law freely. 

Consider the leader: the leader works in any sett1ng without 
compla1nt, with any person or 1ssue that comes on the floor; the 
leader acts so that all will benefit an(j ser-ves well regav-dJess 
ot the r·ate of pay; the leader spea~';s s.1.mply and honestl-y and 
1ntervenes in order to shed light and create harmony. 

From watching the movements of water, the leader has learned 
that in action, timing is ever·ything. 



Like water, the leader is yielding. Because the leader does 
not push, the group does not resent or resist. 

Become a sage. A great little book for getting a discuss16n 
go1ng. 



- COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE OCEANA COUNTY EXTENStON SERVICE 
210 Johnson Street - P.O. Box 151 

Michigan State University Hart, Ml 49420-0151 • (616) 873-2129 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE & OCEANA BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS COOPERATING 

Decemb~r 27, ·1988 

FARM EMPLOYERS' WORKSHOP-S 
JANUARY 10 & 11, 1989 

9=00 a.m. TO 3:30 p.m. 

Scottville 

West Shore · Community College 

A workshop on management of agricultural employees -- both fulltime 

and/or seasonal. 
TOPICS TO BE OOVEBID 

LABOR SUPPLY & TRENDS 

RECRUITING 

TRAINING 

COMMUNICATING 

HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES 

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

EMPLOYER RESPONSIBILITIES 

MOTIVATION OF EMPLOYEES 

RECORD SYSTEMS 

LEGAL ISSUES 

JOB EXPECTATIONS 

RESOUilCE PEOPLE 

*Dr. Al Shapley, MSU Specialist 
*Harvin Johansen, Chief, Shelter 

Environr~_~ent Section, HI Dept. 
of Health 

*Michael Hicks, Director, Personnel 
Ludington Comm. Hospital 

*Julie Stackecki, Extension Horti
cultural Agent, Muskegon Co. 

*Andy Norman, County Extension 
Director, Benzie County 

and 

*Dave Steeby, FHA, Farm Labor 
Housing Specialist 

*Marvin Bishop, DSS, Migrant 
Program Supervisor 

*Tom Purdy, District Extension 
Farm Management Agent 

*Norm Myers, Extension Agricul
tural Agent, Newaygo & 
~tuskegon Co. 

*Ed Strong, County Extension 
Director, Oceana County 

* Grower Panel from the Area 

Ccoperati•·t £•nsio" Se,...in progre"'' are open 1o eii•Jthout regard to rKe. color. 
11111oonel Oritin, sea or harld;ap. 
MIChifan Sl~te Clltlftflttv. U.S. 0.,.~ of Alfkullure allcl.,.,.ies cooperaelnf 
M$(,1 Is .... Atll1Ntive AcliOftiEclual Oppommlly ~ 
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~ w+E 
s FlRH EMPLOYERS WORKSHOP , 

COOPERATIVE 

ExTENSION 

SERVICE 
Michigan State University 

I Building the Foundation 

I Getting & Keeping The Best People 

I Determining What Is Legal 

December 13 & 20, 1988 

8:30 A.M. - 3:30 P.M. 

Sparta State Bank 
109 East Div.ision 
Sparta, Michigan 



WHY? 

There is considerable evidence on 
farms that suggests right now that 
greater benefits can be gained from 
changing personnel management 
practices than from changing any 
other management practices in the 
business. 

FOR WHO? 

Farmers, spouses, supervisors -- for 
anyone who is in the role of working 
with managing another, whether that 
other be employee or family member. 

ABOUT WHO? 

The focus will be on the full-time 
employee but most of the workshop 
content is applicable to any and all 
workers-even yourself. 

BY WHO? 

The workshop will be led by Dr. Al 
Shapley, Ag Labor Specialist, 
Michigan State University, Phil 
Schwallier, District Extension 
Agent, Rebecca Williams, Kent County 
Horticulture Agent, Roger Peacock, 
Muskegon County Extension Director, 
and Julie Stachecki, Muskegon County 
Horticulture Agent. A primary 
resource will be you and the other 
workshop participants as you share 
experiences, problems and solutions. 

HOW? 

Through participation. Lecturing 
will be held to a minimum with group 
interaction and discussion being the 
primary tool for learning. 

Section I 

WHAT'S IN IT 
FOR YOU? 

LABOR PLANNING 

- Determining Labor Needs/Manpower 
Planning 
Business Organization and 
Management Style 

- The Job Description 

Section II 

PERSONNEL FUNCTIONS 

- Recruitment 
- Selection 
- Orientation and Training 
- Communications 
- Motivation and Evaluation 

Section III 

LEGAL MATTERS 

- Labor Laws and Michigan 
Agriculture: 1985 

- The Michigan Right To Know Law 
Youth Employment in Hazardous Jobs 
in Agriculture 
The New Immigration Law 
Agricultural Field Sanitation 

PREREGISTRATION 

You must pre-register! This 
workshop has limited seating and 
will be treated on a first-come, 
first-serve basis. 

Cost is $20.00 to cover the workbool 
and materials, room rent, etc. 

Lunch is on your own. A list of 
restaurants will be provided. 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Name ------------

Address -----------------------

Phone --------------------------

Please register 
workshop. --- for this 

Enclosed is my check for $ ---
Please make your check payable to 
Kent County Cooperative Extension 
Service and mail it to: 

Rebecca Williams 
Extension Horticultural Agent 
836 Fuller N.E. 
Grand Rapids, MI 49503 
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~d~ing Farm Personnel in the 90's • Sponsored IJWbmclt Cooperative Extension 

f ;/:'N JiR,t I. INFORA.ftt l'U JN 

Mana~ in~: •·.arm l'er.,otmt'l in lht· 'Jill's i' a cu•krcncc for 
mana~''" uf farm hu,inc,-;cs cmph.t\izing the imJ•lrl;mcc 
of farm r•.·rsonnd. A her lhc development of a conccptu;~l 
framcw(>rk for manag<•mcm, topics in management func
li< ""of"' ganizing, swlling. and directing will be discussed. 
The format will be a combination of lecLUre and workshop 
sessions. Ca.'i<: studies, di:;cussion, and analysis of business 
problems will be included. 

Conference Presenters 

• Rnnard L. Erven 
l'rukssur 
l.kpartmcnt ol Agricultural Economics 
Ohio Slate University 

• Thomas R. Malon£y 
Extension Associate 
Cornell Cooperative Extension 

• Robert A. Milligan 
Professor 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
Cornell University 

Guy K. IIUII 
Extension Associate 
Cornell Cooperative Extension 

The prt'senters arc ExtensiOn tt"-achers with indepth 
knowledge of management principles relating to 
personnel in agricuhurc. 

Conference Caordinator: 

Dr. Robcrt Milligan 
(607) 255-4579 

Tim1•s tmrl/.(l<"llfiun!' 

II:(Kl a.lll. Tucs<Lty, Mard1 (,to 

):1~) p.m. W~Jn.:sJa) M;~r--h 7 
I~ am a. Ia Inn 
Schnc.:w<Jy, N.Y. (51 H) 370-7151 

I 1:00 a.m. Wcdnc·,day, Mafl·h 14 to 
3:00p.m. Thursday, Mardi I 5 
Sheraton Inn 
Batavia, N.Y. (7Jil)-344·21fKI 

Registration 

Tile S 105.00 rcgi,tration fct' intludcs two lundwnns, one 
dinner, and all materials. Lodging arran!~cmcnts should be 
made directly with lhc Ramada or the Shtraton. 

Registration is limited to the first 100 rcgi,trants at each 
location. Please return lhe preregistration fom1 wilh full 
paymcm by February 20,1990. Rcgis!Iation will be con
fl111led by return mail. 

CONFERENCE PROGRAM 

Day 1 --March MMarch 14 

II :00 a.m. Registration 

11:45 a.m. Lunch 

12:45 p.m. Persprctives On Your Human Resources 
M:maging People in th~ Family 

Business 
External lnllucnccs 
Organizing for P.:rsonal, Family, and 

Business Success 

3:00p.m. Discussion Brt"ak 

3:30p.m. 

5:30p.m. 

6:30p.m. 

7:30p.m. 

8:00a.m. 

!O:OOa.m. 

!0:30a.m. 

Rrcruiling In A 'l'i~:ht .lob Markel 
· GcttiiiJ~ Heady lu Stall 

Uuilding a Pool of Applicants 
Evaluating Applicant~ 
Hiring 

Recess 

Dinner 

flow We Do It: Manager Panel 
How Is lhc Businc~s OrganiT.cd'! 
How Arc Qualified Employees 

Obtained? 

Day 2 -- March 7/March 15 

Leading The nusines.~ 
Exploring Leadership, Power, and 

Authority 
Discovering Your Lca(krship Style 
Planning for Leadership 

Discussion Break 

Uuilding An Effective Team: 1+1+1 = S 
The Dynamics of a Well Functioning 

Team 
Team Building Tools 
Understanding Team Dynamics 

12:00 p.m. Lunch 

I :00 p.m. Training People For Succt'ss 
How People Learn 
Training to Meet Business Objectives 
Affecting Ability and Motivation 

3:00p.m. Wrap-up 

:l:30 p.m. Adjourn 
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AGRICULTl'HAL.E!\IPLOYERS WORKSHOP- February 20 & 21, 1990Total Enclosed$ __ _ 

.U.-\JL HOTEL REGISTRATION AND CHECK TO L & K MOTEL 

Ph·~t~t· mcludt' fir~t nlght's 
dt'P'·~.t tn guar.lllh't· ~ ••ur 
rt·M·r\·..ltwn. \our n·:--ervation 
\\ d! l>t• cc~nftrnkd only cpon 
ro·(····~·: ot your dt·po:--:: l 1lea:-:t· 
ma!..t l heck -.n· lllont•V ··rder 
pa,\ .\r. . .- to: L & h. ~f;,kl. lllo not 
!'t'll<ll'l:tll'OC'V.I ~tAlL TO: L & 
!\. M••tel. 11\,J.~ :\larinn-~lt. Gilead 
Hd .. ~I arion. Uhiu .J;.;:~ ':!. 

RU0:\1 TYPE REQl'ESTEO: 

___ .BinglE' $:15$1 

___Doublt> 839.(\6 

:\arne _______ _ 

Address _______ . Phone 

City· State ·zip 

Credit Card :\o. ----------· Exp. Date----

Issued by:----------------------

Signatur~. ·-----------------------

Arrival Date _________ _ 

Arrival Time _ 
Departure Date _________ _ 

Ht'!"t.•rvations mu"it he rt>ct~ivt•d hY FC"hruarv JO. lHHO 
Phont•: 161-tl :l!<!I-~H31 . . 

Number of Hooms 

Number of Nights ---------

WORKSHOP REGISTRATION 

Ye~! I "·ant to atter1d the AGR!Cl'LTURAL EMPLOYERS WORKSHOP February 20 & 21, 1990. Check all 
appropriate boxes. Plt·ase check tlL·o of tlu• following~L ~ . 

Tuesday, February 20 
C i. Handiin!( employer-employee situations 0 I. 

0 2. 
o a . 

Wedn£•sday, February 21 
Handling employer-employee situations 
Training People for Success 0 ., Team Buildmg 1+1+1=5" 

;>. Computerizrd Payroll Training film for employees-pickle harvest 
•. Contract Hecruitin!(·H2A and SAW Workers 

Co5t. $145.01.\forfirst person from firm,$115.00 each additional. (Includes notebook .four meals and coffee breaks.) 

____ Total number of persons attending. Enclosed is my check for$ ______ _ 

Plea>•' make payable to "Ohio A!(rirultural Employers". Mail your check and registration by February 15, 1990 to: 
Gl<•nn E. !\!addy, 4525 C. R. 65. Helena, Ohio 4:3435 Phone 419-637-2580 

:\arne 
_____ Name ________________________________ _ 

.-\dd,.,,s __ _ ---------------Phone _________ ___ 

Cit~ :'tate Zip .. 

--------------------------------·--·p·-··;·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·----.. -
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Program 
OHIO AGHl(;UJ,TUHAL EMPLOYI-:RS' WORKSHOP 

February 20 & 21, 1990 

L & K CONV~~NTION CENTER, MARION, OHIO 

Tut'"'""~, Fdtruar~ 211 

H:OO A.M. Ht•!(i"tration, notebook, coffee, juice, 
rolls and fruit. 

10:1~1 A.M. "From the Employees' Viewpoint"-
. Bt·rn ard •;rven 

11:110 A.M. "Truth or Consequences"-Mark Heller 

1 ~-1111 Lunch 

1:110 I'.M. Panel "How we recruit, interview, hire, 
train and correct emp1oyees"

Lester Lynd, Fruit Grower, Pataskala 
Wayne Dalton, Dairyman, Wakeman 
Brian Decker, Nurseryman, Groveport 
Tom Sachs, Vegetable produceT, 
Fr~mont 

2:1fJ P.M. "Farm Labor Issues"-Libby Whitley 

3-5 P.M. Building Skills-Select two 
(1 hour each) 

"Handling employer-employee 
situations"-Don Breece 

"Team Building 1+1+1=5"
Bernard Erven 

"Computerized Payroll''-Jim Klopp 
"Contract Recruiting-H2A and SAW 

Workent" -Robert Bauserman 

f>:30 P.M. Social time 

6::10 P.M. Banquet-Speaker Dr. Stephen Boyd
"The Hich Bid" 

Wl'drwsday, Ft•hruary 21 

7:00A.M. Breakfast and Hound Tahle llis<·ussion 
-Bt•rnard Ervt•n und n•prcscntativcs 
from following Guvcrnnwnl Ag<'IH'ics: 

a. Department of Lahor-Wag~ & !lour 
b. Ohio Bureau of Em1>loynwnt Scrvil'es 
c. Workers & llm·mploynwnt 

Compensation 
d. hnmigration & Naturalization 

Service 
e. EPA 
f. OSHA 

10:30 A.M. "Power of the Spoken Word"
Stephen Boyd 

11:45 A.M. Lunch 

12:30 P.M. Building Skills-:-Select two (forty-five 
minutes each). 

"Handling employer-employee 
situations" -Don Brce{'C 

HTraining People for Success"
Bernard Erven 

"Training film for employees-pickle 
harvest"-Ron Overmy<•r 

2:00P.M. "Ethics in.lhe Workplace"-The Hcv. 
,Jeb Stuart Magruder 

3:30P.M. Adjoonn 

_______ .... ____ il""'::!lli 

Speakt•rs 
Robert Bauserman, Del-A! Associates Inc., San 

Antonio, Texas. 
Dr. Sll-phen lloyd, Cunsultant on Motivation & 

Communit'ation, Ft. Thonu1s, Ky. • 
Don Brccl'e, Marion County Extension Agent, Agri

culture. 
Wayne Dalton, Wakeman Dairyman, milks 216 

cows, 4 full time and 4 part time employc<•s. 
Brian Decker, Groveport nurseryman, 8 full time and 

4 seasonal employees with 50 acres nursery stock. 
Bernard Erven, Extension Sp<,cialist, Farm Labor 

Manag<•ment, The Ohio State University 
Mark llellt•r, Attorney. Deputy Director Rural & 

Migrant Programs, ABLE (Advocates of Basi<; 
Legal Equality), Toledo, Ohio. 

James Klopp, Asst. Vice-President of ·Ag Credit, 
Fostoria" Will discuss Agri-Fax, Red Wing and 
Terra farm labor computer programs. 

Lester I .ynd, Pataskala fruit grower, 12 full time and 
7!) seasonal employees with f,()O acres fruit. 

Glenn E. Maddy, Coordinator, Former Sandusky 
County Extension Agent, Helena, 0. 

Rev. ,Jeb Stuart Magruder, President Nixon's cam
paign chairman. Now pastor of First Community 
Church, Columbus, Ohio. 

Ron Overmyer, Sandusky County Extension Agent, 
Agriculture. 

Mike Pullins, Manager, Ohio VegP.table & Potato 
Growers Assoc. and Ohio Fruit Growers Assoc. of 
Columbus. 

Tom Sachs, Fremont processing vegetable grower. 
Three full time and 110seasonal employees which 
they house. 445 acres vegetable on 1200 acre farm. 

Libhy Whitley, Assistant Director National Affairs, 
American Farm Bureau Federation, Washington, 
D.C. Formerly with National Council Agricultural 
Employers. 

Hotel 
Hotel accommodations are available at L & K 

Motel, corner U.S. 23 and Ohio 95, in Marion (adja
cent to the Marion Convention Center). The hotel 
registration form should be mailed directly to L & K. 
Single-$35.81 Double -$39.06. 

·~""-;>;"'~\~€t4i'~ -;.f,""' Joi ·~~"' \ 

RPgistration fnfot·nwtion: 
Registration cost-$1-t!i.OO for first pcrsun 

from firm, $il!i.OO each :Hlditional. lnclud,•s 
notebook, lunch and dinner Tuesday, hn•akfast 
and lunch Wednesday, plus coff!'t' breaks. 
Registration dcadlinf' is Fchruary J!i, 19!!0. 

Please mark on registration form which 
"Building Skills" sessions out of four on Tues
day and three on Wednesday that you want to 
attend. We will assume that if more than one 
person attending, they will want to attend the 
other two. The sessions are: "Handling em
ployer-employee situations", "Team Building 
1 + 1 + 1=5", "Computerized Payroll", "Contract 
Recruiting-H2A and SAW Workers", "Training 
People for Success", and "Training film for 
employees-pickle harvest". 

We encourage everyone to sign up for 
"Handling Employer-employee situations". 

• ¢ • 

Program Committee 
Don Breece, Marion 
Paul Blausey, Genoa 
Ron Brooks, Fremont 
Brian Decker, Groveport 
Daryl Knipp, Oak Harbor 
Lester Lynd, Pataskala 
Glenn Maddy, Helena 
Tom Noel, Arcadia 
Ron Overmyer, Fremont 
Mike Pullins, Columbus 
Gene Roseboom, Arcadia 
Tom Sachs, Fremont 
Larry Schmidt, Swanton 
Dennis Thome, Brighton, Mich. 
Harold Weihl, Bowling Green 
E. C. Wittmeyer, Columbus 
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